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WHAT MAKES A MEGA-HIT? Intensity. You've seen arcade games evolve, and you

demand state-of-the-art gaming. HYBRIS Is so bold, so new, so Incredibly filled with

arcade action, it qualifies as the vertical shool-em up game that will power you Into

the 21st century. HYBRIS marks the beginning of a completely new era of mega-hits.

You do more than just play HYBRIS. You Immerse yourself in action!

B>

...

Face attacks from 24

different alien ships as you

blast your way through

three long playing levels,

unparalleled In graphics

and animat!

•-* Strike special targets to

dimensions—unbelievable

fire power, extra missies,

an invincible mode and

more. . .
.-■

fv
r

action

e command center

rfferent ships-

mechanized for mega-

blasting! '

'-"

DISCOVERY

HYBRIS.
e're assuming you're br (3O1) 268-9877

FAX: (301) 268-2367
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DELIVERS ULTIMATE

GRAPHICS POWER

Bring the world into your Amiga with

Digi-View, the 4096 color video

digitizer. In seconds you can capture

any photograph or object your video

camera can see in full color and with

clarity never before available on a

home computer. Digi-View's advanced

I features include:

I ^Dithering routines give up to

100,000 apparent colors on screen

^ »NewTek's exclusive Enhanced
Hold-and-Modify mode allows for

exceptionally detailed images

• Digitize images in any number of

colors from 2 to 4096

Print, animate, transmit, store, or

manipulate images with available IFF

compatible programs

• Digitize in all Amiga resolution modes

(320x200, 320x400, 640x200,

640x400)

"Digi-View sets new standards for

graphics hardware"-InfoWorld

Digi-View is available now at your local

Amiga dealer or call:

1-913-354-1146 or 1-800-843-8934

i ONLY $199.95

NewIek
INCORPORATED

All photos actual unretouched Digi-View pictures shot directly off the 1080 Amiga monitor.



Cosmic Bouncer

A freak computer mishap momentarily

fired a genetic space-team giving you,

a lonely tennis ball, new life. Bounce

your my over the ever changing path,

butbeware: the death squares, mystery

tiles, disappearing floors and super-

bouncers will require everything you've

got! Complete over 20 scrolling levels

to earn the title of Cosmic Bouncer!

An addictive game for only S29.95.

Scary Mutant Space Aliens From Mars

Pack your bags and catch the next

shuttle to Venus before the ScaryMutant

Space Aliens From Mars invade Earth!

S.M.S.A.s From Mars is a new multi

tasking, illustratedtext-adventure with a

comic twist. Features include: digitized

graphics and sound, superbly animated

fighting sequences, instant maps,

programmable (unction keys, quick-click

controls, andhumorous yet challenging

puzzles. S39.95.

4 NEW AMIGA"

GAMES FROM

ReadySoft Inc.

Don Bluth 's Dragon's L air

Dragon's Lair, the laser disk game that revolutionized the arcade industry comes to the Amiga!

Featuring high quality real-time cartoon animation packed onto sir disks, Dragon '$ Lair pushes the

Amiga's graphics capabilities to the limit. You control Dirk the Daring, a knight on a quest to rescue

the lair Princess Daphne from the clutches of Singe the Dragon. Your quest awaits for $59.95.

(Requires one MB RAM.)

Rock Challenge

So you think you know a lot about Rock music? Then let Rock Challenge put you to the test! The

thousands of interesting trivia questions cover music from (he 50's to present day. Match wits

against family and friends in any of5 categories, or increase your own knowledge ofrock. S39.95.

DrajM's tttr and B.'i/li> Owes, tli. s/e registered tixtezisfc ometl by sistfnxd u/xfer licence lim Bimh Smi/p. Lid ■& !9S3. 19868 1987
S'ulh Gnu?. Us Ctoissef Btsipa C WSJ Des Bleth, Ml Wfto r?serted.

I Yes, please rush me:
Product Name:

Payment by: Q Check □ Money order n Visa

Price Card # Expiry

Signature

!ownDA500 DAI 000 DA2000

Shipping & Handling $4.00 c,i,._

Total si*r.

Ontario residents please add ?". PS.T Head*! Bai12?2 Lewntm. N Y 14D92

Ganymed

Keep your finger on the lire

button as you maneuver your

ship through the enemy hordes

on Ganymed in an attempt to

win back your planet. S29.95.

Bomb Busters

As the leader of the crack bomb
squad, Bomb Busters, you
must defuse bombs through
100 levels of play on !wo disks

and save the world Irom an evil

group of terrorises. $29.95.

Phone Orders: (416) 7314175 FAX: (416) 764-8867 Commodore s ■ reoomw Ira&rar* or CommodonSMrorics lilted, toty 6 a fe9««W trademark
11 r "I :-i- ■■_;■■ ,'! "

The 64 Emulator 2

Upgrading to an Amiga has never be
easier wjfn The 64 Emulator 2. Run rm
productivity software, transfer data
Amiga disks, use Commodore 64 printt
directly from Amiga software.
Without Serial Interface S39.:
With Serial Interface $59.!
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Xot every lever on our cover (above) will provide

the right choice when it comes to deciding which

programming language is right for you. Some

perfectly fine implementations ofpopular lan

guages fast plain don't /it—or at least don't en

hance—the special capabilities and unique

operating environment of the Amiga, Which lan~

gtiages best suit both your development needs and

the computer you 've chosen to develop with—

these are the questions we'll be addressing this

month in our special tour of high-level languages

for the Amiga.
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GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS, INC.

More New Products From The

IMPACT Peripherals People!

NEW!! A2000 SCSI HARD CARDS.

NOW

SHIPPING

A2000-HC/20

and

A2000-HC/45

The first AFFORDABLE SCSI Hard-Card for the A2000:

° IMPACT AutoBoot A2000-HC/20, $ Call For Pricing

° IMPACT AutoBoot A2000-HCM5, $ Call For Pricing

• High-performance, DMA design, SCSI controller with a 20MB or 45MB
Hard Disk mounted directly on PCB, freeing up a valuable and scarce

A2000 peripheral bay.

• External SCSI connector fur attaching up to 6 additional SCSI devices.

• AutoBootdirectly fromHard DiskwithvLS Kickstart andGVP AutoBoot
EPROMs installed.

• Easy "click-and-go" software installation.

MULTI-FUNCTION SCSI/RAM CONTROLLER

111 IlPIffll
ill!Iflflffl
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NOW

SHIPPING

A2000-1/0

and

A2000-2/0

The first Amiga A2000 Multifunction Expansion Adapter.

° Original IMPACT A2000-1/0, $325 suggested retail.

° NEW IMPACT A2000-2/0 (Max 2MB RAM, OK installed)

SCSI/RAM controller, $360 suggested retail.

• Combination high performance DMA SCSI controller and 1MB or 2MB
FAST RAM expansion in one slot!

" AntoBoot directly from a hard disk with V1 .3 kickstart and GVP AutoBoot

EPROMs installed.

• External and internal SCSI connectors for handling up to 7 SCSi devices.

A5QQ SCSI/RAM/Hard Disk add-on subsystem.

AUGUST Availability

Offers Everything any

A500 owner has ever

dreamed of, in one

compact, easy-to-

install, add-on

subsystem.

° IMPACT A500-SCSI/HD20, $795 suggested retail.

0 IMPACT A500-SCSI/HD45, $1095 suggested retail.
• Combines a DMA SCSI controller with a built-in 3.5" (20MB or 45MB)
hard disk and an optional 2MB plug-in FAST RAM/AiiioBoot expansion
module, into a single compact A500 add-on unit.

• Comes complete with power supply and built-in FAN.

■ External SCSI connector for attaching additional SCSI devices.

For MORE INFORMATION and for your nearest GVP
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ZEITGEIST
Apartfrom AmiExpo, nothing has happened

in the Amiga market over the last month.

I thank you

for the

standing ovation,

the gifts,

and all the lovely

vegetables."

I'VE ALWAYS WANTED to

write thai. Every time you pick

up a copy of an Amiga maga

zine (or any other computer

magazine), the editorial page

always starts out by saying

something like "Boy, it sure

has been an exciting few

weeks around here" or some

thing exuberant like that. I've

even written a few lines like

that myself in the past. Well, to

be honest, not a whole lot

went on this past month.

There weren't any general

computer shows. Commodore

didn't announce any new

products, they didn't ship any

of the products that they've al

ready announced, and they

didn't fire a slew of top execu

tives. No new viruses, no new

technological breakthroughs,

not much of anything. I'm

sure that I'll get some flack

from some marketing director

about the press release they

sent me. Their newest version

2.3.9A-27 of their LISP object

code level debugger with built-

in blackjack odds calculator

that is just going to sweep the

Amiga market. Didn't 1 think

that was something major?

And what about the N'ECROM

"88 show in east Anaheim? The

Amiga was a quasi-hit there

with all the dembroniologists.

Doesn't that rate coverage? Or

what about Commodore's new

"Two for Oneandthree-quar-

ters" deal for secondary school

special education nutritionists

in Newfoundland? (Part of

their Commodore-Goes-to-

School marketing plan.) Buy

six Amiga 500s, four PC

clones and a VIC-20 and they

give you two copies of

GraphiCraft at a 12.5%

discount.

I should mention that Ami-

Expo was a great success. Lots

of developers showed lots of

wonderful products. Many

Amiga fans attended and en

joyed themselves. R.J. Mica]

and I gave wonderful keynote

speeches. My talk centered

around what the Amiga users

want for the future. I got some

good suggestions. People want

everything that Commodore

has promised over the past

few months (68020 board,

PVA, bi-sync monitors and

1.3), a laptop Amiga, docu

mentation written in some

thing resembling English, and

an idea I hadn't heard before,

a cross between an Amiga

1000 and 2000 (a 2000 that

only has Amiga slots, none of

these MS-DROSS slots).

Since the other Amiga pub

lications cover each of these

events in scrupulous detail

and yet somehow manage to

omit the fact that sometimes I

give speeches too (obviously it

just slips through the cracks

somehow), I will say that the

keynote speech thai 1 gave was

absolutely wonderful, informa

tive, stimulating, erudite, witty,

poignant, insightful, fun, and

in general a speech not to

have been missed. If you

missed it, then I suggest that

you go back in time the way

you came and make a point of

going so that you will not have

missed it. Or something like

that. If you were there, then I

thank you for the standing

ovation, the gifts, and all the

lovely vegetables.
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REPARTEE
Comments, complaints, and concerns

from AmigaWorld readers.

Disgruntled

SINCE PURCHASING MY

Amiga 500. it has been noth

ing but trouble. First, the

power supply blew up. Sec

ond, the disk drive had a

problem differentiating be

tween write-protected and

nonprotected disks. Now

there is a bad video connec

tion so that the interlace mode

works only intermittently.

The quality-control depart

ment at Commodore must have

been asleep when my machine

went by. I wonder if Commo

dore knew something that we

didn't when they guaranteed

the unit for only three months

instead of one year like other

computer manufacturers.

It's a shame that such a won

derful machine as the Amiga

500 is going down the drain

because of a simple quality-

control problem. Maybe Com

modore should heed the les

son that the U.S. auto industry

learned when it let quality

slide.

Alex H. Young

Cambridge, MA

To Err

Is Universal

I'VE BEEN READING all these

letters about Amiga 500s

breaking down, chips nm in

place, etc. Give me a break! A

friend and I recently bought

Amiga 500s and they were in

perfect condition. I have

owned a C-64, a C-128, and

now an A500. I still have the

C-128 and have never had any

trouble; the only trouble I

have had is with non-Commo

dore equipment. I know other

people with Commodore com

puters who have never had

any trouble.

Close to here, there is a

computer store that sells Ami-

gas, and they have five ma

chines going every day. They

have never had any trouble

with them, nor has anyone re

turned one. I know quite a few

people who have bought IBMs

and Apples and have had trou

ble with them. I know a per

son who bought a Mac SE

before the Amiga came out.

When he first got it home, it

didn't work; Apple forgot to

install the RAM chips. The

company replaced it, but he

still had problems. Finally,

he bought an Amiga 1000

and has had no problems

with it.

Everyone makes mistakes,

including IBM, Apple, and

Commodore. I don't think

Commodore is any more care

less than other companies.

Chad Kielkopf

Sturgis, MI

S.M.I.L.E.!

SLANDEROUS! I FIND it dif

ficult to believe that someone

open-minded enough to use

an Amiga could be so ignorant

as to blame Dr. Leary for drug-

related deaths. Having read al

most everything he's pub

lished, I feel qualified to say

that what he advocated was

drug use, not abuse. Further

more, be no longer advocates

such practices.

In the late '60s and early

'70s, lots of us did things we

wouldn't do now. Personally, I

believe that LSD would have

caused much greater damage

without such guidance. For

those who have never read any

thing by Timothy Leary, he

advocates S.M.I.L.E. (Space-

Migration-Intelligence-Life-

Extension), a very noble

cause to which I too am

dedicated.

James E. Shaffer

Barcelona, Spain

Happy Hunter

REGARDLESS WHAT people

may say, Amiga World's Summer

'88 Treasure Hunt was fun—at

least for me. The desire for a

2000 was more than enough

to propel me to follow each

clue.

Fred Gardner

St. Petersburg, FL

Low-Cost Color

I JUST READ Mr. Wright's call

for a low-cost color ink-jet

[Zeitgeist. June '88, p. 8]. I

know of a solution (at least for

some users). Xerox/Diablo is

still selling rebuilt Diablo

C150 color ink jets for around

S450. The color is wonder

ful, handling 4,096 shades.

The only drawback is speed.

In text mode, 25 cps is

flying.

Essentially, the Diablo C150

is a direct predecessor to the

Xerox 4020, with (as far as I

know) the same features and

resolution. They're similar

enough so that you can use

the Diable C150 printer driver

on the Xerox 4020 with good

results.

At any rate, if you're willing

to wait for printouts, a rebuilt

Diablo C150 may solve your

problem.

R'ykandar Korra'ti

Lexington, KY

Errata

IN THEJUNE "88 Notepad

["State of the Union Jack," p.

1-4], reference is made to the

release of Bubble Bobble by

British Telecom. British Tele

com has been licensed by

Taito Software to release this

game in Europe only for the

PAL Amiga.

Regarding the sidebar to

"Workstation Amiga" ["Like a

Hurricane," August "88, pp.

30-31]. Ronin Research and

Development, Inc. is the devel

oper and manufacturer of the

Hurricane line, not Finally

Technologies. All inquiries re

garding the Hurricane board

should be addressed to: Ronin

Research and Development,

Inc., 1150 Ballena Blvd., Suite

201, Alameda, CA 94501.

415/769-9325.

Send your letters to: Repartee,

AmigaWorld Editorial, 80 Elm

St., Peterborough, NH 03458.

Letters may be edited for

space and clarity. ■
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It's Time To See How Your Word Processor

Stacks Up To ProWrite™ 2.0

Feature

SPRUNG CHECKER

MAILMERGE

OPEN MULTIPLE DOCUMENTS

TRUE MULTIPLE FONTS

INCLUDE COLOR GRAPHICS

PUCE GRAPHICS ANYWHERE ON THE PAGE

USE COLOR FONTS

WYSIWYG DISPLAY

USER-SETABLE PREFERENCES

LEFT, RIGHT AND DECIMAL TABS

PARAGRAPH SORTING

CHARACTER, WORD, LINE, .AND PARAGRAPH COUNTS

FAST GRAPHICS PRLNT1NG

USE ANY PREFERENCES PRINTER

AUTOMATICALLY CONFIGURES TO PRINTER

ProWrite

/
•

/
/:
/

//
/
/
/.
/

•,
/

Scribble

•
•

/

TextCraft

/

/

/

/

VizaWrite

/

/
/
/

/

/

•

KindWords

/
/

y

/

•

LPD Wrjter

•

/

•

Now You Can Trade Up To ProWrite And Save $50
See for yourself—trade in your current word processing software, and get S5O offwhen

you order ProWrite, the only multi-font color graphics word processor for the Amiga"!

ProWrite 2.0 has a number of powerful new features. A spelling checker with a 95,000-

word dictionary. Mail merge. The ability to read hold-and-modify ( HAM ) pictures, and to

resize pictures as well. In addition, ProWrite has the Workbench 1.3 printer drivers, for

much faster and higher quality graphics printing. All this, plus ProWrite's flexibility and

ease-of-use combine to make ProWrite the best word processor for the Amiga.

Here's the offer: just send us the master disk of the word processor you're using now,

and get ProWrite, version 2.0, for only S75! That's a savings of40%—which makes this

a perfect time to reconsider your word processor. Because now, when you compare

ProWrite and the competition, it really pays!

CALL FOR A FREE BROCHURE ON PROWRITE AND FLOW \

THE IDEA PROCESSOR FOR AMIGA.

New Horizons
SOFTWARE

First In Personal Productivity And Creativity.

P.O. Box 43167 / Austin, Texas 78745 / (512) 328-6650

i.iciiurk hi Mew Horizon Software, Inc. Aniigj is j registered ir.nkni.uk of( tofflmo

Circle 38 on Reader Service card.
Amiga, int.

V' van ■' uiiil <t-™i nmi mod will, it, feilxtani 1" rhr VH

Pi. lUtml i.i •!:-.

..f-ni.i .-»i lbs irogri(a mlonnalion ••• w*i- to ho mnii pi>, ,,i («

I'M READY TO MOVE UP TO

PROWRITE 2.0!

Here's my word processor master disk and a check or money order

for $75 payable to New Horizoas Software. Inc. Send me the new

ProWrite 2.0! (Texas residents please add S6 sales tax).

STATE



NOTEPAD
Compiled by Linda Barrett

Cake, Ice Cream, and Computers
THE AMIGA'S THIRD birthday

party, sponsored by AmiEXPO

and AmigaWorld, was one of the

highlights of AmiEXPO-Mid-

wcst, held last July in Chicago.

Choruses of "For she's a jolly,

good computer" rang through

out the exhibition hall during

the keynote sessions and semi

nars.

Wishing the guest of honor

much success in her fourth year,

Jeff Porter, Commodore's Di

rector of Product Development,

led off the keynotes with a talk

about products under develop

ment at Commodore. He out

lined the improvements to the

operating system under version

1.3 (which may be an indication

that 1.3 will be available fairly

soon). The enhanced chip set

for the A500 and A2000 will re

quire the 1.4 system software,

which Porter said will be ready

by the beginning of next year.

He also discussed the 2286

Bridgeboard, an IBM PC/AT on

a card that allows you to use the

mouse in the PC environment.

Other products that came up in

the discussion were the 2058

RAM Card for the A2000 (2MB

RAM, expandable to 4 or 8MB),

the 2620 Card for the A2000,

the A2024 Monitor (1008x800

display, works on all Amigas

with 1 MB RAM), the A2300 Gen

lock, the Professional Video

Adaptor, and the fabled Trans

puter board. Lest you get too

anxious. Porter said that most

of these products are in Beta

testing and that the Transputer

is "a long way off."

Out on the floor, developers

had plenty of party favors for

the guests. The bulk of new

products that were introduced

emerged in the video field. Elan

Design demonstrated their In-

vision video-processing system.

Envision works with A-Squared's

Live! video digitizer to turn

video from a VCR or camcorder

into moving Amiga graphics.

Communications Specialties

announced the Gen/One gen-

locking encoder, compatible

with all three Amiga models.

Other new products for video-

philes included: Svndesis' Inter-

Font, a 3-D object font designer;

Mindware's PageFlipper Plus

F/X, a full-screen II-'K image and

special effects program; Cre

ative Microsystems" Vl-Series of

multi-use video adapters for in

terfacing the Amiga with video

hardware and peripherals; and

Inner Connection's upcoming

C.A.V.E. Video Accessories.

In the realm ofgraphics, Gold

Disk introduced Professional

Draw. Scheduled for October

release, Pro Draw will be com

patible with the next upgrade to

Pro Page. Gold Disk also an

nounced SpectraScan. a pre

press color image processing

package, which is also due out

this fall.

Software Visions demon

strated Microfiche Filer Plus, a

professional database featuring

optional macro programming

using the ARexx language. Em

erald Intelligence hosted a

champagne toast to launch Ma

gellan, an artificial intelligence/

expert system building tool.

Among the new games, the

most eye-catching was Free

Spirit Software's Sex Vixens

from Space, an adult graphic ad

venture game. Mindscape's Su

perstar Ice Hockey looks like a

winner. ReadySoft gets the

weirdness award for Scary Mu

tant Space Aliens from Mars.

For hardware fans, Comspec

Communications introduced

the SSD Hard Drive System for

the A500. The Comspec system

consists of a SCSI host adapter

and a hard-drive chassis; the

SSD chassis will be available in

several different configura-

No matter how you spell it, it reads

"AmigaWorld."

lions. Spirit Technology an

nounced their ST-506 Hard

Disk Adapter for the A500 and

A1000,

Among the many guests who

thronged the aisles were nine

hearing-impaired Amiga users

who were given VII1 status by

AmiEXPO's Alexander Glos.

Registration fees were waived

for guests with VIP status, which

allowed the group to use those

funds to hire an interpreter for

the duration of the show. Steve

Jacobs. Video Coordinator of

AmiEXPO, handled the ar

rangements. Jacobs hopes that

future AmiEXPOs will have full

handicapped access.

Upcoming AmiEXPOs will be

held in Los Angeles (October 7-

9) and New York (March 3-5).

for more information, contact

Ami Associates, 211 East 43rd

St., Suite 301. New York. XV

10017, 800/32-AMIGA.

—SL
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Dark Side ofParadise
ON THE EERIE moonscape of Hawaii National Volcano Park, sprawled across

a desolate hill, a couple of ramshackle buildings cling to black lava: the Hawaii

Volcano Observatory. In this wasteland of sulfur, glowing lava, and burned-

out craters, a team of 26 scientists is using the Amiga In an attempt to uncover

the why's and what's of volcanos and earthquakes.

Near Hawaii's three liveliest volcanos, on the "Big Island," the observatory

is currently using an Amiga 1000 for graphics processing, generating real

time maps of the island's seismic activity.

Dr. Carl Johnson and Dr. Tom English are responsible for the data processing

of volcano and earthquake information. Sensors placed at 72 locations through

out the island transmit a stream of seismic information to the observatory.

Each sensor transmits about 100 pulses per second, and each day more than

50 minor trembles are recorded, totaling about 15,000 per year. Fortunately,

most are so minute that only the delicate seismic sensors register their

presence. Radio receivers pick up the analog signals from the sensors and

shoot them through analog-to-digital converters. The resulting digital infor

mation is then processed by two VAX-75 mainframes. A Fortran program

analyzes all 72 streams of signals and transforms them to vectors describing

the strength and distance of the tremor. A 1200-baud modem transmits the

vectors to the Amiga, where they are used to plot a graphic representation

of the quakes superimposed on a map of Hawaii.

Says English, '"We needed something that could show us seismic activity

in real-time. The Amiga was an obvious choice. Its multitasking lets us display

several different kinds of Information simultaneously. The VAXes crunch the

numbers and the Amiga turns the numbers into something recognizable to

the eye." The Amiga's graphic output is sent to laser printers to produce

earthquake maps, seismic charts, and even lava-flow predictions.

The Amiga can also be put to work to monitor a volcanic eruption. Just

prior to eruption, the volcano becomes swollen and heavy, as the molten lava

Intensifies pressure on the Inside. The swelling is measured with a laser-tilt

Mauna Loa vs. Amiga

meter, and the weight of the lava is measured with a gravity meter. These

results are sent to the VAX machines, then fed to the Amiga to create a

window into the depths of a glowing volcano.

Tourists at Hawaii National Volcano park can see the Amiga at work in the

Volcano Museum next to the research center, where a single Amiga 1000

displays the map of Hawaii and lets you follow seismic events in real-time.

English and Johnson are at work on new algorithms aimed at predicting

the direction of lava flow. Through the combined powers of the VAX and

Amiga, the scientists can simulate volcanic eruptions and follow streams of

binary lava as it flows down imaginary, computer-generated mountains. "As

a result, we will become more capable of guessing the direction of lava flows

and thereby avoiding dangerous situations," Dr. English emphasized.

"Dial an earthquake" Is another service that could be based on English and

Johnson's Amiga program. Results from seismic institutes around the world

could be picked up by a central database and converted to Amiga IFF format.

Any Amiga owner with a modem could connect to the database and have

access to a reliable, and cheap, real-time earthquake detector.

English and Johnson plan on getting more Amigas. "We like the new A2000

model. It's impressive, and we need some of those," said an enthusiastic

English. —Soreti Rentier

Job Hunting?
IS IT TIME to change jobs? With the Electronic Media Network you can flip through the classifieds

section without a single smudge of newsprint on your fingers. Remote controlled by an Amiga 1000

and an A2000, the on-line service currently features around 80 classified employment ads, predom

inantly for high-tech positions. The 2'1-hour system presently supports four incoming lines, but will

add between 16 and 20 as soon as it has 350 advertisers.

If you are satisfied with your employer, the network has plenty more to offer. You can contact

other callers through E-Mail or teleconferencing. To share programming ideas, you can up- and

download to and from a library, or set up a Special Interest section on the system. For advertisers,

the network supplies a marketing survey service.

Anyone can access the classifieds section, but you must subscribe to the system to take advantage

of the additional services. A five-hour subscription will cost you S15, but if you mention the word

"Amiga" when signing up, you will receive an extra three hours free. The suggested modem settings

are eight bits, no parity, one stop at 300 or 1200 baud. For more information, contact the Electronic

Media Network data line at 216/241-2612 or a Network representative at 216/241-2600.

-LJB

Amiga World II



HORS D'OEUVRES
Hints, tips, and techniques

from yourfellow Amiga users.

Tiny Windows

THE CON: DEVICE has some obscure,

little-known features. It is usually used to

open custom windows, but when you

"shrink" these windows with the sizing

gadget, you're limited to a minimum size

of 120 pixels wide by 50 pixels tall. How

ever, if you open the window with a

width or height less than these values,

this becomes the smallest allowable size.

Opening a 1 by 1 window allows the win

dow to take on any size you desire. Of

course, a window this small can be hard

to find and impossible to work with. A

way around this difficulty is to put the

window in the extreme upper left-hand

corner of the screen. Then, all you have

to do to find it is move the mouse as far

to that corner as it will go, hold down

the left mouse button, and open it up.

This hidden window is always there for

you if you need an extra CLI, without

taking up space on your screen when it's

not in use. Add this line lo your startup-

sequence:

NEWCLI "con:0/0/l/l/Tiny-Window"

Now that tiny window will always be

there when you need it.

Marvin Oldham

Oklahoma City, OK

Choices with SKIP

COMMAND SEQUENCE FILES (CSFs)

such as the startup-sequence tend to be

inflexible because you can't provide

them with any information that will alter

their execution sequence. However, the

AmigaDOS input system for command

templates (using ? as the parameter of an

AmigaDOS command, prompting DOS

for the parameters) provides a nifty way

to vary the execution sequence of CSFs.

Specifically, the SKIP command used

with the ? parameter allows you to enter

from the keyboard a CSF label to which

the SKIP command will skip. It's limited

(the only thing this can do is vary CSF

execution flow), but it's there and it's

fairly easy to use.

The actual syntax is as follows:

SKIP > NIL: ?

When AmigaDOS executes this in a CSF,

it pauses and allows the user to enter a

label that it will skip to.

After this statement, enter LAB (label)

statements that correspond to any possi

ble responses that you want to accommo

date. Here is a simple example:

FAILAT 11

ECHO "Want to? (YesfY, No/N,

Maybe/M)"

SKIP > NIL: ?

LAB no

LAB n

ECHO "This is NO."

SKIP end

LAB yes

LAB y

ECHO "This is YES."

SKIP end

LAB maybe

LAB m

LAB

ECHO "Make up your mind."

LAB end

FAILAT helps limit damage in the

event that the user enters a response that

doesn't have a corresponding LAB. CSF

execution would terminate at the SKIP

statement, but at least you wouldn't get

error messages.

The LAB with no parameter on the

third-to-last line will catch the times that

the user answers the SKIP ? with a blank

Return (it makes for a quick default ac

tion path, too).

There is one other thing to consider.

SKIP will only skip forward in a CSF, so

loops aren't possible (short of recursively

recalling the CSF.. .but that's another

matter entirely, if it even works). It also

means that LABs are reusable from

SKIP ? to SKIP ?. Each SKIP will skip to

the next LAB statement that matches its

parameter. In other words, you can have

several LAB y's or LAB n's. And inciden

tally, uppercase versus lowercase is not a

factor in the LAB parameters or SKIP

key-ins.

John L. Schuncke, Jr.

Bellevue, NE

500 Monitor Stand

THE AMIGA 500 is a great machine, but

unlike the 1000 or 2000, you can't rest

your monitor on top of the computer.

For those of you with limited desk space,

Radio Shack has the answer. For $30, the

all-metal monitor stand for the Radio

Shack EX computer is a perfect fit.

Michael Bernard

Wenatchee, WA

The Guru Speaks

THE FOLLOWING IS a short Amiga Ba

sic program that lets the Amiga Guru

speak to you. Notice that it uses PEEK—

this message does actually exist in your

Amiga ROM, in the Write Control Store

(WCS), where your Kickstart disk is

loaded. You must run this program un

der version 1.2 of the system software.

The location of the message changed be

tween versions 1.1 and 1.2. Be very care

ful when typing in the program—the

PEEK locations are extremely important.

To make the message sound better and

look better, I forced an exclamation

mark to appear at the end. This doesn't

appear at the end of the message in

ROM (no punctuation does). The pro- ►■
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WeFeelltls
Unfair OfThe Major

Software Companies To Avoid The

Publishing Partner Professional,™ designed to be better than the desktop publishing "standard."

Publishing Partner Professional

« We think desktop publishing should be enjoyable. Our user interface

reflects this — have fun! And, if you need help, look in the manual, it

even has an index!

• Your text will flow automatically around any irregular-shaped graphics

giving a very professional look quickly.

• Create crisp-looking, readable paragraphs. You can, with our auto-

hyphenation, auto kerning, user definable kerning pairs, and auto- I

leading control all in increments down to 1 /3600th of an inch!

Pagemaker

There are books written on how to use it

. M >

Import those beautiful Amiga graphics from virtually any art

program and print them in color or shades of gray. Or you can draw them as you go with our complete graphics toolbox.

A picture tells a thousand words — so who needs

words?

They knew these functions are essential but leading

only down to 1/2 a point?

Amiga graphics?

And, if you spell something wrong, the spell checking feature will find it for you, saving you time and perhaps

embarrassment.

Hopefully you are a good speller.

Import from most all word processors including those with ASCII or IFF text formatting or have them running in the

background.

It is vitally important to support word processors and

they knew this.

We include drivers for virtually every printer, dot matrix or laser at no extra charge. So, now, you can create beautiful

dxuments using the printer you already own.

They also realized that if the printer support is weak,

why bother?

Need to change a word in one place or throughout the document? Our search and replace feature will make it quick and

easy for you.

Do it right the first time.

It will always look great quickly, using our premade style sheets. Or, do it yourself with the tag and master page system. It would sell better if they did.

You are very precise and you need flexibility, so our font point size range is from 1 /50th of a point to 1.310 points in 1 /50th of

a point increments! And, we use scalable fonts so no jaggies!

If you are average, the range of 4 to 127 points one

point at a time should suffice.

You can view your document in 50%, full width, full page, multiple page, actual size, or 200%, or set your own between 15

and 999%!

You can view your document in only the five different

ways they have picked for you.

We don't copy protect. They too, know that professionals don't cheat.

You can open multiple windows with different documents or different pages and go from one to the other editing as you go. Facing pages only please.

Publishing Partner Professional™ — the new standard. Aggressively priced at only $199.95.

ATTENTION PageSetter OWNERS! We think you will like ours better. We are so sure, that for

only $50 we will send it to you. Call (314) 894-8608 or send your program disk and $50 plus $5 for

shipping to Soft Logik. This is a limited-time offer.

SOFTLOGIK

PO Box 290071 • SL Louis, MO 63129 • (314) 89O608 • Im (314) 894-3280

Circle 211 on Reader Service card.



gram will alter the voice somewhat io

make it sound more omnipotent Enjoy]

10 'Amiga ROM Message-—the guru

speaks

20'

30CLS : sS = "" :SAY

TRA\'SLATES(sS)

40 FOR i = 0 to 8 : READ voice%(i) :

Next i

50 FOR i = 16281592& TO 162816S2&

60 s$ = sS + CHR$(PEEK(i»

70 NEXT i : sS = sS + "!"

80 LOCATE 11,18: PRINT sS

90 SAY TRANSLATES(sS),VOICE%

100 '

110 DATA 65,0,150,0,20078,64,4,0,0

Greg Epley

Lexington, l\TC

Editor's Note: The line numbers are optional.

We have included them herefor clarity.

WordPerfect

Cursor Control

WORDPERFECT USERS WHO find the

cursor-control features clumsy, don't de

spair! You can avoid the Home, Home-

Arrow combinations by simply using the

original cursor-control keys in combina

tion with the Shift and Alt keys. The

Shift key will move you through the doc

ument, and the Alt key operates on the

current screen.

Ron Skinner

San Bernardino, ('.A

Two C Tips

1. IF (LIKE ME) you are too lazy to type

an L after all numbers you pass to the

Amiga Libraries with Aztec C, and you

don't care if your programs run a little

larger, then drop the L and add a + C to

your compilation command (e.g., "cc

FrogramName + C"). This will force the

Manx compiler to create all "ini" vari

ables as longs. "Shorts" are unaffected.

2. I recently wrote a program that used

a very large array, 2000 elements of 25

character strings. The program would oc

casionally cause the whole system to

crash, giving me a Guru Meditation er

ror. The problem turned out to be that

all variables (including Uiose in the

main() section) are created as automatic

variables, unless specifically declared as

static. Automatic variables are created on

the system stack; mine is 8000 bytes long.

Creating very large arrays can cause a

stack overflow, which makes your pro

gram die at an apparamly random point

with a software error and the Guru Med

itation message.

There arc two solutions to this prob

lem. The first solution is to declare large

arrays as static (e.g., "static char

VariableNamc[2000][25]"). This is accept

able, but the compiler will store your

variables in the data section of the ma

chine, which is larger than the stack, but

not excessively large. A better way to

solve this problem is to use the malloc or

calloc subroutines to allocate space for

your variable names. These routines allo

cate space in the system "heap," which,

as the name implies, is huge.

filter A. Phelps

Clenview, IL

I/you have an idea you'd like to share with our

traders, send it to Hors d'oeuvres. Amiga-

World Editorial. 80 Elm St., Peterborough, \'H

0345S. Ifyour idea gets published, you'll receive

an AmigaWorld surprise gift. ■

NERIKI
delivers

NKRIKI
I.MALE MASTER

CKVMCKFOR
IAMKH

CHROMA PMASC

ENABLE INVERT

a true BROADCAST quality genlock

for the AMIGA™
The NERIKI IMAGE MASTER™ PRO GENLOCK outputs 520 lines of encoded NTSC resolution
(600 lines in PAL). It incorporates an adjustable luminance keyer and has a chroma phase control.

The NERIKI supports all graphics modes & resolutions and is compatible with all AMIGA models.

This rack mountable unit supplies a full complement of BNC input & output connectors, integrating all
your professional and broadcast studio requirements.

North American distributor: COMPU_ART

P.O.Box 712, Victoria Station,

Montreal, Qc, Canada H3Z 2V8

(514) 483-2080 't (514) 737-5865

International Distributor: TELMAK PTY LTD

Unit 12. 126 Queens Road
Five Dock, N.S.W. 2046,

Australia 2065 © (02) 745-3466
Neriki Image Master is a trademark of Nerik* Computer Graphics PTY Ltd. Amiga is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines Lid.
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You're at the foot of

one of the world's highest

mountains. And you're

not snapping pictures.

Because this is the FINAL

ASSAULT. The only

mountain climbing game in

the Alps or anywhere else.

IF YOU'RE AFRAID OF
HEIGHTS, FORGET II

You'll experience the .

terror and elation of one

of the most grueling sports;

ever. And you'll be tested

every step of th

ONE
MISTAKE
AND IT'S
THE BIG
PANCAKE

© !988Epyx,Inc.

Commodore 64/128,

Amiga. Apple IIGS.,4

AlariST.IBMi

compatibles.

Screens from

Atari ST.

Did you pick the right

course? (There are six

treacherous possibilities,)

What about supplies?

If you run out of soup,

you'll be stuck with snow

sandwiches.

Forget your spikes or

ice picks? You could end

up a permanent part of

the scenery.

To ma

stakes even

higher, play with

anEPYXhigh jh

performance MsA
joystick. mH

Circle 191 on Reader Service card

If you have nerves of

steel, even when you're

dangling 40 feet off a cliff,

you might just be one of

the lucky few to plant

your flag at the peak,



REVIEWS

Assemblers: Putting It

All Together

Seven tools vie to help you become

a master of assembly.

By Bryce Nesbitt

THOSE SOULS BRAVE enough to dive

into the wild and woolly world of assem

bly-language programming may come up

confounded. At least seven programs

make up the Amiga assembly puzzle.

Unlike jigsaw pieces, size, shape, and

color will not reveal each assembler's

placement in the picture. To expose

strengths and weaknesses, I subjected the

programs to rigorous testing: actual use

on a large assembly project. About once

a week the project source code was

dragged, often kicking and screaming, to

the next assembler in the lineup.

1 made note of each bug I encoun

tered. A tool thai has bugs will eventu

ally eat up some of your work, and

worse yet, it might insert subtle flaws

into your code.

Surprisingly, not all the assemblers are

compatible with Commodore's standard

include files. (These files contain the

constants and structure definitions that

make the Amiga tick.) Without this infor

mation, it is, quite simply, impossible to

write Amiga-specific programs.

Macro Assembler io.i78 and n.o

The Macro Assembler, by Metacomco, is

noteworthy because i( was the first and,

for a long time, the only assembler for

the Amiga. Thus, it became the standard.

To this day Commodore uses the Macro

Assembler for developing new Kickstart

releases; all include files were written

specifically for Metaconico's assembler.

With such an important role, it is for

tunate that the Macro Assembler is quite

good. It closely follows the specifications

set by Motorola, the manufacturer of the

68000 chip. Sensible extensions to the

Motorola specification are included to

make programming easier.

The Macro is, however, slow; it flops

out of the gate at a dead crawl. Also, it

has not kept up with the times; 10.178

comes with include files for the obsolete

Kickstart 1.1. This assembler needs a bit

of updating to compete today.

Metaconico's new version, 11.0, is

more than twice as fast as 10.178, Unfor

tunately, this release includes a cavalcade

of problems and errors.

The documentation is riddled with in

accuracies and omissions. The Alink

linker is a complex and crucial part of

the assembly process—it is impossible to

produce a working program without it—

yet not a single page of the manual men

tions Alink. On one hand, many useful

features of 11.0 are not even listed, while

on the other, 18 pages are devoted to a

text editor that is not included in the

package. One of the examples will not

assemble without major changes. The in

clude files have not been updated from

Kickstart 1.1, and a new btig prevents

them from assembling in version 11.0.

The potentially very useful " - e" op

tion will not work under this version ei

ther, so it's just as well that the 11.0

documentation does not cover it. Even if

you disable assembly with a conditional

directive (such as "IFEQ"), macro expan

sion continues. This means that you can

not incorporate some include files twice.

Deep nesting too many includes will

blow the assembler's stack without so

much as a warning, and "ASC.L (AO)" is

not flagged as an error.

The instructions on how to get started

are inadequate; unless you arc already

an expert Metacomco user, you probably

will not have any luck with this version.

Metacomco did not respond to my ques

tions about the problems; both paper

and electronic mail went unanswered.

Devpac Amiga

Devpac is a unique, thoughtfully-engi

neered package. It includes an integrated

editor/assembler, but also offers the op

tion of a stand-alone CLI version. It can

turn assembly directly into a normal exe

cutable file. It can also produce a linka

ble module, or even direct absolute code

(useful for burning ROMs, or patching

existing code). Despite the fact that

Devpac was ported from the Sinclair Ql.

and Atari ST, it shows little or no stigma.

The disk includes quality examples to

gel you started, although an additional

example requiring data to be directed to

chip RAM would be most welcome. The

manual offers hand holding for begin

ners (although the tutorial on how to use

the CI.I aims a bit low). Experts can con

veniently skip through it.

Devpac is free of rough edges and

awkward features. Error handling, for in

stance, is graceful; after assembly, you

simply hi! the right-Amiga and f keys to

access the next line with an error.

The MonAm debugger, like the rest of

the package, is tiny, fast, and efficient. It

can read in debug hunks produced by

other assemblers, trap Gurus, single step

code, and examine registers and mem

ory. While additional tracing options

(such as "slow run") and expression eval-

ualion would be appreciated, MonAm is

up to the task. I have only two com

plaints. First, it cannot take advantage of

large displays because its screen si/e is

fixed. Second, on the A500 and 2000, the

search function crashes if it docs not
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find what you asked for.

While I found absolutely no bugs in

the assembler, the current Devpac ver

sion has several major limitations. All

are clearly and honestly spelled out in

the manual. Among the important ones

is an inabililty to support local labels,

which hurts. Also, labels may not be

longer than 16 characters. This is awk

ward because some Amiga ROM calls

have long names, but Devpac compen

sates by renaming them. Although only

one SECTION directive is allowed per

file, this is tolerable because you can

split your work into multiple files. Lastly,

the editor's work space does not expand

dynamically as more text is entered, and

you can edit only one file at a time.

CAPE 68K

CAPE 68K comes with a built-in editor

that can act either as a tripped-down

EMACS or a WordStar clone. The editor

does not dynamically adjust its text

buffer size when text is added, although

there is a capability for editing files

larger than the buffer. Other than pull

down menus, no Amiga features are

used; you cannot even point and click to

move the cursor. You can save the entire

configuration of the editor and assem

bler to a file with a single command. Ex

cept for the fact that you can edit only

one file at a time, CAPE's editor is easy

and pleasant to use.

A unique feature of CAPE 68K. is an

ARexx-style message port. ARexx (Wil

liam S. Hawes) program owners can

write programs to control the editor and

assembler remotely.

The assembler is nearly 100% compat

ible with the Metacomco standard, and

goes well beyond that. Converting pro

grams written for other assemblers will

be easv. CAPE has more features than

Hamming it up for the camera are: Devpac, CAPE 68K, AssemPro, the Aztec C compiler, Macro

Assemblers, and the Lattice C compiler (with professional accessories).

any other contender. One particularly

nice option is MACFII.E, which works

just like INCLUDE, but realizes that most

include files need to be looked at only

on the first pass (all the others read each

include file twice).

CAPE 68K supports a healthy set of

optimizations, including just about every

thing except changing forward-long

branches to forward-short. CASM, the

same assembler without an integrated ed

itor, is included on the disk.

The editor crashed twice during the

testing, and displayed a few other minor

glitches. The assembler fails to flag an

error if you attempt mulu.l. The -6

command-line option does not work; a

specific OBJF1LE directive must be in

cluded in the source. Inovatronics' gen

erous upgrade policy allows you to

simply exchange your master disk for

the latest version (an update is due out

by the time this is published).

Lattice Asm

Version 4.0 of the Lattice C compiler

comes bundled with an assembler. It is

clear that this is intended primarily as a

support tool for the C compiler, and not

to stand alone.

Asm is just barely Metacomco-compati-

ble enough to deal with most of the stan

dard include files, although some do not

assemble properly. Macro supporl is in

complete. There are no temporary vari

ables, instruction variants such as bchg.b

arc disallowed, and Asm doesn't support

such important assembler directives as

KQL'R. Converting standard examples

generally requires tedious work.

On the positive side, Asm gives you

excellent control over seleciive place

ment of sections in chip or fast memory.

As expected, the capabilities of Asm

complement the Lattice C compiler; Asm

can create base-relative code and data

for later manipulation by Blink. The Lat

tice assembler is the only one thai comes

with a full, commented set of the newest

include files (I am of the opinion that all

serious programmers should own a set).

Documentation, however, is terrible.

There are a few scanty pages that do not

even touch on some of the most impor

tant features. The complex and critical

CSECT directive receives no coverage;

there is no mention of the -u option

required to assemble examples on disk.

Specifying a large number of registers

in a MOVEM instruction produces incor

rect code and corrupts memory. At

tempting to use a binary constant such

as "label equ % 1011" produces incorrect

code. The GNOP directive is broken and

can cause bad code, and Asm will smugly

place word and long-word daia on odd

boundaries without warning.

Aztec AS

Manx's Aztec C compiler produces code

by first translating to 68000 assembly

and then assembling the result; thus an*-

AmigaW'orld 11



assembler is resident in the program. In

recent versions, this assembler has been

upgraded to the point where it can stand

on its own.

Metacomco compatibility is good. It

handles the standard include files with

no problems, and you can coerce it into

assembling most source code with only

minor hassles.

Aztec offers the best code-optimization

features of any of the packages. The pro

gram optimizes forward and backward

jumps, jump subroutines, and branches,

as well as moves to data registers. The

only real problem is that Aztec uses its

own object-file format. This effectively

locks Aztec users into their own tittle

world. The Aztec linker has options to

bring a subset of standard Amiga object

files in; the assembler should have an op

tion to put such files out.

Any DCB.B instruction with more than

about 160 elements produces incorrect

code. With moveq, it is impossible to

take ihe length of an area; for example,

"moveq #endcodestartcode,dO" will not

work. Even with optimization off, some

code sequences are slill optimized; this

sin is hard to forgive.

AssemPro

AssemPtO has one unique feature: if it

encounters an error during assembly, a

box pops up on the screen, allowing you

to type in a correction and continue. It's

even nice enough to automatically up

date the file in the editor. From this

point onward things go downhill.

The fundamental problem with Assem

Pro is that not enough effort was put

inlo porting it to the Amiga. AssemPro

combines a tightly-integrated editor, as

sembler, disassembler, debugger, and

quick-reference utility in one huge pro

gram, an approach held over from ihe

Atari ST version. When you boot up

AssemPro, all four major modules open

windows that cannot be closed

separately.

The editor is painfully slow and so

buggy that the authors of (he manual

found il necessary to mention at least

one defect in print. AssemPro crashed

37 times before I stopped counting. By

working slowly and avoiding sudden

moves, it is possible to get things done.

Possible, bin not pleasanl.

There is no way to automate the as

sembly process. AssemPro won1! take ar

guments from the CLI. In orde, to use

AssemPro, you have to load the whole

ball of wax. The assembler does not con

form to the Metacomco standard, or to

the more elemental Motorola standard. I

was unable to find a single source file in

my collection that would assemble with

out changes. AssemPro cannot read the

standard include files; a heavily-edited

custom set is on disk. Already these in

cludes are obsolete, and, worse yet, the

editing job is imperfect.

The debugger is the high point of the

package. Il is reasonably capable and has

a natural feel. Unfortunately, it has diffi

culty filling into the Amiga environment;

it cannot read standard debug hunks,

and common multitasking situations

cause it to lock up.

AssemPro would benefit greatly if all

the modules were unbundled into sepa

rate multitasking modules, and more at-

Contimted on p. 76

Comparative Features of Seven Assemblers

3ase relative code

Linkable code

Direct to executable

Absolute code

68010 processor

68881 floating point

68020 processor

Optimize backward branches

Optimize forward branches

Debugging symbols

Debugger at base price

Speed (in seconds)7

Temporary labels

Listing flexibility

Chip vs. fast control

Estimated compatibility1

documentation

Minimum working size

Metacomco

10.178

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

60

Y

excellent

N

100%

good

103K

Metacomco

11.0

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

16

Y

excellent

N

98%

poor

107K

CAPE

1.0

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

16

Y

good

Y

99%

fair

50K/140K*

AssemPro

1.0

N

N

Y

Y

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

Y

33

Y

excellent

y

5%

good

146KS

Lattice

4.0

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

41

N

fair

Y

60%

poor

99K

Aztec

3.6

Y'

Y1

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y'

Y

19

Y

fair

Y3

90%

good

91K

DevPak

1.2

N

y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

10

N

good

Y

85%

good

21K/33K5

" Uses a custom object file format.

2 The same test file was used to clock assembly speed for each package.

2 Uses an "all or nothing" approach; either your entire data segment gets placed in chip, or none of it does.

' With Metacomco standard.

! An integrated package that can stay loaded in memory.
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Aztec C's NEW Source Debt

Takes The Work Out OfDebugging!

Stop entering print statements and re-compiling over and over. Stop

spending your time looking at assembly language and hex dumps.

Stop agonizing over features you need but can't find . . . Start using

Aztec C's NEW Source Debugger (SDB). It has all the features you

expect and more!

SDB FEATURES

Multiple task debugging

Debug your code at the Source Level

Set Breakpoints and Single Step by Source Line

Access all Global and Local Variables by Name

Evaluate and Print the Value of Any C Expression

Displays all Structure Element Names and Values

Assembly Language Debugger for intermixed routines

Debug drivers

User Control of Color-background and text

Separate Color Windows for Source, Data and Commands

Supports 1.2 and 1.3 Amiga resident libraries

Supports 68010, 68020 and 68881 processors

Re-usable command macros and procedures enables you to

customize the debugging environment

And with Aztec C you get optimized C, support for scatter loaded and

segmented programs, support for all floating point formats, and the

clean, fast and compact code you need.

SDB Special through December 31, 1988

30 Day Satisfaction Guaranteed

Source Debugger (Reg S125.) ONLY S 75.

Aztec C68WAm-p Professional System ONLY S199.

Aztec C68k/Am-d Developer Syslem ONLY S299.

Library Source ONLY $300.

Developer System with Source Debugger

and Library Source {Reg S724) ONLY $474.

COD, VISA, MC. Wire (domestic & intl.) & terms

Take Advantage of the Introductory Special / Call Tbday

1-800-221-0440 (outside

NJ)

201/542-2121
(NJ and Outside U.S.)

Telex: 4995812MANX

Fax: 201/542-8386

MANX
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BASIC By The Numbers

We interrupt this tutorial for a special announcement about tools

that make your Amiga Basic programmingfaster and easier. We will

return to our regularly scheduled column next month.

By Bob Ryan

Tooling Around

AT ITS CORE, programming is the art of identifying a problem, creating 3 method to solve the problem, and coding

the solution in a language that the computer can understand. Although not the most creative part, the third stage

of the process is often the longest and most difficult because program coding requires that you have sufficient

knowledge of the machine and language system you are using. Many creative people with good programming ideas

never develop them simply because they cannot or will not learn the technical minutiae required to produce good

code. Some commercial tools take a lot of tedium out of code generation. Here, I'll tell you about the ones I use

to help me develop good code fast and develop good fast code.

Matters of Interpretation

Amiga Basic is an interpreted

language: The program state

ments you enter into the list

window are translated into ma

chine code and executed one

at a time when you run the

program. Even if a statement

is in a loop that executes

10,000 times, the statement is

still translated each time

through the loop. Interpreters

are inherently inefficient.

The advantage of an inter

preter over a compiler (a lan

guage translator that converts

your entire program into ma

chine code, then executes the

machine code only) is that an

interpreter provides a friend

lier programming environ

ment. To run an interpreted

program, you simply tell the

interpreter to run the current

program. Developing and de

bugging code is much easier

with an interpreter than with a

compiler.

The best of both worlds

would be to have an inter

preter and a compiler thai un

derstand the same language.

Amiga Basic programmers

have the best of both worlds.

With minor and well docu

mented exceptions, the code

you write with the Amiga Ba

sic interpreter is compatible

with the Absoft AC/BASIC

Compiler (S195 from Absoft,

2781 Bond St., Auburn Hills,

MI 48057, 313/853-0050).

The combination of the

Amiga Basic interpreter and

the Absoft compiler is better

than the sum of its parts. I de

velop my programs with the

Amiga Basic interpreter, which

gives me access to the inter

preter's built-in degugging

lools. When my program is fi

nally written and debugged. I

save the program file and load

it into the AC/BASIC com

piler. 1 then have the compiler

translate the Amiga Basic

statements into fast, stand

alone machine code. I get the

ease of development provided

by an interpreter and the

speed of compiled code. AC

BASIC is nearly indispensable;

I recommend il lo all BASIC

programmers.
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Enter a World of

Battle Strategy You Never

Dreamed Possible!

Re-enact ancient battles of Classic

History. Make each conflict come to life

on three-dimensional contoured land

scapes. Do it all on the most sophis

ticated software imagined. This is it. The

Universal Military Simulator.

Included are five pre-programmed his

torical battles: Gettysburg, Arbella,

Hasting, Marston Moor and Waterloo.

Each is programmed with the highest

standard of accuracy and attention to

detail. But that's not all...

You no longer have to settle for inferior

graphics, or worse, no graphics at all.

JnlwgatacUc

Development

Incorpniflled

HOW TO oniJLFi Visit your software dealer, or call (800) 227-6900 from U.S. or Canada, for Visa, MasterCard,

Amei or C.O.D. To order by mail, send checkVmaney order: Rainbird. P.O. Box 8123. San Francisco. CA 9412B.

CA add 6*t> sates lax and TX add 7»». Shippingrtiandllng is S4.50. 2-3 weeks (or delivery.

Each battle is depicted on a unique 3D

grid system allowing you a view from

almost any angle.

HOURS AND HOURS OF PLAY Five his

torical battles, plus the chance to create

your own situations.

SPECTACULAR GRAPHICS Unique three

dimensional grid landscape gives you a

topographical battlefield.

LANDMARK TECHNOLOGY View a bat

tle from any angle. Zoom in or spot check

with an overhead glance.

TREMENDOUS FLEXIBILITY Design

your own maps, orders of battles and ob

jectives using a powerful built-in editor.

FREE! SCENARIO DISK ONE: THE AMER

ICAN CIVIL WAR (319.95 RETAIL VALUE)

Rainbird Software would like to announce

the Scenario Disk One: The American

Civil War. It includes the Shiloh, Chat

tanooga and Antietam battles. Con

sumers who purchase The Universal

Military Simulator can receive the

Scenario Disk One: The American Civil

War FREE! See your local dealer for store

displays and details.

Offer expires December 30, 1988.

RAINBIRD

P.O. Box 2227 Menlo Park CA 94026 415/322-0900

AVASLABLEON: IBM.CGA. Macintosh 512K, Commodore Amiga 512K AlariST512K and Apple IIGS S49.95.

Rainbird and Rainbird logo are trademarks of British Telecommunications pic. Macintosh is a trademark licensed

to Apple Compuier Inc. ISM. Commodore. Apple, and Atari are registered trademarks ol International Business

Machines Corp.. Commodore Electronics Ltd.. Apple Computer. Inc.. and Atari Corp., respectively.
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Point and Click Coding

Supporting both Amiga Basic and

the Absoft compiler, PowerWindows

2.0 (S89.95 from Inovatronics, 11311

Stemmons Freeway, Suite 7, Dallas,

TX 75229, 214/241-9515) automati

cally generates program code to

handle complex Intuition functions

such as gadget and menu creation.

The unique aspect of Power-

Windows is how you indicate the

program code you want It to pro

duce. PowerWindows uses Intuition

menus and requesters to accept

your input and displays the results

of your selections immediately. You

can either modify your input, gener

ate the code that will produce the

desired results, or save your in

structions in an intermediate file.

The new version of PowerWindows

contains a Convert program that

takes PowerWindows intermediate

files and converts them to Amiga

Basic code.

PowerWindows 2.0 is certainly the

easiest code-generation program I

have ever used, but it is not for

everybody. The Amiga Basic code it

generates is complex. More Impor

tantly, PowerWindows does not pro

vide a bridge between Amiga Basic

window I/O statements, including

graphics statements, and the

screens and windows that the

PowerWindows code creates. As a

result, you cannot use simple

Amiga Basic I/O statements such as

LINE, CIRCLE, and PRINT to write

to a PowerWIndows-generated out

put window. I/O using Power-

Windows code must use the ROM

Kernel routines directly. Although

generating code with Power-

Windows is a snap, incorporating

that code Into your Amiga Basic

programs will be impossible without

a working knowledge of the ROM

Kernel text and graphics drawing

routines.

PowerWindows is a superb utility,

but it is most useful to program

mers who are already immersed In

the intricate world of the Amiga

ROM Kernel, such as those using C,

Modula-2, and assembly. The only

BASIC programmers who should go

near it are those who are interested

in accessing the ROM Kernel di

rectly without having to learn the

syntax of another language.

Yin and Yang

Extend ($89.95 from SunSmile Software, 533 FargO Ave., Buffalo, NY 14213, 716/885-5670) is both

harder and easier to use than PowerWindows 2.0. Extend is a library of 33 commands you can

access from Amiga Basic. As the name implies, the library extends Amiga Basic's command set.

The Extend commands let you add Intuition gadgets and requesters to your Amiga Basic win

dows. They also provide you with a file requester and a way to run any Amiga program from

within an Amiga Basic program. Altogether, Extend adds a lot of power to Amiga Basic.

Using some Extend functions is a little more involved than most BASIC programming. For

example, to use the GADGET function (for creating Intuition gadgets) you must set up an array

that contains the attributes of the gadget and then pass the address of the array to the function.

Although not very difficult, this type of programming will be new to most BASIC programmers.

The best thing about Extend is that you can tie its functions into Amiga Basic programs. The

gadgets you create with Extend can be attached to your Amiga Basic windows, allowing you to

draw and print in these windows with Amiga Basic commands while taking advantage of the

Extend functions. Extend is a tool that intermediate BASIC programmers should investigate.

Creative Copying

One of the best ways to cut down

on program-development time Is to

avoid reinventing the wheel. In the

Amiga public domain, you will find

scores of Amiga Basic programs

that you can use and modify to

your heart's content. I suggest you

get a couple of public-domain

Amiga Basic disks and examine

their programs. I often extract inter

esting and valuable routines from

public-domain software and include

them in my own programs. Often

times, writing a program consists of

little more than combining a series

of routines like beads on a string.

The challenge of programming, after

all, is not in the actual coding, but

in defining the problem and coming

up with an algorithm to solve it.

Don't be afraid to use other peo

ple's code. It's not called the public

domain for nothing.

Closing the Toolbox

Those are all the Amiga Basic tools I use regularly. You can find out more about these products by contacting

their manufacturers directly. Until next time, direct your questions arid comments to BASIC By The Numbers,

AmigaWorld, 80 Elm St., Peterborough, NH 03458. m
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excellencel

excellence!

excellence!

excellence!

excellence!

THE SKY'S THE LIMIT
Don't limit your potential! Experience excellence!, a wordprocessor designed for your Amiga, with 250

available fonts, a Spell-As-You-Type 90,000+ word Dictionary, Grammatical/Style Checker, Thesaurus,

Index and Table of Contents generator, Headers, Footers and Footnotes! Sail through PostScript output,

True WYSIWYG, automatic Hyphenation, Math, beautiful resizable Color Graphics, flexible Mail Merge,

Columns and an easy-to-use Macro-Language making complex actions a breeze! The fastest wordprocessor

for your Amiga is the only one you'll ever needl Have an excellence! summer!

Wcfo-SysJerraSoftware

Committed to excellence since 1978

12798 Forest Hill Boulevard • West Palm Beach, Florida 33414 • 407-790-0770

Amiga Is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines * PostScript is a registered trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.

excellence! is a registered trademark of Micro-Systems Software, Inc.
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST DISTRIBUTOR OFAMIGA™ PRODUCTS

HARDWARE SPECIALS

SCSI Hard Cards
• Takes up one A2000 Slot

• Does not use Drive Bay • DMA
• AutoBoot with 1.3 • 28 MS Access

30MB: $749 50MB: $899 Other Sizes

Available.

fFixer $499
from Microway
• Compatible Monitors from $450

• Ends Hi Res Flicker Now!

• A2000 Only

SJAR NX-1000
Rainbow Printer $264
• Includes UPS Ground

Shipping

• No additional Purchase required

Why buy from GO AMIGO?
• FourYears in Business

• Amiga Only

• Largest Inventory

• Published Policies

• Fast Shipping

• Mainframe Order
Processing System

• Latest Versions

• Competitive Pricing

• Outstanding Service

• Non-Commission
Sales Staff

• No Credit Card
Surcharge

• Authorized Service
Center

HARDWARE...HARDWARE... HARDWARE. ..HARDWARE

A-SQUARED

>.' Live!A1000 $259

;,.' Live!A500 Call

ACCESS ASSOCIATES
Alegra 512K Call

AMAZING DEVICES

Time Lord $ 34
Programmer's

Reference S 15

AMICORE

i,J Traisvesior 2500 Call

ANAKIN

Easy! $399

Easyl 500/2000 Call

ANCHOR AUTOMATION

Omega 80 $165

APPLIED VISIONS

FutJ resound. S144

ASDG
8MB Board InStock!

RAM Boards/Bones Call
Satellite Board.. Call

AVATEX
1200HC Modem $115

BYTE BY BYTE

Byte Box for tie

A5OO/A2O0O . InStock!

TIC $ 49

C. LTD.

C View Cables $ 39
Timesaver... $ B4

CREATIVE MICROSYSTEMS
Kickstart Eliminator $109

RF Modulator

for the A500 Call

!-' Video Interface

for the A2000 Cafl

CSA

,.' BernoLlliBw.es Call
■„' Over 30 Board Call

.,.' 68020 Boards

lor All Amigas Call

yi Turbo Hi-Rise Call

DIGITAL CREATIONS
SuoerGen Call

ECE
MIDI-500 Call

i,.' MIDI-A100O S 58

U MIDI-A2000 S 58

EPSON

EX-BOO Call

ntJ All models available Call

EXPANSION TECHNOLOGIES
is,.1 Escort 2 Call

Escort 500 Call
v),J Escort Hard Disks Call

vj,J External 3.5 Drive S174

FINALLY TECHNOLOGIES

Hurricane Accel Call

works <nl A5O0, 1000, 2000

FUJI

10 D-S Disks S19.M

GO AMIGA

Disk Head Cleaner S 15

30-Disk Case S 10
<■,.' imageWnter II Cable Call

Printer Cables S 25
Modem Cables S 25

Mousepad S 10
Sony Moniior Cable S 35

ij,.' Switch Boxes Call

GOLDEN HAWK TECH-

MIDI Gold S 69

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS

.,.' A500lnierface... Call

SCSI Controllrw/RAM... Call

HYPERTEC

H,J Deluxe MIDI Interface...$ It

INKWELL

Light Pen $ 99

KETEK

A5OOCommandCenter... Call

n,.1 Command Ctr. Deluxe... Call

LOGICAL DESIGN

Hu.1 CA-8803.5" Drive.. ..S169

MICHIGAN SOFTWARE
A500 Expansion Call

Drive Ext Cables Call
Insider Call

Multi-Stan Call

Quicksort £149

MICROBOTICS

A2000 Adapter Call

A2000 Products Cail

Multifunction Call

Starboard 2MB Call

Startx>ard2/A500 Call

Other Sties Available

MICRON TECH

2MBforA2OOO Call

..,.' A1OO0.A500 Boards.... Call

MICRO WAY

Flicker Fixet $499

MIMETICS

AmiGen Genlock $157

Audio Digitizer Call

Frame Butter Call

MIDI Interlace $ 45

NU-DATA

UtJ External SCSI Drives.... Call

OKI DATA

Oki20 Col. Ribbon $ 8
Oki20 Blk Ribbon $ 7
Okimate 20 witri

Plug n- Play $199

PACIFIC PERIPHERALS

OverDrive Call
Subsystem Call

PANASONIC
Camera/Lens for

OigiView Call

ii,.' Variable Ins Lens Call

1080. Mk II Printer $179

1091i Mk II Printer Call

PHOENIX

A500. '10O0H-Drives... Call
CPS500 Pwr Supply S 84

■,,.' Sonic Speakers $ 89

PROGRESSIVE

v*' Frame Grabber

ProOrive External
ProDrive lor A2000

ProGen

Call
$189
Call

Call

SCI-TECH
GenKey Call

SPIRIT TECHNOLOGIES

1.5MB for A1000 Call

BUM-ROE
Perfect Sound $ 69

Perfect Vision $199

SURFSIOE COMPONENTS
.;,.' Master 3A 3 5" Drive. .$169

5UPRA CORPORATION

240OB Modem Call

Hard Drives Call

WIC0

fej Trackball $ 39

XEROX

4020 Color Ink Jel Call

IONIC ARTS SOFTWARE

Aaargh. $25

Adventure Construct. KH.... $19

UH rres S29

Alternate Reality $29

Archon $19

Afchonll $19

Arctic Fox $26

Arts Parti 519

Arts Parti! $19

Awesome Arcade Pak $36

Bard's Tale $32

Bard's Tale II S43

Battle Droidz $26

Black Cauldron $29

ChessMaster 2000 $30

Commissioner's Disk Call

Cosmic Reliel $27

Deljxe Music $63

Deljxe Paint II $84

Deljxe PhotoLab $104

Deluxe Print II Call

Deluxe Productions $144

Deluxe Video 1.2 $84

Donald Duck $19

DPrint Data Disk $25

Earl Weaver Baseball $35

Empire $36

Ferrari Formula 1 $36

In Stock!

Financial Cookbook $19

Global Commander S29

Golden Oldies $19

Gridiron Call

HotS Cool Jazz Disk $24

Hunt for Red October.. $36

Instant Music $32

Instant Music Data $25

Intellitype $35
htcrcentcr $37

King's Quest 1.2,3 Call

Lounge Lizards $38

Mad Libs $16

Marble Madness $32

Master Nmia Cal

Mavis Beacon

Teaches Typing $33

Mother Goose $23

New Tech. Color Book $17

One on One $19

Pub Games S26

Ou'izam $25

Reach lor the Stars $33

Return to Atlantis $36

Rubicon Alliance Call

Roadwars $26

Rockford $26

Scrabble. . . S29

Seasonsfi Holidays $23

Seven Cities ol Gold $19

Skyfox $19

Skyfoxll $29

Space Quest II $37

Starfleetl $36

Thexder.. $26

Winnie the Pooh $26

Wizard Wars Call

NEWPRODUCTSARRIVEDAILY!
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EVENMORESOFTWARE!
ABACUS

AssemPro $72

BKuwTeil it 14

Dita Retrieve IS9

TettPro X&

Anga Wactiine Unfj. K*

Aniga Tricks Slips J17

Disks ana othw books amiable'

4BS0FT

HC Base (»1.3) 1139
KZ Fawn 1199

Fcrtran 020 Can

HCCESS SOFTWARE

Ecfiion Cai

Leiaer Board Dual Pack (26

Tstth Frame Kt

World Class leiOei Brd ......J29

ACCOLADE

Apoto t8 J31

Bubble Gnosi _..._SS

FaTCus Course Dts* J17

FcM! NflW (34

4th S Inches 131

Grapnics SluOn. «2

Hardball J37

WranlB ...K7

PirtaJ Wiard....... J29

Pwffif Al Sea „—$31
TestDfrrt _.J31

The Tram .J31

ACS

Bash Worts 1 or 2 m
Grade Manager ,i69

Mirec Studsni I CaH

&jz Master

ACTIOHWAFE

Capone -
Creature

Phaser Gun

P.OW ,

ACTI VISION

Gamosiar Titles _..._ Cal

Lidung Honor. _„_„J3

Music Stuflc 138

Porat K9
SCanghai S29

Sherlock Call

Tass Times S23

ADOSOH WESLEY

Amga Manuals Cal

Pucpy Low S24

AEGIS

Amnatoriimagei J64

Arazok's Tomb 132

AnPaki SZ4

AudoMasier W3

Diga 156
Dra» Plus .J149

Imases ....- C6

[rrpacl JS4

bgrtsCamsra Acton .Cal
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Amiga

Spoken Here

This "Baedeker's Guide" will prove invaluable to any programmer

traveling the multitongued regions of Amiga high-level languages.

By Martin Murray

HAVE YOU EVER bought an Amiga language ex

pecting to be able to make your computer stand on

its head and giggle, only to discover that the language

wasn't originally for the Amiga at all? Maybe it was

developed for some other computer and "translated"

to run on the Amiga. Perhaps it was a public-domain

language compiler (like Meta or Small C) (hat runs

on every computer and doesn't know the difference

between Intuition and foresight. If your experience

has been anything like mine, you know that not all

Amiga languages were created with the Amiga's spe

cial capabilities in mind—and even some that were

seem documented for professional mind-readers

lather than beginning or intermediate programmers.

Let's start by asking three basic questions about

languages. The answers to these questions helped me

determine what to include in this tour of Amiga high-

level languages.

• How well does the language provide access to

the Amiga's ROM Kernel functions (the routines that

make windows open, menus appear, and so forth)?

A language that provides adequate access to these

system calls should be able to create just about any

kind of Amiga software.

• Is the language, or the particular implementation

oi (he language, easy to use and easy to program in?

Remember, you do your programming (which may

involve a considerable amount of lime) in the envi

ronment provided by the language maker, so you

need a language that is flexible and reasonably fast.

• Finally, and most importantly, how easy is the

language to learn? What is I he learning curve? If you

want to experiment with several languages, your

range of experience may be limited if your choices

require years of effort to master adequately.

Questions of compilers vs. interpreters, code size,

and execution speed are not the most important

criteria. My purpose here is not to contribute to the

wars between the various language vendors, but

rather to let you know what you are in for when you

choose to develop with a particular system. Do not

look for recommendations about which compiler is

the fastest or whose output code is the smallest. In

stead, we will examine our languages in terms of

convenience, environment, and intelligibility.

Only languages that have significant support for

the Amiga's special functions are discussed here. Not

every language meeting this citeria is covered, so do

not assume that because a language is not included,

that it cannot generate Amigaesque softwaie. I have

included only the packages with which I have a first

hand working knowledge.

C Language

C is the original Amiga high-level development tool;

many sections of the Amiga's operating system are
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written in C. Although Modula-2 is now mounting a

serious challenge, C is still the most popular language

among Amiga software developers.

Just about any machine manipulation that you re

quire is within your reach with C; the code it generates

is fast enough to handle many important, time-critical

activities. The drawback to programming in C, how

ever, is that its style is not simple to understand. Text

layout is completely free-form and most function

names are less than intuitive. Many C programmers

tend to use short, cryptic variable names; most likely,

they would he less than open to suggestions that a

few descriptive comments might be in order. The old

joke goes that the C notation for "terse" is "trs."

Learning C is not easy, but it is worthwhile.

There are two fiercely competitive C implemen

tations for the Amiga: Lattice C and Manx Aztec C.

Both supply all the files you need to program the

Amiga, but neither package will teach you how to

program in C. You may need some hefty reference

material for assistance, along with a lot of messing

around and looking at other people's code.

Manx Aztec C

If the whole idea of writing software in C frightens

you, this package will do little to allay your fears on

first perusal. Although very complete, the manual is

large and difficult to navigate. The simple addition

of plastic dividers to group the various sections would

go a long way toward helping the novice programmer

who must constantly refer to the manual.

The Manx system allows you to write code for four

distinct "memory models." Put simply, these allow

you to control code and data-area sizes with a high

degree of flexibility, but they are also a bit bewildering

in their complexity. Stick it out, though. This is really

a very efficient C compiler. The manual contains

several very good example-program files and even a

chapter on C programming style.

The programming environment is really geared

entirely to CLI use. A typical programming cycle

would go like this:

1. Load your favorite text editor and your C lan

guage source file.

2. Edit your file and save the changes. Exit the

editor if you have less than 1MB of RAM.

3. Run the Manx compiler, giving it the name of

your source file.

4. Note any errors that the compiler generates. Re-

edit if necessary to correct these.

5. The Manx assembler will automatically start and

assemble the output from the compiler (your C source

is translated into assembly language by the compiler).

6. Finally, link the program with the Aztec C sup

port libraries (a library in this case is a collection of

subroutines) using the supplied linker into an exe

cutable Amiga program.

7. Run the program, noting anything you still want

to do to it. Go back to step 1 until your software is

perfect.

Aztec support of the Amiga's capabilities is very

complete. You can call any of the Amiga's ROM

Kernel functions just by naming the function and the

parameters that it accepts. During the linking phase,

the needed "glue" routines are read in from the Aztec

libraries. (A glue routine is a small Subroutine that

will make sure that all 68000 CPU registers are prop

erly prepared for the system call being made.) For

example, C passes all parameters to a function on

the hardware stack, but the system routines need

those parameters in CPU registers. The glue routine

moves the parameters from the stack into the registers

and then passes control to the function being in

voked, thereby "glueing" the calling software to the

system routine.

One very useful component of the Aztec system is

its optional Source Level Debugger. In many C en

vironments, you may have written your program in

C, but you must debug it in assembly language. With

the Source Level Debugger, you need look only at

your original source code file—in most cases by

passing an assembler listing—in order to find your

bugs. This is a tremendous benefit because you de

crease the overall learning curve by having lo learn

only one language, not two.

Lattice C

The original Amiga C, as distributed by Commodore

to all developers, Lattice has since undergone nu

merous revisions, but still retains a wide following of

devotees—approximately equal in number and com

mitment to the legions of Manx supporters.

The documentation eases you into the language

more slowly than the Manx package. The first three

pages of the manual thoughtfully describe how to get

technical help from Lattice. In general, the manual

is friendlier, but no more complete.

The latest incarnation of Lattice C finally affords

the programmer some choices (albeit only two) re

garding memory models. There are also several ex

ample programs and some very clearly written pages

explaining Amiga program organization and (he dif

ferent categories of Amiga functions that can be

accessed.

Once again, polish up on the CLI before trying to

do C programming with this system. A programming

session with Lattice is basically the same as with the

Manx system, except that the Manx compiler operates

a little faster.

Like Manx, Lattice offers very good ROM Kernel

support via linked-in glue routines, but it also pro

vides a method for calling the ROM Kernel routines

directly, without going through the glue routines. This

makes execution of these calls a little faster.

Overall, I prefer the Manx system to Lattice's, but

just barely. Both companies will probably continue

to offer improved versions of the language for years
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to come—at least I hope so—because through such

competition we all benefit. I do wish, however, that

some company would integrate an editor with its

compiler a la Turbo C from Borland. Any takers?

Modula-2

Modula-2 was developed by Niklaus Wirth as a re

placement for his popular Pascal language. It is fast

becoming a widely used Amiga language because it

is easy to understand and at least two of the envi

ronments available are both easy to use and robust.

With Modula-2 you divide your programming

problems into modules, each of which handles a

specific function. A module has two parts: The Def-

inition module tells (he outside world what the mod

ule expects as parameters, and what it will send back

to the calling software as a result, while the Imple

mentation module contains the actual programming

statements that gel the work done. As long as the

Definition is not changed, you can change the Im

plementation any way you want, without having to

modify the way the rest of your software interacts

with this module.

Modula-2 forces you to analyze your projects in

terms of modules, and it is also very strict about en

suring that the proper parameters are passed to other

functions. At first, this can be very frustrating, because

the language seems so "picky." After some experience

with writing code in Modula-2, however, you will dis

cover one major benefit: If you can gel your programs

to compile and link successfully, they wilt almost cer

tainly run correcdy. Modula-2 compilers prevent 90%

of the programming errors that you can make—not

jusi syntax errors, but logic errors as well.

Some people consider Modula-2 slow, cumber

some, verbose, and hyper-sensitive, but this is a matter

of personal taste and not an opinion with which I

agree. Another criticism—perhaps more founded—

is that the language has no support for "pre-initialized

data structures," referring to the ability of languages

such as C to specify directly the contents of an area

of memory. In Modula-2 the program you are writing

must use program statements to store data into mem

ory when ihe program starts running. This is not an

insignificant shortcoming, because Amiga program

ming relies very heavily on a variety of data structures

that musl be initialized prior to use.

Lei's look at the three main compilers on the mar

ket: TDI Modula-2, M2Amiga, and Benchmark Mod

ula-2. Each is a complete system for Amiga devel

opment, and all use glue routines to interface with

[he ROM Kernel functions as described above for C.

This, however, is where the similarities end.

TDI Modula-2

TDI offered the first major Modula-2 for the Amiga.

It was purchased by a lot of people who wanted

something better than BASIC and easier than (',. They

definitely got that, but they also received one of the

more user-hostile development systems I have ever

seen. Of the manual's 350 pages, fewer than 40 tell

you anything about writing Modula-2 software or

using the system. The rest of the book is devoted lo

one example program of a rotating cube (which looks

very nice) and to listings of the Definition modules

for all the Amiga-specific functions and include files.

If you plan to learn Modula-2 using this system, the

purchase of a textbook for the language is mandatory.

The edit-compile-link loop is similar to the C loop

described above, except for one major improvement.

The TDI editor will read an error file made by the

compiler, allowing you to move from one error to

the next to fix problems found during compilation.

This is very handy, although in my version this feature

worked only part of the time.

Because I know someone who is a Modula-2 expert,

I was able to limp along with this software after a few

days of intensive effort, but I never want to go back

to it. Its compiler is very slow and the amount of

RAM or disk space required for its temporary files

can be huge. The finished code runs very quickly,

but I would not buy it for my only Modula-2 system.

In fact, I just would not buy it.

M2AMIGA

My problems with this software began when I tried

to create a working version of the distribution disk

using the software supplied to do so. It crashed several

times, which made me worry more than a little about

the quality of die compiler itself. When I finally got

a working version and started playing with the soft

ware, however, I was pleasantly surprised.

I was able to start compiling the M2Amiga demo

programs in just a few minutes, because you can use

the software entirely from the Workbench if you so

desire. Click on the icon for any text file created with

the M2Amiga editor and it will load and let you edit

the file. Next, after saving your changes, double-click

the M2Amiga compiler icon to start the compiler,

which will let you compile as many modules as you

like, one after the other. Finally, by clicking on the

icon for a compiled object file, you tell the linker to

link it with the other needed object modules. This

makes working with M2Amiga very easy for the novice

programmer. You can also use the system entirely

from the CLI and completely defeat the generation

of icons for every file.

The documentation is adequate in explaining the

operations of the editor, which is a substantially sim

plified version of EMACS, a popular programmer's

editor. Like the TDI editor, M2Amiga's can read an

error file and let you walk through the file to fix

problems. The manual shows you how the compiler

itself organizes your programs, and explains some of

the fundamentals of Modula-2 design.

The marketing company, Interface Technologies,

provides additional support software, including a

Source Level Debugger, special-purpose libraries, and i
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a Developer's Kit (although exactly what the last item

is supposed to do is not really clear). The system

seems fine for development as it stands.

Benchmark Modula-2

For my money, the latest Modula-2 compiler to reach

the market is also the best. The Benchmark package

uses an integrated editor-compiler-linker that is hard

to criticize. This editor is also based on F.MACS, but

has been extensively enhanced, rather than reduced

in scope. After editing your software, just press a

function key (a keyboard template is provided) and

the compiler will load and compile your module very

quickly. If any errors are found, you can step through

the file to correct them. Press a second key to achieve

your linking and then a third key to run your pro

gram—all without leaving the editor! This is conve

nience and speed. Some of the editor command

names are a little hard to fathom, but help is always

available via the Help key or the manual.

Benchmark's documentation—more than 500

pages strong—goes to great lengths to explain how

to use the editor and the entire integrated system. It

also includes listings of the Definition modules

needed for Amiga support. The entire environment

is so friendly and easy to use that both development

and learning time are reduced. I am convinced that

a novice Modula-2 programmer could sit down with

the manual, example files, and editor and start writ

ing original programs in just a few hours.

Benchmarks maker, Avant Garde Software, also

offers a variety of support software to make pro

gramming easier, such as a simplified Intuition li

brary, a library of C language equivalent functions

designed to reduce the time needed to translate C

software to Modula-2, and a library of IFF routines.

BASIC

BASIC has a bad reputation as a flimsy, non-standard

programming language for "wimps" who don't have

the guts for C. Perhaps there once was some truth in

that, but this attitude is now simply uninformed.

Every BASIC implementation for the Amiga covered

here has several redeeming features and offers nearly

complete access to the Amiga's power. In terms of

speed, at least two of them produce code that runs

along very reasonably. They are also all very easy to

learn and to work with. In fact, probably the only

valid criticism one could have of BASIC is that it

teaches some bad programming habits, but even that

is not true in all cases. So read on before reformatting

your Extras disk to make room for "serious" pro

gramming tools.

True BASIC

A structured BASIC utilizing many modern program

ming ideas and constructs. True BASIC lends itself

readily to modularity and simple, understandable

program design. It uses a decent, although defective,

editor with simple cut-andpaste, search, and find-

andreplace functions. From within the editor, you

can run, trace, or compile your program. The com

pilation option compiles the file in the editor's buffer

and then allows you to save the compiled code to

disk. True BASIC does not compile programs into

machine code, but rather into a computer-indepen

dent type of pseudo-code. This means that if you

want to distribute True BASIC generated software,

without also distributing your source code, you must

get a license from True BASIC to distribute its run

time support code.

Documentation for True BASIC is very, very

good—some of the more professional that I have ever

seen. Using huge type in two ring-bound volumes, it

is easy to read, well indexed, and informative. In fact,

if the software were as well tested as the manuals

obviously are, this would be a great BASIC. Unfor

tunately. I have found the compiler to be very slow

and moderately buggy, generating random errors on

large files, once even corrupting the text buffer and

destroying my source code.

The language itself sports a command set that the

makers claim is completely compatible with True

BASIC running on the IBM PC, Atari ST, and Mac

intosh computers. You can also purchase an optional

Developer's Toolkit that will give you access to all of

the Amiga's special functions via True BASIC'S glue

routines, but of course this makes your code non

portable. That brings me to my number one com

plaint with this BASIC: The compatible command set

just is not Amiga-enough to make anything that looks

Amiga-esque.

The Line, Box, and Draw type functions are just

too generic, but by using the extra-cost Developer's

routines, you lose portability. This is acceptable,

though, because Amiga Basic gives you the same sort

of low-level access to the Amiga, as we will soon sec.

Thus, if all you want to do is write programs that will

look and run the same on the four machines True

BASIC currentlv supports, this is the dream language

for you. But is that really the kind of software you

want to write on your Amiga?

True BASIC Inc. also offers a number of useful

support libraries for such tasks as string manipula

tion, 3-D graphics, and sorting and searching.

Amiga Basic

In case you haven't broken in your Extras disk yet.

do so now. The BASIC you got when you bought

your Amiga may well be a good enough language for

whatever you want to do. Well documented (including

an enourmous errata list), the Amiga version of Mi

crosoft BASIC is a reliable, structured implementa

tion with loads of built-in Amiga-specific functions.

It is an interpreted BASIC, but with the AC/BASIC

compiler vl.S (discussed below) you can compile

stand-alone software.

I do, however, hate the editor (which has been i
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ROFESSIONAL

DataRetrieve

File your other databases away!
Professional DataRatrieve, for the Amiga 500/1000/2000, is a

friendly easy-to-operate professional level data management package

with the features of a relational data base system.

Professional DataRetrleve has complete relational data management

capabilities. Define relationships between different files (one to one,

one to many, many to many). Change relations without file

reorganization.

Professional DataRetrieve includes an extensive programming

language which includes more than 200 BASIC-like commands and

functions and integrated program editor. Design custom user

interfaces with pulldown menus, icon selection, window activation and

more.

Professional DataRetrieve can perform calculations and searches

using complex mathematical comparisons using over 80 functions and

constants.

Professional DataRetrieve's features:

Up to 8 files can be edited simultaneously

Maximum size of a data fields 32,000 characters (text fields only)

Maximum number of data fields limited by RAM

Maximum record size of 64,000 characters

Maximum number of records disk dependant (2,000,000,000 maximum)

Up to 80 index fields per file

Up to 6 field types - Text, Date, Time, Numeric, IFF, Choice

Unlimited number of searches and subrange criteria

Integrated list editor and full-page printer mask editor

Index accuracy selectable from 1-999 characters

Multiple file masks on-screen

Easily create/edit on-screen masks for one or many files

Operate the program from the mouse or from the keyboard

User-programmable pulldown menus

Calculation fields

Date fields

IFF Graphics supported

Mass-storage-oriented file organization

Not Copy Protected, no dongle: can be installed on your hard drive

r
Yes! Please rush me copies of Professional

~l

DataRetrieve at $295 each plus $4.00 shipping and

handling (Foreign orders include $12.00 per item ).

Ml residents include 4% sales tax.

Payment: MC

Card No

Name

Address

City

VISA Check Money Order

-Exp _

State -Zip

Phone No. ( ).

( ) Send me a free calafog of Amiga software and books

To order mail coupon today or call Toll Free:

1-800-451-4319

jjn^ichigan^or for technical assistance call 1-698-0330 I

Or order personal DataRetrieve for only $79.95

. .Quietly Designing The Future

5370 52nd Street SE- Grand Rapids, Ml 49508 • L7
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made to look as much like the Mac version as pos

sible). The cursor is so small and the mouse-ahead

problem so great that I can never keep track of my

position in the file for any length of time. The so

lution to this problem? Do most of your editing with

another editor, then use the Amiga Basic editor for

fixing syntax errors and the like, as you find them

while testing your software.

In addition to the Amiga-specific command words.

Amiga Basic also gives you near complete access to

the ROM Kernel routines, via FD file conversion. FD

files are "Function Definition" files distributed by

Commodore, one for each library in the ROM Kernel.

There are separate files for Intuition, Exec, Graphics,

and so forth. These files list each function in the

library and in what CPU registers it expects param

eters to be passed. Amiga liasic wants to have this

same information, but in the form of a BMAP file,

so Commodore provides a conversion program that

will create a BMAP file from an indicated FD file.

After doing this, you can call the ROM Kernel func

tions directly by telling Amiga Basic to open the

libraries you want to work with.

Amiga Basic is easy to learn and the trace functions

make for simple debugging. Once you have great

software working with the interpreter, buy the com

piler and make it really work.

AC/BASIC COMPILER Vl.3

The latest version of this compiler will make your

Amiga Basic programs act like you have never seen

them act before. They will run fast. This compiler

translates your source code into 68000 machine code,

and does it very quickly. I have pumped source files

in excess of 5000 lines through it with no problems.

There is no special editor for it, so you will have to

create your source-code files with ED or the Amiga

Basic editor.

In order to use your Amiga Basic software with the

compiler, you may be required to make a few changes

to syntax and, in some cases, to change the order in

which you might take certain programming steps. If

you write code for the compiler, however, nearly all

of it will work perfectly well with the interpreter. I

found a large number of discrepancies between the

two in the 1.2 version of the compiler, but vl.3 seems

to have corrected all of these problems. AC/BASIC

also introduces some new control structures and com

mands that can create incompatibility between the

two environments.

Normally, the AC/BASIC runtime files must be pres

ent in order for your compiled software to work

properly; you can, however, compile your code in

such a way that the runtime code is added automat

ically to your file. This makes it completely stand

alone, but you are required to file a no-cost license

with Absoft in order to distribute files with the run

time code built in.

The excellent manual that comes with the compiler

carefully explains all the commands recognized by

the compiler, allowing you, in effect, to use it as a

substitute for the Amiga Basic manual. It is full of

examples and good suggestions, and it is printed in

large, readable type. The compiler operation is fully

covered and the compiler itself—all mouse-driven—

is very easy to use.

AC/BASIC achieves ROM Kernel access in the same

way as Amiga Basic does, so compatibility is no prob

lem here. With total system control and machine-

language speeds, you can create programs in BASIC:

that look like they were written in a "real" program

ming language.

F-Basic

For a complete change of pace, try this BASIC com

piler from Delphi Noetic Systems Inc. Producing the

fastest code from BASIC source that I have seen, it has

many advanced programming and optimization fea

tures, as well as several functions that make Amiga-

escjue programming easier. This language also re

quires (he most technical expertise of all the BASICs,

and it has the highest learning curve, owing to its

complex capabilities and the all-CLI interface. No mat

ter, it is worth the effort. Besides, there are 70 example-

files included with the package to help you out.

Some of F-Basic's powerful features not found in

most other BASICs include recursion, record struc

tures (like C structures, and very handy on the Amiga),

pointers, include files, and direct access to the 68000

CPU registers. You need not use any of these ad

vanced commands, but they are present if you find

you want them in the future.

There are functions to let you work easily with

Amiga windows, screens, and menus, but be prepared

to learn something about how text strings and num

bers are organized in memory. These functions arc

also quite limited, so you may find yourself research

ing how to call the ROM Kernel routines from F-

Basic. You can do it by inserting the simple Statement

'■&SYSLIB 1" in your source file, and then issuing

the F-Basic command to open the desired libraries.

With the right libraries open, you can call any of the

ROM Kernel routines, passing the documented pa

rameters to them. I am not sure if F-Basic system calls

go through their own glue routines or if the registers

are prepared and the calls made directly, but it works.

It is necessary to have the F-Basic runtime support

library available at all times while running both the

compiler and your own compiled software. (The com

piler itself is written in F-Basic!) If you want to dis

tribute your F-Basic code with the runtime support,

you must file a license and a $10 registration fee per

product.

The makers of the package advertise that a better

version of the compiler, a Source Level Debugger,

and the "F-Basic Logic Programming Extension"

(somehow related to Prolog and Lisp), are all in

development. BASIC was never like this.

If you want a BASIC you can be comfortable with

right away, my suggestion is to stick with Amiga Basic
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FOUR WAYS TO MAKE YOURAMIGA

Tenensls hare taken then last hostage. Some-

to teach the temrisK what lemr

:s all about. Jheantywsytos^/ethe

hostages n to get m, stnke hanl

l out fast, Terrorists be warned.

„ THESE ARC 7W0 HUHGPV DIM) AVGHTS AND T/i£rV£
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of slap-happy suds Got &r> appetite for tun...then gtrt bfawm'

Now you can take the world's number one arcade game home! All the action-packed arcade

thrills of this awesome hostage rescue are ready for home video play.

The »1 game in Europe for over 3 months. Scramble through WO screens of laughs as your

brontosourus buddies. Bub and Bob. drive you crazy with non-stop action.

This is the original arcade hit. Thrill to the arcade quality graphics of this last-paced, street-

style karate brawl. Find out what real action Is all about!

If you want to make your Amiga explode

with action you'vegot togive itdynamitegames.

These are the world famous original arcade

screamers. Operation Wolf/ Bubble Bobble,"

Renegade1" and Rastari" will make your Amiga

Computer scream with arcade quality graphics

and stereo sound.

Everyone knows that arcade games are the

Now you can thrill to one of the biggest-ever coin-op hits on your home computer. Rastan's

mind-blowing graphics take you to a magical land of adventure and excitement.

benchmark for ail other video games and Taito

has been an arcade leader since 1953. Since

then we've made over 1,000 classics for arcade

andhome play. Counton Taito to bring the heat

of the arcade to your home computer.

Buy Taito products at leading stores every

where. Visa/Mastercardholders can orderdirect

anywhere in the U.S. by calling 1-800-663-8067.

THEONLYGAME IN TOWN"1'

Taito; Operation Wolf/" Bubble Bobble™ Renegade™andRastan™are trade

marks of Taito America Inc. Copyright 1 798&

Allrights reserved. Amiga is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc. Advertise

ment by: Dually & Company, Inc. (Chicago),

COMINGSOON. THECLASSICMIND GAME. QIX.
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and to buy the AC/BASIC compiler. If more power

and speed are what you are after, then F-Basic is the

right choice—if you have the time to devote to learn

ing it.

Forth

They say you either love Forth or you hate it. And

while you may meet the occasional fence sitter, the

adage is essentially irue. If you like writing assembly

language—like I do—you will probably love it be

cause its the closest thing to an assembly-language

high-level language.

Forth is a highly-customizable language. The very

act of programming in Forth consists of adding com

mands to the language. The statement

: hello ." Hi there" ;

is really the Forth way of defining a new command

called "hello" that when executed will print "Hi

there." Every Forth implementation has an inter

preter and a compiler. You define your program by

compiling your own set of new commands into the

language; the interpreter then executes whatever

commands you tell it to. For instance, simply type

hello

and the Forth interpreter will execute your new com

mand. Commands, or words, are stored in a "dictio

nary" grouped into several different "vocabularies."

Forth is sometimes called a threaded language be

cause the vocabularies "thread" their way through

the dictionary, linking words together.

Not the most comprehensible of languages, Forth

uses esoteric names and real Forth programmers in

sist on correct pronunciation of these names. Your

ability to read and understand Forth source, even

your own, depends completely on the programmer's

own clarity and style. Yet it is possible, rumors to the

contrary notwithstanding, to write intelligible Forth

programs. Forth also forces programmers to think in

terms of modular code. The shorter and simpler a

Forth word definition is, the better, so each word in

a program tends to do just a little bit of work.

Forth words pass parameters to one another on the

stack, but unlike commands in most languages, they

are able to return multiple results to the calling

software.

Two representative Forth implementations for the

Amiga are CSI Multi-Forth and JForth from Delta

Research. Both are well-written, professional software

packages with good documentation and lots of ex

amples. Both have 68000 assembly-language inter

faces and the ability to create stand-alone programs.

MULTT-FORTH

Definitely the glossier of the two, CSI's version is an

easy-to-work-with, multitasking Forth. The manual is

well written and illustrated with line drawings de

scribing the functions of some of ihe words in the

vast Forth dictionary. It is not a complete Forth tu

torial, however, so you will need another book on

Forth if you want to create complex programs.

It is very easy to set up a good working environment

in which you can move easily from editing a program

to compiling it. Although Multi-Forth does not come

with an editor of its own, it is small enough that you

can run it simultaneously with, say. EMACS. Because

EMACS runs on its own screen, you make your

changes to the file, save it, go back to the Workbench

screen where Multi-Forth is running, and tell it to

compile your program.

CSI provides a very large glossary of Forth com

mands, but the company could take a lesson from its

[Forth counterparts by including a list of words or

ganized by function. When you are looking for a

word to perform a certain task, very likely you may

not know its name, leaving you no option but to paw

through the glossary randomly until you find it.

The compiler seems a little slow and it can lake

several minutes to compile very large files, but I have

found no major bugs in it. Mutti-Forth is a true mul

titasking Forth ideally suited to the Amiga environ

ment. With only one copy of the compiler/interpreter

in memory, you can run as many individual, unrelated

Forth programs as you like.

Mulli-Forth provides access to all the ROM Kernel

functions. It uses glue routines to remove parameters

from the stack and passes them to the system func

tions in the CPU registers. Multi-Forth also has several

specially designed words to facilitate working with

C-like structures, allowing you to "compile" data

straight into memory and to then refer to the struc

ture contents, or fields, in much the same way as you

would in C. This is a plus for C programmers who

want to convert to Forth.

Product support is very good, and CSI has its own

Q&A forum on CompuServe (type CO FORTH) made

up of both users and CSI staff, all of whom seem

knowledgeable and helpful. Such a setup is rewarding

for Forth programmers because it allows you to share

information; for instance, if I write a command that

makes the compiler easier to use, I can share that

command with you and you can then make it a pan

of your copy of the language. This is important be

cause it means that we can extend the capabilities of

the compiler/interpreter itself. We can write our own

language. Try doing that in BASIC.

CSI promises an updated version of Multi-Forth

for release later this fall that should sport a smaller

code size, IFF support, and increased speed.

JForth

A more technically oriented Forth, JForth executes

and compiles faster than the current implementation

of Multi-Forth. It also uses true 32-bit addressing when

referencing dictionary entries—a faster, although

slightly more memory-consuming method.

There are no cute drawings in this manual, just i
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The CA-880 OffersA Lot Less
ThanAnyOtherDiskDrive
Why would you want less in a disk drive? Well,

in this case, less is better, much better. The

CA ■ 880 from California Access will enhance the

power of your Amiga with less effort than ever

before, because it offers none of the headaches

that usually come with other drives.

Less bulk

Measuring only 1.12" by 4.09" by 7.95," it has

less of a chance of cluttering up precious desk space, leaving

plenty of room for more important clutter.

Less noise

With its extremely quiet operation, it's less likely to irritate its

owner.

Less power consumption

It consumes just 0.22W standby making it an ideal peripheral

for the Amiga 500.

Less restrictions

It's completely compatible with the Amiga 1010, so you'll have

no problem using the two together. The extra disk drive port

allows you to connect an additional drive, while the extra-long

cable allows you to place it at a convenient location from the

computer.

Less memory problems

It formats a 3-1/2" double-sided, double-density diskette for

880 kilobytes of storage, allowing you to get the most out of

your disks.

Less inconvenience

A handy disable switch lets you turn off the drive even when

your computer is running.

Less price

At $229.95 (suggested retail price), it's less of a burden on

your wallet. And it's guaranteed for 1 full year.

The CA ■ 880, sometimes less is really more. For more infor

mation about the CA-880, call (408) 435-1445, or

write to California Access, 780 Montague Expwy.,

Suite 403, San Jose, CA 95131

In Europe, Geneva Switzerland,

Tel: 022/31 97 52

Dealers inquire within.

Your Access to the Future

CALIFORNIA
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Product Information

c

Lattice C Compiler 4.0

Lattice

M2Amiga

Interface Technologies Corp.

3336 Richmond, Suite 200

Houston, TX 77098

2500 S. Highland Are., Suite 300 713/523-8422

Lombard, IL 60148

312/9161600

800-533-3577

S225

Aztec C68K/am-p

Manx Software Systems

One Industrial Way West

Eatontown, NJ 07724

800/221-0440

S199; S299 developers (am-d)

Source Level Debugger

Manx Software Systems

see address above

$125

Modula-2

Benchmark Modula-2

Avant Garde Software

2213 Woodburn

Piano, TX 75075

214/964-0260

S199.95

S99.95. library modules

$249

TDI Modula-2

TDI Software Inc.

10355 Brockwood Rd.

Dallas, TX 75238

214/340-4942

S99.95; $149.95 developers;

S299.95 commercial

BASIC

A/C Basic Compiler

Absoft

2781 Bond St.

Auburn Hills, MI 48057

313/853-0050

S195

True BASIC

True BASIC Inc.

39 South Main St.

Hanover, NH 03755

603/643-3882 (service)

800/TRBASIC (sales)

$99.95

Also from True BASIC Inc.:

Advanced String Library

3-Dimensional Graphics

Sorting and Searching

Developer's Toolkit

Run Time System

$49.95 each

F-Basic

Delphi Noetic Systems Inc.

PO Box 7722

Rapid City, SD 57709-7722

605/348-0791

$79.95

Forth

Multi-Forth

Creative Solutions Inc.

4701 Randolph Rd., Suite 12

Rockville, MD 20852

301/984-0262

800/367-8465

S89

JForth

Delta Research

PO Box 1051

San Rafael, CA 94915

415/485-6867

S99.95

350 pages of relatively clear explanation, with an

extensive index and a word list organized by function.

An excellent alphabetic glossary affords inimerous

usage examples of the defined words.

You can create an edit-compile loop procedure

using (Forth and EMACS similar to the one I de

scribed with Multi-Forth, and I recommend that you

do so. JForth provides good ROM Kernel support,

also in similar fashion to Multi-Forth. except that

[Forth has a special mechanism that allows you to

conveniently add support for other libraries by using

the FD file for the library and then writing the one

or two words needed to open the library. In Multi-

Forth you must write your own glue routines for each

function for new libraries.

[Forth also includes floating-point m;ith functions

(most Forths use fixed-point math only), a 68000 dis

assembler, several "easy Intuition" functions for

menus and the like, a slightly more natural C structure

interface, and the very clever ability to switch between

four different Forth dialects, or standards, for those

programmers who must have a Forth exactly like the

one they have worked with on some other machine.

It is difficult to recommend one of these Forth

implementations over the other because both are very

good. Like the situation we encountered with Manx

Aztec vs. Lattice in the C arena, it is likely both these

Forth companies will continue to offer improved

revised versions for a long lime to come—to every

one's benefit.

And now you have seen four high-level languages

for the Amiga, with a total of 1 1 different implemen

tations. Perhaps the amount of choice makes it more

difficult, rather than less, to select the one that is best

for your kind of development needs. Yet, at least we

Amiga users cannot complain that there isn't a wide

range of good Amiga-specific options for creating ex

citing, distinctly Amigaesque applications. ■

Martin Murray is a professional programmer who has writ

ten both commercial and public-domain software. Write to

him do AmigaWorld Editorial, SO Elm St.. Peterborough,

NH 03458.
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LIVE VIDEO
EFFECTS!

INVISION™.Real time video effects processing
software that unleashes the power of the LIVE!

video digitizer.

Connect your video camera or VCR
to LIVE!. Your video imagery becomes

moving Amiga graphics. Use INVISION

to create and assign effects to the keyboard
and the mouse. Then activate the effects

on the moving video by pressing

keys and moving the mouse.

All in real time.

All interactively.

COLORIZE — create custom palettes.

INVERT— flip your images upside down.

STROBE— control the speed of your

imagery with the mouse.

BLINDS—create moving blinds that
reveal background imagery.

MIRROR— create one or more
horizontal mirrors.

MOSAIC— pixelize moving

imagery into mosaic tiles.

Capture moving video imagery into

your Amiga's memory.

Control direction and speed

of playback with the mouse

and arrow keys.

Import and display IFF images,

even mix them in front or

behind the live moving

graphics.

$129. Ask your dealer or call us.

by aliC fc^rjii
ELAN DESIGN
PO BOX 31725 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94131 (415)621-8673

Dealer inquiries welcome.
Amiga and LIVE! are trademarks of Commodore/Amiga Inc. and A-Squared Systems respectively

Circle Reader Service #210



DIGITALREPRISE
CDC

Hake your digitizing pixel perfect with this down-and-dirty

short course of tips, techniques and quick fixes.

c c c

By Gene Brawn

ILLUSTRATED BY ELWOOD H. SMITH
Amiga World 39
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AIM I HE CAMERA, turn the filter wheel, and activate

the digitizing software. What could be easier? You

can digitize anything from your dog to the Mona

Lisa. Getting the digital Mona to look like herself,

however, and not like your dog takes a good camera,

the right lights, experience, or a lot of luck.

Given the best possible equipment and artwork,

any one of several fine Amiga digitizers can produce

startlingly realistic images. These elements rarely con-

verge in the average system, but the following tricks

and tips will help you improve a less-thanperfect

setup. Because NewTek's Digi-View is the most com

mon digitizer, I will refer to that system (Digi-View

software, Testrite copy stand, and Panasonic WV-1410

camera) in the examples.

Oh, Say Can You See?

If you do not have the proper lighting to see an image

clearly, do not expect to digitize it clearly. To check

your lights, digitize a plain medium-gray card. You

will see immediately where the lighting is uneven. If

the discrepancies are minor, position white cards

around the copy stand's baseboard to reflect the light

and fill in any dark spots. If the problem is more

severe, use diffusion filters, pieces of nonflammable

plastic or cloth placed over the reflector. The filters

soften the light so that it covers an area more evenly.

Because the filters also reduce the light level, increase

your lamps' power by about 25 watts.

Putting a New Light on Things

According to NewTck, Digi-View is balanced for light

with a color temperature between 2800 Kelvin (the

average color temperature of house lights) and 6000

Kelvin (the average color temperature of daylight).

Presented with such a wide range, I experimented

with different lights. Professional photofloods

yielded mixed results, seeming too bright for the

camera and filters. With Cool White fluorescents,

which have a color temperature of4500K, the color

was right on: the illumination was even and I never

had to use the air conditioning. You will need two

short, one-piece units similar to those found under

kitchen cabinets over counters. Available at most

hardware stores, the complete, ready-to-use fixtures

cost between $10 and $20 each.

Suck It In and Keep It Flat

Hot lights and paper do not coexist very well. After

loo much baking, the edges of the paper curl up and

it starts to look like a plastic 3-D map with little

mountain ranges and valleys, making it difficult to

focus the camera.

A fancy fix for professionals is a vacuum easel,

which uses a vacuum pump to suck air through

hundreds of tiny holes in the easel's fiat top. Place

your artwork over the holes and the suction will keep

it absolutely flat. The easels sell for as little as $100,

without a vacuum pump. Supply your own pump or

use an industrial vacuum cleaner (if you can stand

the racket). The one disadvantage of vacuum tables

is that they will not hold books flat, unless you remove

the pages.

A less elaborate solution is to place a piece of plate

glass on the art or book to keep it flat. Be very careful

when you set your lights to avoid hot spots. In extreme

cases, you may have to use polarizing filters on both

the camera and the lights to eliminate the reflections.

If you use regular window glass, colors will shift

toward green. Correct the problem with the RGB

sliders in the colors menu or change the RGB filters.

Just Looking at the Pictures

Even if you have the perfect lights and a flat subject.

matching the digitized image to what you see in the

original can be frustrating. Although a powerful im

aging device, the Amiga is not capable of resolving

all of the colors and shades in a well-exposed, con

tinuous or halftone picture.

To determine whether a picture will digitize well.

D C C
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Marvin the Gag King's will is missing.

Judge Doom and his unscrupulous weasels

will stop at nothing to prevent Roger

Rabbit from finding it first. If Doom suc

ceeds, he will dip Toontown off the face

of the earth. He must be stopped. Only

you can do it. The fate of Toontown is

in your hands with "Who Framed Roger

Rabbit" entertainment software.

It's a fast-paced, action-packed adventure that's more than an arcade game. Stunning graphics, high
quality animation and sound effects put you "in Toon" with Toontown's fate.

Can you defeat Judge Doom? Are you going to let him get away with this? It's up to you. And

remember, Toons are idiotic—but they're not stupid!

Ask for "Who Framed Roger Rabbit" at a software dealer near you.The future of Toontown depends
on it!

Available Now:

IBM PC/XT, AT,

PS/2 and 100%

Compatibles,

Amiga, Commo

dore 64/128

Actual Amiga Scieen Actual IBM Screen Actual Commodore Screen

Amiga, Commodore 64/128, IBM PC/XT, AT, PS/2, Apple' II Series are trademarks respectively of Commodore-

Amiga, Inc., Commodore Electronics, Limited, International Business Machines, and Apple Computer, Inc.

c> 1988 The Walt Disney Carrpony and Amblin Entertainment, Inc.

Coming Soon:

Apple'll Series

TBUENA VISTA
' SOFTWARE

Circle 220 on Header Service card
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follow these rules of thumb. Pictures with a lot of

texture digitize the best. Try to avoid broad areas of

solid color, they show off uneven lighting. Clear blue

skies and blank walls are big troublemakers. Detailed.

high-contrast images are equally difficult to work

with. Resolving detail in the shadows is especially

tough; they usually end up looking like black blobs.

If you must use this type of image, try putting the

best exposure for each important part of the picture

in separate files. You can recombine the pieces in a

paint or image-processing program.

Find Your Color

To help you match your digital colors to the originals,

you should use a reference picture to calibrate your

system each time you digitize. Marketed for profes

sional photographers, Kodak's Color Separation

Guide and Gray Scale reference set contains two

useful items: a 20 level gray-scale card and a color-

accurate chip chart. Mount both to a stiff, durable

piece of cardboard. Digitize the charts when your

lights are new, varying the camera's f-stop, the lights1

positions, and the program's color controls until you

match the screen's colors to those you see on the

charts. Jot down the settings and tape them to your

camera for reference. If the colors of vour latest effort

do not seem to be correct, adjust them starting from

your original figures. If nothing looks right, put the

chart in the scene next to the artwork and start over.

Auto-gain Is a Pain

Your camera could be working against you. Every

time I adjust the f-stop on the lens to darken an

overexposed picture, the auto-gain resets the camera

to even out the contrast, giving me a washed-out

picture. You cannot disable this feature, but you can

minimize its effects. Always mask out any parts of

the image that you do not want to include in the

final picture, because large tight or dark areas can

cause the auto-gain to overcompensate. You can use

this same shortcoming to your advantage for severely

over- and underexposed pictures. Surround the art

work with a black or white card (respectively) to force

the exposure to the level you desire.

A piece of black velvet should be a part of every

digitizer's toolbox. It will not reflect lights or cause

flairs. Because it does not add any color to a scene,

black velvet is great for shooting items in limbo.

eliminating the need to cut away backgrounds.

Fault Lines

You must keep your digitizing setup, from the table

to the camera, free from life's little earthquakes. To

avoid vibration from the printer and your actions at

the keyboard, place the copy stand on its own table.

If you have wooden floors, put the table in a corner

of the room where the floor is most stable.

While digitizing, pause a few seconds after you

turn the filter wheel. The camera's support column

is a little flimsy and can oscillate for a while after

you touch it. For those who cannot keep still, the

Digi-Droid (NewTck) turns the filter automatically.

Out of Register, Not Out of Luck

If you cannot reshoot an out-of-registration picture,

you can try to salvage it with DeluxePaint (Electronic

Arts) and PixMate (Progressive Peripherals & Soft

ware). Use PixMate, DeluxePhotoLab (EA), or Butcher

(Eagle Tree Software) to save the red, green, and blue

exposures as separate IFF files. Load two exposures,

one as a screen and one as a brush, into DeluxePaint.

Line the exposures up, flip to your spare screen, and

stamp the brush down. Load the third exposure as a

brush and repeat the process with the two exposures

that are in register. You can also use PixMate's Auto

RGB Merge feature.

Left Out in the Field

To digitize an image that is too big for the camera's

field of view, simply replace the camera support col-'

C O U
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A new release from Lattice

who broughtyou

J-fr
OBJECTORIENTED. A FIRST

FOR YOUR OBJECT ORIENTED

AMIGA!

'lit

Lattice 15a registered trademarkof Lactice. Incorporated

Amiga isa trademark ofCommodore-Amiga. Inc

LIFE SPRINGS FROM YOURSCREEN

WITH THIS HIGHER LEVEL OF

PROGRAMMING!

PRODUCE MORE RELIABLE PROGRAMS

WITH FEWER KEYSTROKES & LESS EFFORT!

HIDE YOUR DATA TO PROTECT IT!

BUILD ONE TYPE ON ANOTHER TYPE!

DEFINEA GENERIC THEN REDESIGN SPECIFICS

WITHOUT MAKING THE PROGRAM FAIL!

TRUE DATA ABSTRACTION TO AID IN

PORTABILITYAND PROGRAM SIMPLICITY!

OVERLOAD OPERATORS AND FUNCTIONS!

COMPLEX ARITHMETIC LOOKS LIKE PART OF

THE LANGUAGE!

Now at a software supplier

nearyou!

Lattice
Subsidiary of SAS institute Inc.

Lattice, Incorporated

2500 S. Highland Avenue

Lombard, JI.60U8

Phone: 800/533-3577

In Illinois: 312/916-1600

Circle 23 on Reader Service card.
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nmn with a taller one. If you cannot find a suitable

replacement pipe at a hardware store, contact Tcstrite

for replacement columns up to 3H-inches tall.

If you have already exceeded your digitizing

budget, there is another solution. Mount your lights

one to six inches from the baseboard corners nearest

the camera support column. Place the copy stand so

that the light brackets and camera support column

just stick out over the edge of the table. Turn the

camera arm around on the column so that the camera

is pointing at the floor. If you are still using the

standard lights, unscrew the arms and lights from

their brackets and mount them upside down so that

they point at the floor. If the subject is very large,

you may have to add some supplemental lights to

even out the illumination.

Transparent Digitizing

You can cut down on your electric bill, eliminate

uneven lighting problems, and dramatically improve

the quality of your pictures by digitizing directly from

transparencies and negatives. By adjusting a camera's

mechanical or back-focus control, you can emulate

the macro setting (used for extreme close-ups) of

expensive lenses, letting you focus the camera to

nearly the front element of the lens.

To use the back focus to digitize slides, put a piece

of glass or frosted plastic between the lens and ihe

filter wheel. Tape a piece of smooth white paper or

frosted plastic on the bottom of the glass, and be sure

nothing touches the wheel. Position a light one or

two feet beneath the glass, pointing up at the camera.

Put a slide on the glass, then turn on the lights and

the camera. Adjust the back focus until the image of

the slide is sharp, and digitize as usual.

Flat and Soft

Designed to work best in low light, the Panasonic

camera's standard lens is fast but flat; it lacks contrast.

The soft, almost unfocused look is pleasing in many

situations, but not if you want a crisp, high-contrast

image. You can replace the lens wilh a 35mm camera

lens, but you will need a C-mount adapter to attach

it. Zoom lenses do not work well with copy stands.

They are too slow, too long, and too expensive. Use

a fixed-focal-length lens, instead; the ideal focal

lengths are 35mm to 50mm for still camera lenses

and 12mm to 25mm for 16mm film and video types.

Co-starring .. the Lens Cap

While the camera is the star of the digitizing show,

the lens cap plays an indispensible supporting role.

On of the most common causes of damage to a video

camera is not replacing the lens cap. Besides keeping

dust off the lens, that little cap protects the light-

sensitive phosphors on the camera's pickup tube from

unintentional exposure. If exposed to strong light

for even short periods of time, the phosphors can be

permanently imprinted, or burncd-in, with an image

of the source of the light.

To avoid damage, always replace the lens cap if

you are not using the camera. When you are digitiz

ing, pay particular attention to bright reflections;

these hot spots are extremely deadly. Most important,

never point a capless camera directly at a light.

Chipping Away and Filtering Out

How would you like a camera that is practically in

destructible, has great contrast, cannot be burnedin,

does not need RGB filters, and is lighter than its lens?

For around $1000, Sony, Canon, Sanyo and Pana

sonic, to name but four, offer black-and-white and

color CCD (Charged Coupled Device) cameras that

are completely solid-state (including the pickup tube,

which is now just another chip in the circuit). The

CCD produces a crisp, sharp-edged picture perfect

for digitizers. Chronic lens cap losers will appreciate

that the chip is effectively immune to hot-spot burn-

in and lag. Ifyou demand the best, RGB video cameras »■

c c c
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Product Information

Digitizers and Frame Grabbers:

Digi-View

NewTek Inc.

115 West Crane St.

Topeka, KS 66603

913/354-1146

$199 95

512K required,

Frame Capture

Mimetics Corporation

PO Box 60238, Station A

Palo Alto, CA 94306

408/741-0117

S199.95

Mimetics* ReaSyn board required.

FrameGrabber

Progressive feripherals & Software

464 Kaiamath St.

Denver. CO 80204

303/825-414-1

$499.95

Live!

A-Squared Distributions

6114 La Salle Ave., Suite 326

Oakland, CA 94611

415/339-0339

S295

Perfect Vision

SunRize Industries Inc.

3801 Old College Rd.

Bryan, TX 77801

409/846-1311

$219.95

ReaSyn

Mimetics Corporation

see address above

$699.95

Companion Products:

Butcher 2.0

Eagle Tree Software

PO Box 164

Hopewell, VA 23860

804/452-0623

$37

CS-1 Copy Stand

Testrite

available from: NewTek Inc.

see address above

$74.95

DeluxePaint II

Electronic Arts

1820 Gateway Dr.

San Mateo, CA 94404

415/571-7171

SI 29.95

5I2K required.

DeluxePhotoLab

Electronic Arts

see address above

$149.95

One megabyte required.

Digi-Droid

see address above

$79.95

Panasonic WV-1410 Camera

Panasonic Industrial

One Panasonic Way

Secaucus, NJ 07094

201/348-7183

$300

PIXmate

Progressive Peripherals & Software

see address above

i4Q QfS

512K required.

Replacement Copy Stand Columns

Testrite

135 Monroe St.

Newark, NJ 07105

Several models of CCD cameras

are available. Contact:

Canon USA Inc.

Video Division

One Canon Plaza

Lake Success, NY 11042

516/488-6700

Panasonic Industrial

see address above

Sanyo Corporation

1200 W. Artesia Blvd.

Compton, CA 90220

213/605-6526

Sony Corporation

Sony Drive

Park Ridge, NJ 07656

201/930-1000

are the only choice. By getting your red, green, and

blue signals directly from the camera rather than

from colored filters, you can dramatically improve

the quality of your digitizing. Many types of industrial

ami broadcast cameras, including CCDs, generate RS-

170 encoded video. Switches control whether the red,

green, or blue signal comes over the tine. Some

models are designed especially for digitizing, with

separate outputs for each color. Regardless of how

you get the RGB information, it will be brighter,

cleaner, and sharper than anything you have ever

seen with Filters.

After you learn the basics, digitizing really is as

easy as aim the camera, turn the filter wheel, and

activate the software. Careful testing and rechecking,

plus a box of emergency supplies will turn your

digitized images into masterpieces. ■

Gene Brawn is a graphic designer, television director, and

a computer game programmer. He would like to thank War

ner Computers in San Diego, CA for their assistance in

preparing this article. You can write to Gene do

AmigaWorld Editorial Department, 80 Elm St., Peterbor

ough, NH 03458.
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Wise up to nightly savings

online with GEnier
has opened my eyes to what an online service

can do for me. I thought I knew it all until I discovered

GEnie's vast array of Special Interest Groups, offering

thousands ofsoftware files, dynamic bulletin boards,

lively discussions and "tips" from the experts. Not to

mention services like Comp-u-store Online® shopping

service, USAToday Decisionlines and access to

Dowjones News/Retrieval.® And those friendly people

at GEnie really give a hoot about being helpful,

day or night.

Compare GEnie for selection,

services and price, night after night ^ ,

It will open your eyes too. Only jQ T'l,"
GEnie offers you so much online, 1 '

for less."

Services Available

Electronic Mail • CB

• SIGs/User Croups

• Travel • Shopping

• Finance • Reference

Professional • Leisure

• Games ■ News

Compare

Save

GEniet

CompuServe

Other

Pricing **

Registration

Fee

$29.95

SS'J.'JS

149.95

Mtmlhif

Minimum

None

None

$10.00

Non-prime Time Raits

30(1 baud

$5.00

$8.00

$8.40

1200 baud

S5.00

$12J90

$10.80

*Gel 2 Free Hours with Sign - Up.

Stilljust $5 per hour. Get online today!
1. Have your major credit card or checking account number ready.

2. Set your modem for local echo (halfduplex)—300 or 1200 baud.

3. Dial 1-800-638-8369. When connected, enter HHH

4. At the U#= prompt enter ?0M11755,GEnie then RETURN.

Need help or more information? No modem yet? We can help.

In U.S. or Canada call 1-800-638-9636 or write GEnie, 401 N.

Washington Si., Rockville, MD 20850.

We bring good things to iife.

"Basic ralo and jttvteci in eflca lS8ipp»y in VS. only. tNon-primt tim

day SauSuruand mil holkiara. Subjrct en lervict avaihbUiry Sonw icm

* (10 crrdil applm- Offer good foe 3D davi Enxn tign-up.

C 1988 General Electric Company. USA.

id apply Mon.-

oflmd on GEnie

. 6PM-8AM local time and all

ij include additional (harps.
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ROUNDUP
There are a lot more "brands" to be seen out there in the current herd of

Amiga word processors, so we've rounded up choice offerings from 10

leading outfits to see how they compare.

FOR QUITE SOME TIME after the initial release of

the Amiga 1000, there were few, if any, real word-

processing programs for the Amiga. A roundup such

as this article would have been impossible, as there

was certainly no "herd" to speak of. In my own case,

I felt forced to use the Amiga's Notepad for all my

writing because there was literally no better alter

native.

Well, pardner, things have changed since 1985 and

we're ready to start punching some electronic doggies

here, as AmigaWorld presents its first "Amiga Word

Processing Roundup." Word processors for the Amiga

now number well into double figures and new word

processors continue to appear. Some are solid im

plementations that make good use of the Amiga in

terface and provide us with new ways to create pages.

Others. . . well, let's just say it's not very difficult to

get a "bum steer."

Finding just the right Amiga word processor hinges

on your page-creation needs. Will your documents

By Chris Dickman

ILLUSTRATED BY FRED LYNCH AmigaWorld 49



be long and full of complex formatting? Will they be

short but combine graphics with text? Will they be

straight, unformatted text, which you then import

into a desktop-publishing program? And are you sure

you don't need a desktop-publishing program, rather

than a word processor? Several of the products under

review make varying claims about their desktop-pub

lishing abilities, but in reality these are mostly quite

limited. Most Amiga word processors, for example,

provide poor laser-printer support, which is essential

for true desktop publishing.

If you create only the occasional short document,

then you might be comfortable with a simple word

processor that lacks such features as a spell checker,

thesaurus, macro creation, or glossaries. Manuals and

academic publications will be a lot easier to create

witli a word processor that can create footnotes, in

dexes, and tables of contents. If you need to combine

text and graphics, make sure the program has the

appropriate typographical and graphics capabilities.

Can it wrap text around a graphic or print in color?

There arc now Amiga word processors available

that cover the spectrum in price, performance, and

features. The following overview often of the current

herd will help you "cut out" the one that's best for

your application.

Editor's Xote: Many of the individual programs here have

been reviewed previously in AmigaWorld. In such cases

there is a citation of the review at the end of each section,

should you wish to read about the product in more depth. A

chart comparing a variety offeatures and functions of all

ten programs also appears with this article.

WordPerfect 4.1

What comes on four disks, accompanied by an over

600-page manual and a hefty price tag? Yes, it's

WordPerfect, the darling of the IBM PC set come to

roost amongst the mice and icons. An initial reaction

might be to dismiss WordPerfect as an overpriced PC

port, but this would be a mistake. It not only provides

superlative control over document formatting, but

also takes better advantage of the Amiga than many

of its native competitors. It may not be pretty, but it

has an industrial strength feel that is not unwelcome

for serious keyboard bangers.

This version of WordPerfect is strictly character-

based, with no attempt to mix text with graphics.

Version 5.0 for the IBM PC now provides such in

tegration, so expect an Amiga release with graphics

capabilities in the not-toodisiant future. Meanwhile,

we have a word processor loaded with virtually every

feature imaginable. The spell checker, for example,

is very rich, flagging doubled words and permitting

phonetic lookup in its large dictionary. The thesaurus

is equally weighty and lets you look up synonyms of

synonyms simply by double-clicking on them.

I could go on and mention the extensive macro,

footnote, endnote, header, footer, math, column, and

merge abilities and broad printer support of

WordPerfect, but suffice it to say there is virtually

nothing you cannot do to text with this behemoth.

One would expect it to thus have a rather heavy feel

but, in fact it runs quickly, makes good use of the

Amiga keys, menus, and requesters, and displays mul

tiple documents in windows. If you prepare long

documents or crave to be unfettered by the limita

tions of most Amiga word processors, park Word

Perfect on your hard disk and start creating the

ultimate macro—you know, the one that will format

your entire document with one keystroke. (Reviewed

by Ted Salamotte, Dec. '87, p. 18.)

VizaWrite Desktop

If the title only implies it, the blurb on the box

informs us breathlessly in no uncertain terms that

"VizaWrite brings desktop publishing to the Amiga!!"

I'm here to tell you otherwise. VizaWrite Desktop is

in fact a quite average word processor with limited

graphics and font-handling abilities.

VizaWrite Desktop would appear to be a port of

a Commodore 64 program (instructions in the man

ual to press the Commodore key betray its eight-bit

origins). Despite this it makes good use of the Amiga

environment, relying on the mouse, menus, reques

ters, and icons and steering clear of the Alt and Ctrl

keys. VizaWrite Desktop also multitasks and lets you

open multiple documents in separate windows.

The display is clean, with the usual scroll bars at

the right and bottom of the display and a ruler line

at the top, holding indent, tab, line spacing, and

alignment icons a la Textcraft. Where VizaWrite Desk

top differs is that changes made to the ruler affect

the rest of the document. You then have to create a

new ruler and reset the values each time you want

to return to the previous format or go on to a new

one. These rulers easily become strewn throughout

a document containing many formatting changes; yes,

they can all be turned off, but it is still inconvenient

to have to continually click them back on and then

off again. Most of VizaWrite Desktop's formatting

abilities arc adequate but rudimentary, with search

and replace, mail merge, and header and footer cre

ation functional but no more. And the absence of a

spell checker is hard to fathom in a product in this

price range.

A program billing itself as having desktop-publish

ing capabilities should have flexible graphics and

font features, right? Wrong. VizaWrite Desktop goes

no further typographically than the Amiga system

fonts. You can use native printer fonts, but the result

is unpredictable graphics placement, a problem en-
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demic to Amiga word processors wrestling with

graphics. And graphics themselves prove problemat

ical, displaying in solid white and printing in reverse.

Text cannot be placed on the side of images, and, to

cap it off, VizaWrite Desktop supports only a narrow

range of printers.

More promising is the ability to create glossaries

containing text or graphics, and document histories

that track creation/revision dates, and word, sentence,

and paragraph numbers. A user-defined password

feature is a nice touch, except that it often denied

me access to my files. But with only rudimentary

graphics and text-handling abilities, the appeal of

VizaWrite Deskiop is limited. (Reviewed by Louis R.

Wallace, Jan. '88, p. 6-f.)

excellence!

Admittedly, the title is pretentious, but once past thai

and a sizable price tag, you will soon be enjoying the

benefits of a feature-laden yet somehow sleek word

processor that is a pleasure to use. Micro Systems

Software is proud of the fact that its programs, such

as Scribble! and Online!, have been developed exclu

sively for the Amiga, excellence! follows in this tra

dition and fits ihe Amiga like a glove.

excellence! lets you import any IFF graphic and

place it in a text file, but wisely makes no claims in

the domain of desktop publishing. Imported graphics

do display in color and can be sized and cropped.

You can even attach them to a header, footer, or

footnote, but (here is no way to place text on either

side of them and moving them is also quite tricky.

Text, not graphics, is the strong point of excellence!.

excellence! follows the popular Amiga tradition of

using an icon-loaded ruler to control document for

matting. The ruler holds the usual tabs, indents, and

alignment icons as well as one for adjusting interline

spacing in points. The ruler can also be turned off,

leaving virtually the entire screen for text.

It is the special features of excellence!, however,

that make it stand out over its Amiga peers. One

expects a spell checker but unexpected are real-time

abilities-—if you wish, it will inform you of a mistake

as you type. The thesaurus is equally welcome but,

again, the ability lo also look up antonyms is unusual.

Beyond this lies a grammar checker; run this on your

text and discover all doubled, redundant, and pre

tentious words. It happily flags these in the text, makes

suggestions, and lets you type in changes. Great. And

if you want more punishment, it will compare your

missive to the Gettysburg address and a Hemingway

short story and display the results in a bar graph.

Exhausting but fascinating.

Other useful features include tables of contents

and index generation, math abilities, mail merge, and

a very powerful glossary feature that can be used to

create complex macros. All this in a design thai feels

somehow like it belongs on the Amiga—no Function/

Control/Alt key rubbish to remember, excellence!

should satisfy those with serious document-creation

needs that do not involve extensive graphics. Printer

support is good, with a nod in the direction of

PostScript that I would like to see developed more

in future releases. Just make sure you have at least I

MB RAM and at least two drives (or a hard disk) to

make use of all the features of this truly great product.

(Reviewed by Guy Wright, Sept. '88, p. 14.)

Scribble!

Scribble! was one of the first word processors avail

able for the Amiga that allowed writers to actually

do useful work. I confess to a continuing fondness

for its simplicity and logical design. It never seems

to get in the way of my writing by forcing me to

remember a lot of commands.

Reflecting its character-based nature. Scribble! has

no ruler line to set formatting. Instead you insert

codes at ihe beginnings of lines to control alignment,

indents, line spacing, headers, and footers. Admit

tedly, this takes us back to the days ofWordStar circa

1979, but it does result in less menu and dialogue-

box clutter. You can employ a preview mode to see

the effects of your codes before you actually print

your document. It also has search and replace and a

modestly sized but easy-to-use spell checker and basic

mail merge.

For professional writers who rarely format text or

for those needing a word processor to prepare text

prior to bringing it into a desktop-publishing pro

gram, Scribble! remains a good, one-disk choice. Tho-

reau once proclaimed, "Simplify, simplify, simplify."

Scribble! can lay claim to a simple, satisfying elegance.

(Thefirst release of Scribble! was reviewed by Douglas Watt,

JanJFeb. '87. p. 78; version 2.00 wax revieiued by tlie same

author, MarJApril '87, p. 94.)

KindWords

Described by its creators as "The Amiga Wordpro-

cessor," KindWords could in reality be described as

yet another Amiga word processor with an unoriginal

design and unexceptional text and graphics handling.

Yes, you can bring IFF graphics of any resolution

into KindWords (although hi-res are converted to

medium-res) and display and print them in 16 colors.

Graphics can be cropped and resized, but they can

be moved only horizontally and text cannot be placed

on either side of them. Color graphics also print

quite poorly.*
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Like many of the other programs under review,

KindWords sports the apparently unavoidable Amiga

ruler. The KindWords ruler, which can be turned off,

provides the usual control over tabs, indents, align

ment, and line spacing, although the last is limited

to single or double. KindWords also provides headers

and footers, a good-sized spelling checker, and merge

abilities, and relies heavily on Amiga-key shortcuts.

KindWords uses its own proprietary SuperFonts to

print at higher resolutions than the standard Amiga

fonts. These consist of Roman 8, 12, 14, Symbol, and

Foreign fonts. The limited range of fonts, coupled

with the need for special printer drivers, adds up to

a rather limited approach to font management. And

Word Processor Roundup:
Comparative Features and Functions

Program

Manufacturer

Price

FORMATTING

Headers/Footers?

Footnotes?

Endnotes?

Table of Contents?

Indexes?

Multicolumns?

Mail Merge?

Auto-hyphenatlon?

MULTITASKING

Run program in Window?

Windows: Different Documents?

Windows: Same Document?

GRAPHICS

Import IFF?

Resize?

Move?

Wrap Text?

Max. n of Colors Displayed?

Supports Hi-Res Mode?

FONTS

Supports Amiga Fonts?

Includes Custom?

Supports Printer Fonts?

Color Fonts?

PRINTERS

Embed Codes?

Preferences?

Custom?

Supports PostScript?

SPECIAL

Spell Checker?

Grammar Checker?

Thesaurus?

User-Defined Macros?

Math Function?

User-Defined Glossaries?

Notes: ' Displays headers/footers on

WordPerfect

4.1

WordPerfect

S395

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

VjzaWhite

Desktop

1.09

Progressive

Peripherals

5149.95

Yes-

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

1

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes'

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

excellenceI

Micro-Systems

S299

Yes'

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

8

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes1

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Scribble!

2.0

Micro-Systems

$99.95

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

screen. » You cannot edit text that Is wrapped around a graphic. 3 Extensive support.
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the poor quality of the fonts makes it all hardly worth

the trouble, given their irregular inter-character spac

ing. SuperFonts would be acceptable for only the

most casual publications, forcing the user to fall back

on resident printer fonts. SuperFonts also occupy a

separate disk, requiring disk swapping on one drive

systems during both page composition and printing.

There is nothing fundamentally wrong with

KindWords, but neither does it offer a great deal that

would impress you. Limitations, such as an inability

to view multiple documents and to move data be

tween them, abound. Its modest price, however, may

attract those with limited typographical and graphics

needs. (Reviewed by Neil Randall, April '88, p. 20.) **

KindWords

1.2

The Disc Co.

S99.95

Yes'

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

16

No

No

Yea

Yes

No

No

Yes*

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

LPD Whiter

1.0

Digital

Solutions

S119.95

Yes'

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

N/A

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

TEXTCHAFT

Plus

Commodore

S109.95

Yes'

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

N/A

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

ProWrite

2.0.1

New Horizons

S124.95

Yes-

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

7

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

TextPro

1.01

Abacus

S79.95

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

YesJ

1

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

BeckerText

1.0

Abacus

S150

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes1

1

No

No

No

Yes1

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

* Limited support. N/A = Not Applicable
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M
LPD Writer

LPD Writer annoys you right up front with a prompt

to enter a word from the manual when it loads. In

this it has the dubious distinction of being the only

copy-protected word processor under review. This

alone would be sufficient Reason not to purchase it.

But there's more. The manual is written in a highly

offensive manner, sprinkled with such gems as "with

me so far? Yes? Great!" and "Seriously though folks!!"

Tilings do not get much better when you actually

start working with LPD Writer. A character-based

program, it makes no attempt to integrate graphics

or to display and print text in different faces and

sizes. Fine, no shame about that, but it also makes

little use of the Amiga interface—there are no re

questers, only menus of tedious length. The bottom

of tlie screen is dominated by ten function-key areas

that you cannot access with the mouse; the program

does not support the Amiga keys, either. There are

no scroll bars to move around the page; to achieve

this and many other actions, you are expected to

remember endless Ctrl, Alt, Shift, and Esc key com

binations. Beginning to smell like a C-64 port?

In terms of features LPD Writer also does not fare

too well. The huge ruler at the top of the screen

allows you to use the mouse to set tabs but not indents,

and you cannot turn the ruler off. The program does

have a spell checker, but it flags virtually every second

word as,an error, and cannot suggest alternate spell

ings. It does have basic mail merge facilities, and you

can create headers and footers, albeit through some

quite bizarre processes peculiar to LPD Writer. Even

highlighting text is not simply a matter of clicking

and dragging over it. LPD Writer resides on one disk

but compactness is about all there is to recommend

it. (Revieived by Douglas Watt, Dec. '87, p. 82.)

Textcraft Plus

Textcraft Plus is a mild upgrade of theTextcraft word

processor developed by Commodore for the original

Amiga release. A quaint README file describes it as

"The first TRUE Amiga software program!" This

might have been true in 1985, but both this file and

the program are seriously in need of an update.

Textcraft Plus makes no attempt to handle fancy

fonts or graphics—it is strictly a character-based ap

plication using resident fonts and Preferences-sup

ported printers. Because of the Commodore

imprimatur, manv other word processors have

copied its approach—an unfortunate occurrence

for the Amiga community, as Textcraft was (and

remains) a pretty feeble effort compared to its

counterparts on the Macintosh and the IBM PC.

Its most copied feature is without a doubt the

placement at the top of the screen of a graphics-based

ruler area for setting indents, tabs, alignment, and

spacing. You can create and display headers and

footers on the screen and perform basic mail merge,

but the program lacks a spell checker. Textcraft Plus

has an Amiga feel to it, with lots of Amiga key short

cuts and the ability to multitask, but you cannot create

windows to display multiple documents.

If Textcraft Plus is short on abilities, it does have

a couple of oddball features worth mentioning. A

series of animated tutorials is actually quite good;

less successful, however, is a series of forms for busi

ness letters, term papers, and resumes. These were

designed to mirror the real world; instead, they are

hopelessly naive and cramped in scope.

Textcraft Plus has little excuse for existence in its

present form. If you crave state of the art circa 1985,

this bleak, single-disk effort is for you. Personally, I

wish Commodore would put it out of its misery.

ProWrite

You would be stretching the truth to call it desktop

publishing, but ProWrite is currently the only Amiga

word processor that provides more than a token

attempt at integrating text and graphics. That it does

so in a crisp implementation that makes full use of

the Amiga's abilities makes ProWrite a pleasure to

use on two-drive systems.

Graphics are ProWrite's forte, so it is no surprise

that it can import and display both IFF and HAM

images in color or black and white. As images are

imported, color values are adjusted to reflect the

limitations of color-printer technology. Thus, what

you see on the screen is quite close to what your

printer will crank out. This is a rare bit of common

sense: Why display 4096 colors if your printer cannot

reproduce them? Those with noncolor dot matrix

printers can also take advantage of this feature. Once

imported, graphics can be resized and moved any

where on the page. And welcome indeed is the ability

to place text on the side of graphics, a seemingly

simple feat that no other Amiga word processor does

capably. You can even wrap text manually around

irregularly shaped DeluxePaint images. ProWrite lets

you use either the standard Amiga fonts or those

resident in your printer. You can display and print

text in black or six user-defined colors. Print quality

of both text and graphics is better than average; this

is actually one of the few Amiga programs of its type

that can produce useful work.

While the graphics capabilities of ProWrite cer

tainly distinguish it from its peers, it is no slouch

when it comes to handling text. A very large spell

checker, search and replace, headers and footers, six
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e new

axiPlan

adsheet old fashioned!

he original MaxiPlan'" was named

he Best Amiga™ Spreadsheet of

98o by F.A.U.G.. the world's

argest and most active Amiga

iser group. Now in 1987, Oxxi is

iroud to introduce MaxiPlan

'lus'"—the most advanced Amiga

preadsheet ever. With even more

ime-saving innovations than the

ward-winning MaxiPlan. the new

laxiPian Plus includes Microsoft

■xcei '"-like Macros and Utilities.

Vith MaxiPlan Plus and your

jtiiga you can:

Open multiple spreadsheets

nd graphs

"L nk" data from any number of

preadsheets

Create a self-running demo or

iteractive multiple choice quiz,

icorporating Mies from word

rocessors and paint programs

Automatically create reports

uch as invoices and purchase

Instruct a data entry person with With the MaxiPlan Plus Data

speech or written prompts

• "Recite" your data entries when

checking data accuracy against

source documents

• Export graphs via an IFF file to

any Amiga paint program

The MaxiPlan Plus Spreadsheet

features:

• 512 columns by 65,530 rows

• Function key commands

• Ranges or cells referenced by

"Name" or cell numbers

• Written or spoken notes that

attach to cells or ranges

• Password protected cells

• Easy-to-use pie. bar. line and

area graphs

• Up to 8 graphs per spreadsheet

• Lotus 1-2-3 compatibility

• 63 built-in functions such as:

— Financial IIRR. PV. NPV. FV. PMTJ

— Data base llndev Find. Lookupl

— Presentation (Color. Style, Speech I

Base you can:

• Sort on any number of fields in

any order

• Maintain up to 16 data bases

per spreadsheet

• Create merge files for labels or

form letters

• "Find" or "Lookup" any specifi

record or records

With the MaxiPlan Plus Macros

you can:

• Define up to 32 macros for any

spreadsheet

• Activate macros with a single

key stroke

• Automatically generate macros

under record mode

• Use over 70 different macro

commands

• Create templates for data entry

• Incorporate speech to instruct,

remind or inform user

MaxiPlan Plus™

SI 99.""

at your local Amiga software

dealer.

OXXiinc
f'.O. Box 4000

Kiillcnmi. CA »i:>i>:14

(813)427-1227

MaxiPlan

Named th<_ _

of I98b for its outstanding mouse

interfaces, unique pull-down menus

and advanced speech capabilities.

Excel is.i trademark ot.Mnrosi'ti Ccirp

Circle 33 on Reader Service card



Product Information
WordPerfect 4.1

WordPerfect Corp.

288 W. Center St.

Orem, UT 84057

801/225-5000

$395

512K required.

VizaWrite Desktop 1.09

Progressive Peripherals & Software

464 Kalamath St.

Denver, CO 80204

303/825-4144

SI 49.95

No special requirements.

excellence!

Micro-Systems Software

12798 W. Forest Hills Blvd.

Suite 202

W. Palm Beach, FL 33414

407/790-0770

$299.95

512K required.

a

Scribble! 2.00

Micro-Systems Software

12798 W. Forest Hills Blvd.

Suite 202

W. Palm Beach, FL 33414

407/790-0770

$79.95

No special requirements.

KindWords 1.2

The Disc Company

3135 S. State St.

Suite 300

Ann Arbor, MI 48108

313/665-5540

$99.95

512K required.

LPD Writer 1.00

Digital Solutions

30 Wertheim Court

Unit 2

Richmond Hill, Ontario

Canada L4B 1B9

416/731-8775

$69.95

512K required.

Textcraft Plus

Commodore Business Machines

1200 Wilson Dr.

West Chester, PA 19380

215/431-9100

S109.95

512K required.

ProWrite 2.0.1

New Horizons Software

PO Box 43167

Austin, TX 78745

512/328-6650

Si 24.95

512K required.

TextPro 1.01

Abacus

5370 52nd St. SE

Grand Rapids, MI 49508

616/698-0330

$79.95

512K required.

BeckerText 1.0

Abacus

5370 52nd St. SE

Grand Rapids, MI 49508

616/698-0330

SI 50

512K required.

page-numbering styles, and a ruler with increments

that include picas, points, and inches provide good

control over document formatting. Add to this

ProWrite's speed, multitasking, windowing, and that

intangible "feel" common to the best Amiga pro

grams, and the result is superior graphics-andtext

integration, good color control, and respectable text

abilities. (An earlier version of ProWrite was reviewed by

Louis R. Wallace, SepUOct. 87, p. 70.)

-■ ,■--■

TextPro

My selection for the least successful word processor

for the Amiga is TextPro. Billed as "The Complete

WordProcessing Program for the Amiga," TextPro is

really an uninspired little effort that makes poor use

of the Amiga and turns text creation into a rather

unpleasant task.

TextPro is a character-based word processor that

makes a feeble stab at handling IFF graphics. Images

are both displayed and printed in a primitive manner,

and while it is possible to place text beside a graphic,

it can then no longer be edited.

You can set tabs by clicking on a line at the top of

the screen, but 1 would besiiate to call this a ruler

area. You set paragraph indents, line spacing, and

alignment not with the usual Amiga ruler icons, but

through menus: the control this arrangement pro

vides is quite limited—for example, there is no right

paragraph indent. And while you can create headers

or foolers, they do not display on the screen. The

whole thing has a very marginal feel, lacking win

dowing and a spell checker and relying on its own

printer drivers for output.

To be fair, TextPro tosses in a few uncommon

features, such as a separate program that saves any

Amiga screen as an IFF file, the ability to program

the function keys, and a separate mode for creating

C programming code. Despite this, TextPro has little

going for it. Unless your text-handling needs are

simple and you do not mind putting up with its harsh

feel and severe limitations, TextPro is not for you.

(Reviewed by Neil Randall, April '88, p. 20.) ►-
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BeckerText

BeckerText is an enhanced version of Abacus'

TextPro that, while containing added text-handling

abilities, does nothing to alleviate many of its limi

tations. It has the same ugly screen display, the same

rough edges, and the same primitive approach to

graphics.

It is still a character-based word processor that

relies on custom printer drivers. Thus, although it

claims to support laser printers, it does not supply

any laser driver, leaving you either to wade through

pages of technical specifications or to request that

Abacus create a driver for your printer. BeckerText

extends printer support to the point that you can

now assign up to ten of your printer's fonts to font

definitions that can (theoretically) be applied to text.

Despite claims of "real WYSIWYG (what-you-see-is-

what-you-get) formatting," you will not sec these fonts

displayed on the screen, and you cannot mix fonts

on a line.

You can now create indexes and tables of contents,

but these are generated at print time in a separate

File—an inconvenience I could live without. A spell

checker has been added, but it flags far too many

correct words and does not suggest alternative spell

ings. While it has the option to check spelling as you

type, its eagerness to flag words will slow your writing

to a crawl. In theory, you can now open multiple

windows, but the process is so awkward and memory

inefficient that even with 1MB of memory, it is a trial

to make use of this feature. More potentially useful

are the new math and multicolumn abilities.

BeckerText offers enough features to be taken se

riously as a character-based word processor with mar

ginal graphics handling. Too many of these features,

however, are primitive enough to make formatting

long or complex documents a frustrating experience.

Our roundup is finished, but before we disperse

these doggies back out into the herd, remember this:

Although the quality and versatility of these packages

vary considerably, the most important factor to weigh

is what kind of tasks you need a word processor to

accomplish for you. A program with simple, basic

features and a modest price tag may be a winner for

the person with limited document-creation needs, but

a recipe for frustration for the person with sophis

ticated, heavy-duty text and graphics capabilities. ■

Chris Dickman is the Director of Desktop Documentation

Services, a Toronto firm providing writing, editing, and

design services using desktop publishing technology. Write

to him do AmigaWorld, Editorial Dept., 80 Elm St., Pe

terborough, NH 03458.

■ ■■■ ■

Produced in association witr

Commodore Business Machines

The Canadian edition ot the WORLD OF COMMODORE is in its sixth

successful year at the Toronto International Centre, Dec 1-4,1988

Exhibitors, contact

The Hunter Group (416) 595-5906 Fax (416) 595-5093

ommodore Business Machines

will be there with a giant display
of exciting computer hardware and software.

Hundreds of other manufacturers, distributors and retailers

also be there -showing and selling the entire spectrum of

Commodore and compatible products.

Top experts in home and business computing will be there

- leading seminars, workshops and demonstrations which are

free with admission for all show visitors.

The Amiga, the C-64, the C-128. the Commodore PC line, all

the major peripherals, programs, accessories- many more to be

introduced - they're ail at The World of Commodore in Philadel

phia. All in one place for four days.

This is the show everyone's been waiting for. The first-ever

Commodore-sponsored computer extravaganza in the United

States.

Don't miss this once-a-year opportunity to shop for incred

ible bargains as leading computer companies clear out millions

of dollars worth of inventory.

Discover innovative products and services for your busi

ness, for home, for school, for your creative life.

Get in on the excitement.

Adults $10.00

Students & Seniors $8.00

Admission price includes seminars

and stage presentations.

Thurs. Nov. 3 & Fri. Nov. 4 10 am-9 pm

Sat. Nov. 5 & Sun. Nov. 6 10 am-6 pm
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A Great Gift. . .

At The Right Price

AMIGAWORLD
When you send someone a gift subscription to AmigaWorld. it says a lot about your stylo. You

give AmigaWorld because it's unlike the other packages that will be opened this season.

AmigaWorld offers excitement beyond the holidays, continually exploring a new frontier in

computing. .. in-depth analyses of the Amiga's astounding graphics and stereo sound

features, information on the very best hardware and software, a regular buyer's guide, user

hints and tips, and much more. And that means you'll be remembered throughout the year for

your discerning taste in quality gifts.

When it comes to quality, no system-specific computer magazine can match AmigaWorld for

true-lo-life color reproduction. . . superior printing materials that capture all 4.096 Amiga

colors.

This season, why not share your good taste in magazines with a friend? Send an AmigaWorld

gift subscription— I year (12 issues) for only S2-J.97. a 47% savings off the cover price.

CALL VOIR GIFT SI BSCRIPTION l\ TODAY! Toll Free 1-800-258-5473.

n

□ YES. l want to send a great gift.

Please send an AmlgaWbrld gifl subscription (12 Issues) to the person listed below. I'll pay $24.97—a 47% ravings off tbe newsstand price but I won't be
billed until alter the holidays.

Charge my: VISA MasterCard

Card ft Exp. Dale

Signature

.hiymcnt Enclosed Hill Me (PLEASE MAKE CHECKS POTABLE TO AMIGAWORLD)

Name of (Jiff Recipient

Address

City Stale Zip

My Name

Address

City Slate Zip

Canada 834.97. Mexico S32.97. foreign Surface 847.97, Rrolgn Airmail SH2.it? (U.S. Funds drawn nn L.S. Hank). All rales an- 1 year only. All uiH subscriptions will begin with first
available Issue in 1989.

UIIGAWORIJ) IM). 1«).\ S8804 ROUJO. 00 H():i22-H804

20AD6



When to talk Amiga

MONITORS

AMDEK

Video 210A TTL 89.99

Video 410 TTL 149.00

MAGNAVOX

505 RGB/Comp/Analog 189.00

515 RGB/Comp/Analog 269.00

613 TTI Green 89.99

623 TTI Amber 89.99

NEC

Multisync XL 20" VGA 2199.00

PACKARD BELL

PB1272 12" TTL Amber 89.99

PB1272 TTI Green 79.99

PB1418A 14" Flat Screen 129.00

PB141BW 14" Flat Screen 139.00

8526 14" Uniscan 469.00

■■■BSE

DIGITAL CREATIONS

SuperGen Genlock 699.00

COMMUNICATION SPECIALTIES

Gen/One Genlock 739.00

JDK IMAGES

Pro Video CGI 149.00

Font Library 1 69.99

Font Library II 69.99

MICRO-WAY

Flicker Fixer 519.00

NEW-TEK

Digi-View 159.00

MIMETICS

Amigen Genlock 159.00

PROGRESSIVE PERIPHERALS

Pro-Gen Genlock 399.00

Frame Grabber 529.00

MAGNAVOX

9CM082

VGA Display $449

SUNRISE INDUSTRIES

Perfect Vision 199.00

Elec. Color Splitter.. . . .79.98

AUDIO

ECE RESEARCH

ECE Midi (A1000) 54.99

ECE Midi (A500, A2000) 51.99

MIMETICS

Midi (A1000) 44.99

Midi (A500) 49.99

Pro-Studio 129.00

ACCESS ASSOCIATES

ALEGRA 512K

CALL

SUNRISE

Studio Magic 69.99

MICRO-SEARCH

Perfect Sound 69.99

MEMORY EXPANSION

ACCESS ASSOCIATES

Alegra 2MB CALL

C.LTD.

Amega w/OK 249.00

MICHIGAN SOFTWARE

Insider 239.00

MICRON TECHNOLOGY

1MB Board (A500) CALL

1MB Board (A2000) CALL

SPIRIT TECHNOLOGY

1.5MB Board w/OK (A1000) 289.00

1.5MB Board W/OK (A500) 279.00

C.LTD HARD DRIVES

33MB (A500) 869.00

33MB (A2000) 829.00

44MB (A500) 869.00

44MB (A2000) 829.00

50MB (A500) 979.00

50MB (A2000) 939.00

;■-■■.

MINISCRIBE

20MB Int. 3V2" 40MB 289.00

20MB Int. 3Ve" 65MS 269.00

SUPRA

20MB (A500) 699.00

20MB (A2000) 649.00

30MB (A2000) 899.00

30MB (A2000) 729.00

60MB (A500) 1499.00

60MB (A2000) 1399.00

C.LTD HARD DRIVES

33MB (A2000)

$829

WE SHIP 90%

OF ALL ORDERS

WITHIN 24 HOURS

SELECT FROM

OVER 3000
PRODUCTS

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER



MEGATRONICS

Air Drive 3V4 Ext 159.00

Air Drive 3V2 Int 139.00

DISKETTES

MAXELL

MD2-DM DS/DD 5VT 9.49

MFD2-DDM DS/DD 3Vi" 18.49

SONY

MD2D DS/DD SVa" 9.49

MFD-2DD DS/DD 3Vz" 18.49

PRINTERS

BROTHER

M1109 100 Cps DM 179.00

M1509 180 Cps/45 NLQ, 132 Col.. .379.00

L2024 LQ/Graphics 659.00

EPSON

FX850 264 CPS

80 Col.

$389.00

EPSON

LX800 150 Cps, 80 COl 189.00

FX1050 264 cps, 132 col 549.00

LQ850 330 cps, 24 pin 589.00

OKIDATA

Okimate 20 Color 129.00

ML182 + 180 cps, 80 col 239.00

ML320 + 300 cps, 80 col 379.00

PANASONIC

KX-P1080i 120 Cps, 80 COl 169.00

KX-P1091i 194 Cps, 80 COl 209.00

KX-P1595 240 cps, 80 COl 479.00

STAR MICRONICS

NX1000 144 cps, 80 col 189.00

NR1000 Rainbow Color 249.00

NX15 120 cps, 132 COl 329.00

PRINTER CABLES

A1000 to Parallel 12.99

A500/2000 to Parallel 12.99

MODEMS

ANCHOR

Volksmodem 12 300/1200 99.99

1200 External 129.99

Omega 80 300/1200 129.00

HAYES

Smartmodem 300 149.00

Smartmodem 1200 289.00

Smartmodem 2400 429.00

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS

1200 External 119.00

2400 External 199.00

SOFTWARE

ABSOFT

AC Basic 136.00

AC Fortran 189.00

ACCESS SOFTWARE

Leader Board 26.99

AEGIS DEVELOPMENT

Animator/Images 83.99

Draw Plus 149.00

Diga 54.99

Sonix 49.99

ANAKIN RESEARCH

Easyl 1000 369.00

Easyl 500 299.00

Easyl 2000 369.00

A SQUARED SOFTWARE

Live! 279.00

DISCOVERY

Grabbit 23.99

Marauder II 26.99

VIP 29.99

ELECTRONIC ARTS

Deluxe Music 62.99

Deluxe Paint II 97.99

Deluxe Video 1.2 97.99

EQUAL PLUS

Financial Plus 189.00

Wordlbfccr

WORD PERFECT

CORP.

WordPerfect

$199

GOLD DISK

Pagesetter 91.99

LATTICE

C Regular 149.00

C Professional 279.00

MANX SOFTWARE

Aztec C: Developer 219.00

Aztec C: Professional 139.00

MICROILLUSIONS

Dynamic Cad 359.00

MICRO SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

Analyze 2.0 7939

The Works 139.00

Excellence 159.00

Scribble 66.99

MIMETICS

Sound Sampler 99.99

Amigen Gen Lock 159.00

NEW HORIZONS

Prowrite 2.0 79.99

NEW TEK INC.

Digi View 2.0 139.00

Digi Paint 44.99

OXXI SOFTWARE

Maxi-Plan Plus 139.00

PAR SOFTWARE

Express Paint 79.99

SUBLOGIC

Flight Simulator II 39.99

WORD PERFECT CORP.

Word Perfect 199.00

Word Perfect Library 8959

In the U.S.A. and Canada

Call toll-free: 1-800-451-8437
Outside the U.S.A. call 717-327-9575, Fax 717-327-1217

CMO. 101 Reighard Ave., Dept. B9, Williamsport, PA 17701

MMC

Over 350.000 SATISFIED CUSTOMERS • ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACEPTED • CREDIT CARDS ARE NOT CHARGED UNTIL WE SHIF

POLICY: Add 3% (minimum $7.00) shipping and handling. Larger shipments may require additonal charges. Personal and company checks require 3 weeks to clear. For faster
delivery, use your credit card or send cashier's check or bank money order. Credit cards are not charged until we ship. Pennsylvania residents add 6% sales tax. All prices
are U.S.A. prices and are subject to change, and all items are subject to availability. Defective software will be replaced with the same item only. Hardware will be replaced
or repaired at our discretion within the terms and limits of the manufacturer's warranty. We cannol guarantee compatibility. All sales are final and returned shipments are
subject to a restocking fee. S9in
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Tuesday, July 12.

1:40 am.

After a rough night

with the company

spreadsheets. 1 settle

in for some fun

with Je!, my newest

Amiga game.

Next thing I know, I've

been pixelated! I'm

standing on the flight deck

of some aircraft carrier

wearing a funny orange

flight suit, and things are

jumping!

ILll'STRATKD BY THE DYNAMIC DUO STUDIO. INC.
AmigdWmld 63



Well, here I am. What happens now?

Hah! He missed! Now, a 6g turn, and the

shoe Is on the other toot.

Dammit, radar shows a MIG on my tail,

and he's launched a heat-seeking missile!

I've got him in my sights. . .missile awayl

MISSILE

VIEW

4

Looking good. . . Yeeeehaaah! Scratch one bandit! Whoa! With Jet, It's tough to tell where

fantasy ends and reality begins.

THE JET REVIEW: Produced and photographed by Marshal Rosenthal; Additional Artwork-Mitch Waxman; Model—Gary Lipton; Thanks to Mike Kulas

of subLOGIC.

Jet—S49.95. subLOGIC Corp., 713 Edgebrook Drive, Champaign, IL 61820. 217/359-8482.
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REVIEWS

Make the Most Music

with Your Amiga

PROJECTS

// s easier than ever with some

help from Electronic Musician

magazine.

Whether you're a computer

enthusiast or an enthusiastic

musician. Electronic Musician

magazine is your complete

guide to the new technology

that links the world of

computers with the world of

music.

Every month. Electronic

Musician de-mystifies musical

electronics"with articles on

MIDI, microcomputers,

recording, software - and of

course, the instruments them

selves: keyboards, guitar

controllers, and electronic

percussion. Special features of

interest to Amiga owners are

often included, such as

program listings, software

reviews and special tips.

E: send today to

receive a free issue and to

reserve your introductory

subscription at the special rate

of SI I/year (outside US and

Canada add §15).

Use the attached card

or write to:

Electronic Musician

6400 Holds St. #12

Emeryville, CA 94608

Cncle 225 on Reader Service card.



O Creative Computers
Orders only: 800-872-8882

! 4453 Redondo Beach Blvd., Lawndale

GVP
Great Valley Products

Impact SCSI Controller and memory board, 1 meg
megs space

Will autoboot with 1.3 - Hard drives available up to
meg

GVP Hard
capacity- Call for prices.

Cards available. Please call.
Quantum 84 MB 12 ms
Shock mounted,

or 2

80

3.5" hard disk: $995!!

64KB cashe (for 12ms speed). SCSI
interface. Compatible with

• ■■■7" \'^."\'\i\i ■■/■

3-DEMON

64 EMULATOR 2, THE

A-TALK PLUS

AAARGH!

AC BASIC-COMPILER FOR AMI

AC FORTRAN

ACCOUNTANT, THE

ADRUM

ADVENTURE CONSTRCTION SET

ADVENTURES OF SINBAD

AEGIS ANIMATOR

AEGIS ART PAKH-CLIP ART

AEGIS DRAW

AEGIS IMAGES-PAINT

AESOP'S FABLES

AIRT SYMBOLIC LANGUAGE

ALGEBRA I

ALGEBRA II

ALIEN FIHES

ALL ABOUT AMERICA

ALOHA FONTS 1, 2, 13

ALTERNATE REALITY

AMEGAS

AMIGA DOS EXPRESS

AMIGA KARATE

AMIGA MACHINE LANG. DISK

AMIGA TIPS AND TRICKS DISK

ANALYTIC ART-GRAPHICS

ANALYZE 2.0-SPREADSHEET

ANIMAL KINGDOM

ANIMATE-3D

ANIMATION EFFECTS

ANIMATION STAND

ANIMATOR FLIPPER

ANIMATOR JR.

ANIMATOR'S APPRENTICE

ASAZOK'S TOMB

ARCADE ACTION PACK

ARCHOU IA1QQ0 USE KS 1.1)

ARCTIC FOX 1.2

ARENA

AREXX

ASKANOID

ART COMPANION

ART GALLERY FANTASY

ART GALLERY I i II

ART OF CHESS, THE

ART PARTS »2

ASifA'5 FONTS

ASSEMPRO

AUDIO MASTER

AZTEC 68/AM-D

AZTEC C PROFESSIONAL

B.E.S.T. BUSINESS MGMT.

BALANCE OF POHER

3ALLYHDO

BARBARIAN

BARD'S TALE

BARD'S TALE II

BASIC GRAMMER SERIES

BBS-PC

BECKER TEXT

■HHbhH
71.95

49.95

51.98

23.95

134.06

199.00

186.89

51.98

14.40

32.46

B7.48

24.98

49.95

24.98

31.23

44.95

32.46

36.13

24.98

37.47

12.96

27.06

22.72

20.60

24.98

11.95

11.95

37.4 8

93.73

31.23

99.95

32.46

32.46

24.98

49.38

184.38

31.25

34.95

13.97

26.40

12.96

32.95

3 5.72

19.95

23.36

18.73

22.95

21.60

58.95

59.97

37.48

224.25

175.46

355.50

34.34

27.47

25.77

36.00

41.95

19.46

62.32

99.95

BENCHMARK MODULA 2 LIBRARIES 64.97

BENCHMARK MODULA-2 129.97

IMPACT or A2090 boards.

BEYOND ZORK

BIG PICTURE OKIHATE

BLACK CAULDRON

BLACK JACK ACADEMY

BLACK LAMP

BLITZKRIEG AT ARDENNES

BLOCKBUSTER

BOMB BUSTER

BORROWED TIME-TEXT ADVNTR

BREACH

BREACH SCENARIO DISK

BRIDGE 4.0-CARD GAME

BRIDGE 5.0

BRUSH WORKS 1 I 2

BUMPER STICKER MAKER

BUREAUCRACY

BUTCHER 2.0

BUTTON AND BADGE MAKER

C-ZAR

C.A.P.E. 68K ASSEMBLER

CALCULUS

CALLIGRAPSER. TBE

CAMBRIDGE LISP

CAPITALIZATION SERIES

CAPONE

CASINO FEVER

CB TREE PLUS

CELEBRITY COOKBOOK, THE

CENTERFOLD SQUARES

CHALLENGER

CHAMPIONSHIP SPORTS SERIES

CHESSMASTER 2000

CHESSMATE

CHICKEH LITTLE

CITY DEFENSE

CITY DESK

CITY DESK ART COMPANION

CLI MATE

CLIP ART SERIES 1-6

COMICS ON DISK

COMPUTER BASEBALL

CRAPS ACADEMY

CRAZY CARS

CRIMSON CROWN

CROSSWORD CREATOR

CRYSTAL HAMMER

CUBEMASTER

CUSTOM SCREENS

DARK CASTLE

DATA RETRIEVE

DEATH SWORD

DECIMAL DUNGEON

DEEP SPACE

DEFCON 5

DEFENDER Of THE CROWN

DEJA VU

DELUXE HELP CALLIGRAPHER

DELUXE HELP FOR DIGIPAINT

DELUXE HELP FOR DPAINT II

DELUXE HELP FOR PHOTON

DELUXE MAPS

DELUXE MUSIC 2.0

DELUXE PAINT II

DELUXE PBOTO LAB

DELUXE PRINT + ART DISK

DELUXE PRINT ART DISK *2

DELUXE PRODUCTIONS

DELUXE VIDEO 1.2

33.76

IB. 95

28.B0

29.95

22.00

34.41

32.47

21.95

30.90

25.95

16.21

20.55

24.10

20.59

37.45

27.47

23.13

38.98

126.75

58.47

36.13

79.40

124.95

19.46

25.96

2 5.96

64.95

22.71

19.95

9.75

27.46

32.40

20.60

19.43

14.95

93.75

19.47

24.98

12.95

12.96

27.47

25.95

25.94

12.97

34.34

12.96

22.71

43.73

25.95

4 9.95

16.95

31.23

17.95

25.95

34.34

34,34

22.71

21.84

21. B4

21.84

16.22

69.95

89.95

99.95

72.00

21.60

139.95

89.95

(outside CA) 213-370-2009 (inside CA)
CA 90260 Mon-Sat 8AM-6PMPST FAX: (213) 214-0932

Special Aegis Promotion:

Buy any three Aegis products and get Ports ofCall free!
Or: Buy Ports ofCall and get a Ports of Call T-shirt free

(while supplies last).

Sonix $49.98

Draw - CAD $49.95

Videoscape 3-D $124.98
Videotitler $99.95

Impact -Business Graphics $62.46

Arazok's Tomb $31.25
Ports of Call $29.71

DEMONSTRATOR, THE

DES CARTES

DESKTOP ARTIST

DESTROYER

DETONATOR

DEVELOPERS TOOLKIT

DIABLO

DIGA-TELECOM PACKAGE

DIGI PIX f2

DIGI-DROID

DIGI-PAINT

DIGI-VIEH 3.0

DIGI-VIEW 3.0 UPGRADE

DIRECTOR, THE

DISCOVERY EXPANSION DISKS

DISCOVERY GAME DISK

DISCRETE MATHEMATICS

DISK MECHANIC, THE

DISK PRO PLUS

DISK TO DISK

DISK MICK

DISKMASTER

DOCTOR TERM PROFESSIONAL

DOMINOES

DONALD DUCK PLAYGROUND

DOS TO DOS

DOUG'S MATH AQUARIUM

DPAINT ART4UTIL. DISK ♦!

DR. FRUIT

DR. T'S BACH SONGBOOK

DR. T'S DRUMS

DR. T'S KCS

DR. T'S KEYS

DR. T'S MATRIX

DR.T'S MIDI RECORDING STUDIO

DR. T'S PATCH EDITORS

DR.XES

DRAW PLUS (AEGIS)

DRUM STUDIO

DYNAMIC DRUMS

DYNAMIC STUDIO

DYNAMIC-CAD

EARL WEAVER BASEBALL

EASY LOANS

EBONSTAR

EMERALD MINES

EMPIRE

ENCHANTER

ENLIGBTENMEN7

EUROPEAN SCENERY DISK

EXCELLENCE!

EXPLORER, THE

EXPRESS PAINT

EXTEND

FACC II

FAERY TALE ADVENTURE

FANCY 3D FONTS (FOR SCULPT3D)

FERRARI FORMULA ONE

FEUD

FINAL TRIP

FINANCIAL COOKBOOK

FINANCIAL TIME MACHINE

FINE PRINT

FIRE N FORGET

FIREPOWER

FIRST LETTERS t WORDS

FIRST SHAPES

FLEET CHECK

21.85

22.71

18.73

25.26

25.97

36.22

23.36

49.98

22.71

69.95

41.22

143.72

13.95

45.47

12.97

25.00

36.22

56.50

18.75

34.34

32.46

37.40

74.06

16.95

IB.00

37.82

5B.46

21.60

19.46

19.95

15.95

161.98

19.95

96.95

43.50

CALL

34.34

162.4 8

32.47

49.93

142.96

340.32

34.95

25.00

25.96

13.97

34.32

20.59

15.95

17.95

195.00

36.22

62.50

25.96

21.85

31.23

46. SO

33.57

12.96

19.46

14.40

31.16

41.95

25.96

15.60

33.00

33.00

25.95

Diga! -Telecommunications
Audiomaster $37.48

£49.98

Animator +■ Images $87.4S

New Aegis products

Lights, Camera, Action!

Modeller 3-D

FLIGHT PATH 737

FLIGHT SIMULATOR II

FLIP FLOP

FLIPSIDE

FLOW

FONTS AND BORDERS

FOOTBALL FACTS

FOOTMAN

FORMS IN FLIGHT

FORTRESS UNDERGROUND

FOUR IN ONE

FRACTION ACTION

FROST BYTE

GALACTIC INVASION

GALAXY FIGHT

GALILEO 2.0

GAME PLAY CD BY JIM CUOMO

GANYMED

GARRISON

GARRISON 11

GEE BEE AIR RALLY

GEOMETRIC LIBRARY

GETTYSBURG

GIZMOZ 2.0

GNOME RANGER

GOLD DISK FONT SET tl

GOLD SPELL II

GOLDEN PATH

GOLDEN PYRAMID (GAMESHOW)

GOLDRUNNER

GOMF

GRABBIT

GRAND SLAM TENNIS

GRAPHICS STUDIO, THE

GREAT STATES

GREAT STATES II

GRID START

GRID, THE

GRIDIRON-FOOTBALL GAME

GUILD OF THIEVES

HACKER II

HAICALC

HALLEY PROJECT

HARDBALL

HARRIER COMBAT SIMULATOR

HARRIER MISSION

HEAD COACH

HEX

HITCHIKERS GUIDE TO GALAXY

HOLLYWOOD HIJINX

HOLLYWOOD POKER

HOME 3UILDERS CAD

HOT t COOL JAZZ

HOT LICKS

HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER

IMPACT-BUSINESS GRAPHICS

IMPOSSIBLE MISSION II

INDOOR SPORTS

INOVATOOLS I

INSANITY FIGHT

INSTANT MUSIC 1.2

INTELLITYPE

INTERCEPTOR

INTERCHANGE

INTERCHANGE CONVERSION

INTERCHANGE OBJECTS *1

INTO THE EAGLE'S NEST

INTROCAD

16.21

37.46

9.75

37.48

62.32

22.72

42.97

21.95

44.95

13.23

18.68

31.23

19.46

16.22

16.23

49.95

12 .95

21.95

29. 19

35.71

29.95

11.68

38.95

39.95

13.23

21.85

29.95

29.21

24.03

24.98

22.72

20.59

31.25

33.96

24.99

25.96

16.22

34.34

9.95

30.90

27.46

30.80

30.90

28.12

32.95

16.21

32.47

24.95

20.59

27.47

25.96

129.96

21.60

27.59

27.46

62.4 6

32.46

31.22

51.96

25.96

33.00

35.17

37.95

29.22

16.95

16.95

28.56

49.95

We carry over 800 products. Call for unlisted items.



INVESTOR'S ADVANTAGE

INVISION

IT'S ONLY ROCK i ROLL

J FORTH

JET

JET SET FONT SET

JEWELS OF DARKNESS

JINXTER

KAMPFGRUPPE

KARA FONTS

KARATE KID 11

KARATE KING

KARTING GRAND PRIX

KEY TO C

KEYBOARD CADET

KICKVQRK

KIDTALK

KIHDSRAMA

KINDKORDS

KING'S QUEST 1,11,111

KNIGHT ORC

KHIK SPEAK

LARRI£

LATTICE C 4.0

LATTICE C PROFFESIONAL

LAZERSCRIPT

LEADER BOARD TORNA DISK

LEADER BOARD-GOLF CAME

LEARNING THE ALPHABET

LEATHER GODESSES OF PHOBOS

LEATHERNECK

LEISURE SUIT LARRY

LEXCHECK

LIBYANS IN SPACE

LIGHTS! CAMERA! ACTION!

LINKWORD LANGUAGES

LINT {GIMPLE)

LION'S AMIGA ART STUDIO

LISP 1.3-BY METACOMCO

LITTLE DRAGON

LITTLE RED HEN

LOGIC WORKS

LOTTERY MAGIC

LPD FILER-DBASE

LPD PLANNER-SPREADSHEET

LPD HRITER-WP

LURKING HORROR

HACROMODEM

HAD LIBS

MAGICAL MYTHS

MAGICIAN'S DUNGEON

MARAUDER II-DUPLICATION

MARBLE MADNESS

MASTER TYPE

MASTERING CLI

MATCH IT

MATH MAGICIAN

MATH TALK

MATH TALK FRACTIONS

MATH WIZARD

MATH-AMATION

MAVIS BEACON TYPING

MAXIPLAN 500

KAXIPLAN PLUS

MEAN 18 COURSE DISK

KEAN 18 GOIT

RETACOMCO ASSEMBLER

HETACOMCO PASCAL

METACOMCO SHELL

METACOMCO TOOLKIT

METASCOPE DEBUGGER

MICROFICHE FILER

MICROLAHYER

MIND WALKER

MIND FOREVER

MIND LIGHT 7

MISSION ELEVATOR

MODULA-2 COMMERCIAL

MOE3IUS

MONEY MENTOR C VERSION

MOONMIST

MOUSETRAP

MULTI-FORTH

MULTI-PREFS

MUSIC MOUSE

MUSIC STUDENT

MUSIC STUDIO, THE

64.9?

101.40

21.60

66.74

37.46

32.SO

19. 95

25. 9S

41.22

54.95

25.97

15.56

16.22

22.72

27.47

19.46

31.95

31.23

62.50

34 34

32.95

30.90

28.04

12.96

162.47

212.47

2B.10

14.00

27.00

19.46

27.47

25.96

26.40

26. BS

19.97

59.95

20.55

63.70

38.97

137.47

12.96

19.48

62.47

19.21

B1.23

81.23

81.23

25.9b

4B.10

12.48

32.47

21.84

21.41

33.00

27.47

25.36

25.71

27.4 9

31.25

24.95

31.23

64.95

30.89

93.13

124.40

14.96

28.77

66.72

66.72

39.95

34.34

59.95

69.95

37.47

34.34

27.47

153.95

34.95

206.2?

39.95

59.98

27.47

12.96

59.95

19.45

51.35

37.46

34.3 5

MOSIC X

NANCY-SPELLING CHECKER

NEWSLETTER FONTS COLOR

NIMBUS 1:RECORD KEEPER

NINJA MISSION

OBLITERATE

OGRE

OMEGA FILE

OHE-ON-ONE

ONLINE 2.0

CO-TOPOS

ORGANIZE!

OUTLINE

PAGE FLIPPER

PAGESETTER

PALADIN

PAWN, THE

PEOPLE METER

PERFECT SCORE

OFD CFfll Tf"13 ^
IT CKOZj^v iuas

PHANTASIE

PHANTASIE 3

PHASAR-FIN'L MGMT

PROTON PAINT

PHOTON PAINT EXPANSION DISK

PHOTON VIDEO TRANSPRT CONTRLR

PHOTOSYNTHESIS

PINBALL I.Q.

PINK PANTHER

PIXMATE

PLANET PROBE

PLUTOS

PORTAL-ADVENTURE GAME

PORTS OF CALL

POWER PACK

POWERPLAYERS JOYSTICK

POWERWINDOWS 2.0

PRE CALCULUS

PRINTMASTER PLUS

PRISM PLUS

PRO MIDI STUDIO

PRO VIDEO FONT SET #1

PRO VIDEO FONT SET #2

PRO VIDEO PLUS

PROBABILITY THEORY

PROFESSIONAL PAGE

PROJECT D

PROMISEtSPELLING CHECKER

PROWRITE 2.0

PUBLISHER PLUS

PUNCTUATION SERIES

PUPPY LOVE

Q-BALL

QUARTERBACK HD BACKUP

QUESTRON II

QUICK MERGE

QUINTETTE

QUIZ MASTER

QUIZAH

R.R. AESOP'S FABLES

READ I RHYME

READ-A-RAMA

REASON:AT1T WRITERS W.B

RETURN TO ATLANTIS

ROAD TO MOSCOW

ROADWAR 20DO

ROADWAR EUROPA

ROADWARS

ROCKFORD

ROGUE-ADVENTURE GAME

ROLOBASE PLUS

ROMANTIC ENCOUNTERS AT DOME

SAF-T-NET HD BACKUP

SANTA PARAVIA t FIUMACCIO

SARGON III

SCENERY DISK til EAST COAST

SCENERY DISK #7 EAST COAST

SCRIBBLE

SCULPT-3D

SDI

SEASONS AND HOLIDAYS

SERIAL EXPANDER

SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD

SHADOWGATE

SBAKESPEARE 1.1

SHANGHAI-STRATEGY GAME

SHERLOCK

SILENT SERVICE

CALL

34.34

19.50

93.80

13.00

25.99

32.46

54.99

14.40

43.56

19.46

62.32

31.25

31.23

93.72

25.95

30 . 90

46.70

54.97

13.23

27.47

24.95

62.46

64.96

19.95

194.97

97.95

19.46

2B.56

45.47

19.46

19.46

34.35

29.71

22.95

17.9S

62.46

36.33

31.23

45.43

130.36

72.00

72.00

184.95

36.22

247.50

31.23

34.36

78.10

124.98

19.46

18.68

21.41

45.47

32.46

37.95

30.90

4 9.98

23.10

19.48

31.23

31.23

271.56

34.32

29.97

27.47

29.21

23.95

23.95

27.46

58.46

25.95

32.4 6

19.46

35.75

18.72

18.71

62.32

69.95

34.34

21.60

15.95

14.40

31.23

146.25

27.46

27.00

25.95

SILICON DREAMS

S1NBAD t FALCON

SKYFOX 1.2

SLAYGON

SMOOTH TALKER

SOCIAL STUDIES

SOFTWOOD FILE SG

SOFTWOOD WRITER

SONIX (AEGIS)

SOUNDLAB MIRAGE

SOUNDQUEST EDITOR/LIBRARIANS

SOUNDSCAPE UTILITIES 1

SOURCE LEVEL DEBUGGER

SPACE BATTLE

SPACE FLIGHT

SPACE MATH

SPACE PORT

SPACE RANGER

SPACEQUEST

SPELLBOUND

SPELLER BEE

SPELLING IMPROVEMENT

STARGLIDER

STARGLIDER II

STARFLEET I

STATION FALL

STELLAR CONFLICT

STOCK MARKET-THE GAME

STRIP POKER

STRIP POKER DATA DISKS

STUDIO FONTS VI (COLOR)

STUDIO MAGIC

SUB BATTLE

SUPER HUEY-COPTEH GAMS

SUPERBASE

SUPERBASE PROFESSIONAL

SURGEON, THE

SYMPHONY SONGS [EACH VOL)

SYNTHIA

SYSTEMS MONITOR

T t L GALLERY

TALES FROM ARABIAN NIGHTS

TALKER-TALKING WP

TALKING COLORING BOOK

TANGLEWOOD

TASS TIMES IN TOHETOWN

TELEGAMES

TELEWARS

TEMPLE OF APSHAI

TERRORPODS

TEST DRIVE

TEXTCRAFT PLUS

TEXTPRO

THAI BOXING

THEXDER

THREE LITTLE PIGS

THREE STOOGES

THUNDERBOY

TIME BANDITS

TOOL CADDY

TRANSCONTINENTAL RAILROAD

TRIGONOMETRY

TRINITY

TRUE BASIC

TURBO SILVER

TV SHOW

TV TEXT

TXED PLUS

TYPING TUTOR WORD INVADER

ULTIMA III

ULTRA DOS

UNCLE D CON SOUND TRATION

UNINVITED

VADER

VAMPIRE'S EMPIRE

VIDEO EFFECTS 3D

VIDEO VEGAS

VIDEOSCAPE 3D

VIDEOTITLER

VIP PROFESSIONAL

VIZAWRITE

VOCABULARY IMPROVEMF.MT

VYPER

W SHELL

WBEXTRAS

WESTERN GAMES

WINDOW PRINT II

WINNIE THE POOH

19.95

34.34

14.95

25.96

33.95

19.46

78.21

62.4 S

49.98

209.95

CALL

35.71

57.16

16.96

19.46

29.95

27.38

13.00

33.00

25.96

31.25

19.95

30.90

29.50

29.95

27.47

25.95

16.21

27.46

12.97

19.50

64.95

24.95

23.36

93.73

195.00

31.23

15.95

59.95

28.95

9.95

31.95

46.10

IB. 73

25.96

27.46

23.95

24.97

27.46

25.77

34.95

64.93

49.95

14.26

23.95

19.46

35.95

22.71

22.09

32.46

25.96

36.22

27.47

66.72

129.95

65.01

62.32

51.95

22.73

28.57

37.95

25.97

34.34

19.46

29.21

129.96

24.10

124.9B

99.95

103.10

93.7 5

19.95

21.95

31.16

24.95

31.95

22.75

16.50

WINTER CHALLENGE

WINTER GAMES

WISHBRINGER

WORD MASTER

WORD PERFECT

WORD PERFECT LIBRASY

WORKS, THE

WORLD GAMES

WRITE 'N' FILE

X-CAD

ZING

ZING KEYS

ZING! SPELL

ZOOM

ZORK TRILOGY

ZUMA FONTS VOL 1,2,3

h

9.95

27.46

10.25

29.95

219.00

84.50

124.97

27.46

59.95

419.95

49.98

31.25

57.95

21.95

48.10

22.65

IARDWARE
15' CAMERA CABLE

ALEGRA WITH OK

ALPS ALQ224E COLOR PRINTER

AMIGA 2052 2 KEG RAM CARD

AMIGA LIVE!

AMIGA LIVE! 500

AMIGEN GENLOCK

APRODRAW 12X12

ASDG 6 MEG BOARDS H/0K

BYTE BOX QK-RAH OPTIONAL

C LTD 33 MB A1000 HD

C LTD 50 M£G ED

C LTD S12K UNPOPULATED

C LTD SCSI CNTRLR A1000

CA-8B0 FLOPPY DRIVE

CMI 14MEZ 68000 BOARD

CPS S00-POWER SUPPLY A500

DELUXE MIDI INTERFACE

DRIVE EXTENSION CABLE

EA5YL TABLET (ALL AMIGAS)

ECE MIDI 500/ 2000

ESCORT 2 UNPOPULATED

ESCORT 500 UNPOPULATED

EXP-1000 1M A500

EXP-1000 1M UNPOPULATED

FLICKER FIXER (HARDWARE)

FUTURE SOUND-AUDIOSAMPLER

IMPACT 0M/2M SCSI

IMPACT 20 MEG BARD CARD

IMPACT 4B MEG SARD CARD

IMPACT SCSI 0M/1M

MICRON 2 MEG FOR A2000

MIDI GOLD

MINISCRIBE 20MB 3.5" FAST

MINISCRIBE 8051S SCSI 40M

NEC COLOR P6

NEC P2200 PRINTER

NEC P5200 PRINTER

OKIMATE 20/PLUG N PRINT

OVERDRIVE HD CONTROLLER

PANASONIC WV1410 CAMERA

PANASONIC WV1500 CAMERA

PERFECT SOUND DIGITIZER

PERFECT VISION

PRODRIVE

PRODRIVE 2000

SEAGATE 48MB 3.5" SCSI BD

SEAGATE 32 MB 3.5' ST506 BD

SCRIBE-CARD 30 FOR 2088D

SOUND SAMPLER

SPIRIT 0 MB FOR A1000

SPIRIT 0 MB FOR A500

STAR NB24-10

STAR HX1000 PRINTER

STAR HX1000 RAINBOW

STARBOARD 2 PRODUCTS

SUBSYSTEM 500

SUPERGBN

SUPRA 2400 MODEM

SUPRA DRIVE 20 MEG A1000

SUPRA DRIVE 20 MEG A500

SUPRA DRIVE 30 MEG A1000

SUPRA DRIVE 30 MEG A500

TIMESAVER

TRACKBALL (JOYSTICK)

TRACKBALL (MOUSE)

VI 2000 RF

VI 500 INTERFACE

12.97

166.95

599.00

449.00

270.00

239.00

179.95

499.59

299.00

249.00

799. 00

899.00

<9.35

219.95

199.00

CALL

74,97

59.96

29.95

369.00

46.71

249.00

309.00

479.95

219.95

499.00

142.20

319.00

549.00

799.00

299.00

549,00

64.20

329.00

615.00

621.20

418.75

599.00

199.00

199.95

224.96

319.95

67.47

169.95

219.00

149.00

CALL

CALL

420.00

B0.63

249.00

149.00

545.96

199.00

279.95

CALL

199.95

699.00

152.49

699.00

699.00

859.00

859.00

57.97

39.95

39.95

79.95

56.50

Creative Computers is both a mail order company with a store's support and three store

showrooms with mail order prices. If possible, drop by a store and you will be Amazed!
Store front addresses:

318 Wilshire Blvd, Santa Monica. CA 90401

Tues.-Sat. 11-7 p.m., Sun. 11-5 p.m. phone: (213)394-7779

4453 Redondo Beach Blvd.. Lawndale, CA 90260

Mon-Sat. 11-7 p.m. phone: (213) 542-2292

2112 E. Thompson Dr., Ventura, CA 93001

Tues -Sat 11-7 p.m., Sun. 12-5 p.m. phone: (805)652-0325

MINIMUM ORDER: S20

SHIPPING INFO: 1% surcharge for Visa and MasterCard; caJI for shipping jates.

INTERNATIONAL PHONE & MAILORDERS ACCEPTED

RETURN POLICY: Defective merchandise under warranty will be repaired or replaced. Returned

product must be in original package. We do not offer any refund on defective products or for products

thai do not perform satisfactorily. We make no guarantees tor product performance.

CONDITIONS: Creative Cofrputera reserves the right lo limit the sale of any items to local in-person
pick-up only. Prices subject to change wilhout notice.

WE ALSO RUNA 24 Hr. BBS: Call (213) 394-5983 with your modem.

SCHOOL AND LARGE COMPANYPURCHASE ORDERS ACCEPTED.

Circle 199 on Reader Service card. Visit one of our stores soon!!



info.phile

Exploring

AmigaDOS

By Bill Catchings and Mark L. Van Name

Still hot on tiie trail

ofAmigaDOS 13, Team

info.phile shows you in Part 3

ofits mini-series how to put

commands in memory

■with the RESIDENT

command.

*Editor's Note: To get the information on ver

sion 1.3 to you as quickly as possible, the au

thors have had to use a "gamma" version of

AmigaDOS /.?. A gamma version is one that

Commodore circulates to developers and a few

other groups so that those groups can see

what's coming and help shake out any bugs. It

is the last unofficial release before the software

hits your dealer's shelves. Most likely, the final

version will have the same new CLI commands

as this gamma version, but Commodore still

could make some changes before it releases the

final version. To be safe, when you buy a copy

of version 1.3, plan to spend a few minutes

verifying that everything works as it is de

scribed here.

THE RESIDENT COMMAND satisfies a

need that many CLI users have felt for a

long time, the desire to avoid the disk

accesses that it takes to read a command

before AmigaDOS actually starts execut

ing it. But before we get into the RESI

DENT command, we have to warn you

that you cannot use it from the normal

CLI. To use it you must work with a ma

jor AmigaDOS 1.3 addition—a second,

alternative CLI known as the Shell.

The Shell provides many features that

long-time CLI users will appreciate.

There are so many new features that we

will leave most of them for our next col

umn and discuss only the RESIDENT

command here. Despite the many new

abilities, however, running the Shell is as

easy as running the CLI. When you open

your Workbench 1.3 disk, you will sec an

icon for the Shell.Just doubleclick on it

and a CLI-type window will appear. The

main differences from the normal CLI

are visual. For instance, the prompt now

includes not only the CXI number, but

also the current directory, The Shell runs

the same startup file, S/CLI-STARTLT,

that we mentioned in our last column. It

runs all of the regular CLI commands.

If for some reason you need the old

CLI, don't worry: It's still where it used

to be. in the SYSTEM drawer on the

Workbench disk.

Taking Up Residence

In one of our earlier columns, we

showed you the classic way to put com

mands in memory [see info.phile, "The

Disk That Wasn't." April '88, p. 63]. You

copy some or all of your commands

from the Workbench C directory to a di

rectory in the RAM: disk, and then

ASSIGN the logical device name C: to

dial RAM: directory. Then AmigaDOS

looks for its commands in RAM:C in

stead of Workbench:C, and you skip the

disk reads.

This solution, however, wastes memory

with commands you seldom need. The

RESIDENT command is often a better

way to solve this problem. It lets you put

commands in memory, but it does not

use the RAM: disk. Rather than storing

the commands in a directory, it manages

them itself, keeping them on an internal

''resident list." The only visible sign is

the decreased amount of available

memory.

Making a command resident is easy: ►-

68Or/obrr 1988



Yepamto

toUghtSpeed

VDs add'$2.50.

nQnrno j> n/QTHMFR VFPI//PF
UhUcnO Ot UUOlUmCnOCtiVlUC

ijHARDWARE/ACCESSORIES I ENTERTAINMENT / DESKTOPPUBLISHING j UTILITIES
SOFTWAREORDERS OVER$100 gAmigen (Mimetics) ...$159 Actionware Gun $ 45 City Desk $ 99 Face II
QHIPPFH FRFFI ICMI Turb0 68KBoard ■ ■ $179 Arkanold $23 Comic Setter $ 69 GOMF $25
Oilirrcu men. aCMj Vj,500 $ 5g Barbarian $29 Professional Page .... $249 / Project D Copier $35

Continental US only Shipped via UPS 2nd Day Atr. ImerFjxer $499 BeyondZork $ 35 Publishing Partner $139 Quarterback $49 '
MFutureSound $149 Breach $ 29 Shakespeare $159 / TxEd Plus .. ... $ 59

^'GenkeyGenlock $675 California Games $ 29 L
PROGRAMMING: IMaster-3A 3.5 DD .... $175 Capone $29,

Benchmark Moduia 2 .. $139 Micron 2MB RAM $525 Carrier Command $ 32,

Benchmark Libs (ea) .. $ 69 Panasonic Camera $249 Contra $29,

Latticed-* $375 ProGFNGenlock $389 Creature $29,

ManxAztec C Prof. ... $149 ProRAM 8MB OK Board $249 Death Sword $ 151 Hours: Mon-Fri7-6Sat9-3 (PST)

ManxAztec C Devel. .. $199 Supra Drive 20Mb $699j Dungeon Master $ 291

Manx Source Debugger $ 59 } Supra2400 Modem ... $149 Ebonstar $ 29j (T \ INTERNATIONAL TOLL-FREE ORDERING!
1 Echilon $35/ *
Fairy Tale Adventure ... $ 35 j

■firepower $ 19 AOSTRALIA: UNITED KINGDOM:
Flight Simulator II $ 35 Overseas Freephone Toil-Free: Toli-Free Service Call:

FlightSim. IIScenery.. $ 19 0014-800-12-5632 0800-89-1204

$ 351 CANADA: WESTGERMANY:

THEUGHTSPEEDADVANTAGE:
m Over two years Amiga m Up-front policies,

market experience. m No hidden costs or

aAmiga'" only surcharges,

m Mainframe Processing a Toil-Free Customer
System for improved Service,

sen/ice and support. a Competent non-

• Competitive Prices. commission staff.

t,, J(MINIMUMORDER $100 US)

Jet

land oflegends $35 Toil-Free Service Call: 130 SERVICE

Lords of Rising Sun ...$35/ 1-800-843-2555 0130-81-0355

Lurking Horror 5 29, ,

ortsofcaii $35/ Orders Only Please! For info: 503-777-1008
P.O.W. $29,

Amiga is a trademark of

^ommodore-Amiga.

MUSIC/MIDI

OrTsCopyist ....

DrTsESQapade $99

DrTsKCSv1.6 $179

Dynamic Studio $149

ECEMidi interface $ 49

Hypertec MIDI Int $ 75 ,

Midi Gold (500) $59

Music Mouse $59

Music X $199

Perfect Sound $ 69,

PoweratSea $32

I Rocket Ranger $35

Rush'n Attack $29

Sargon ill Chess $ 35

Stargliderll $32

Stellar Conflict $29

Sub Battle $35

Superstar Ice Hockey .. $ 35

The Three Stooges $ 35

The Train $32

Turbo $ 191

POLICIES:
Shipping Info: Software rates are $2.50/item ($5.00

max) via UPS ground. For UPS 2nd DayAir add S150.

COD's add $2.50. Fed-Ex Next Day $15.00 or less (under

5pounds). Other carriers, hardware, and Foreign rates

may be extra.

Otherpolicies: No charge to Credit Card until shipping

date. Exchanges for same item only. No refunds. We

cannot guarantee product satisfaction.

ELECTRONIC ARTS! I PRODUCTIVITY j GRAPHICS/ANIMATION

Aaargh! $25 /Acquisition $199 /Animate 3D $99
AD&D Heroes $ 30 I' Beckertext $ 99 I Dig/ Paint $ 49 ,
Awesome Arcade Pak .. $ 35 Data Retrieve $ 59 I Dig/ View 3.0 $149

Bards Tale II $ 45 Dynamic Word $ 99 Director $ 49 I

Battle Droidz $ 25 Excellence! $199 1 Fantavision $45

Deluxe Music $ 65 KindWords $ 65 IntmCAD $59

Deluxe Paint II $ 85 Haicaic $ 44 Lights Camera Action . .$ 59 /

Deluxe Photo Lab .... $ 99 Max/plan Plus $1291 Modeler 3D $ 99
Deluxe Print II $ 59 Microfiche Filer $ 69 Pagefiipper Plus F/X... $119

' Earl Weaver Baseball ..$35 Money Mentor $69 Photon Paint $ 65
Empire $ 35 Pro Write2.0 S 791 Sculpt 3D $69

Ferrari Formula One ... $ 35 Superbase Pro $199 Three Demon $69

Gettysburg $ 45 I The Works $129 Turbo Silver 3D $149

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL!

/ Pro Midi Studio $129 j TVSports Football.
I Studio Magic $ 69 / Ultimate Mil Sim.
Sonix $49 IZoom

Interceptor $ 35

Kampfgruppe $ 45 j

Phantasie I $ 30 I
te^sie m $30 SCSIHARD CARDS

Ouestron II $ 35 j m ^3tur/ng [ne ^c/^c peripherals

Reach for the Stars ...$30 OVERDRIVE CONTROLLER
Hoadmr2OOO $30 mDMAi Autoboot W/1.3, occupies 1A2000siot
RoadwarEuropa $30 „.-„ Cyf:Q
Roadwars ... $25 UUMD 1}>/Oif

.. S 35 Shiloh $30

.$ 35 Skyfoxll $29

$ 23 World Tour Golf $30

/Circle 122 on Reader Service card.

■WordPerfect $199j VideoscapeSD $129

Word Perfect Library .. $ 89/ X-Cad Designer $389

DISTRIBUTION

6335 SE 82rtd, Portland, OB 97266, (503)777-1008. FAX: 1503) 777-1252

A Division otDoxsis Systems, Inc.



Software Excitement's

Public Domain Library

TOP 40
The BEST Amiga Disks!!!

i Quantity Prices
I {£/: <£c C/i '
I q?U or $0 or Cp6! |
Buy 1-4 Buy 5-14 Buy 15 +

FREE Same-Day Shipping!

Disks work with all Amiga Systems, are

easy to use, and include instructions!

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed!

BUSINESS
f37 Business Programs—Included are an address book.

an amortization program, a talking mail manager and a

label printer

PI 15 Word Processor-Lots of leaiures

0116 Spreadsheet—VC, a powerful spreadsheet

P117 DBase —Good tor business or home use
P135 Quickbase—This is a mail manager DBase

Persmait—A DBase for keeping Irack of people

UTILITIES/APPLICATIONS
£47 Printer Drivers -Epson LQ-800, NEC P6. StarSG-

10, Gemini 10-X, and C.ltoh 8510
£90 Modem Madness!—Terminals (StarTerm. ATerm, Ker-

mil) and archive utilities
£105 Utilities—An icon maker, disk cataloguer, FKey tem

plate maker, and PopCh2—A new cli al the push ol a

button

*126 ShowPrini—Makes viewing picture files easy,

FoncKey—a function key ediior

= 129 DPaint Tutor and Hard Disk Backup

=130 JOBS-A more effective system/user interface Also
Floppy Drive Speedup!

=133 Amiga DOS Helper-This makes using CLI SO much
easier! Works from its own menu

P134 Applications — Label maker/printer, grocery list

maker, and AMIGaier—a star viewing program

F140 Virus Killer! —Everyone needs this' Makes ii easy
to detect and eliminate the known viruses

= 146 Calendar-A great personal calendar with diary

GRAPHICS/SOUND/ANIMATIONS
si Norman Rockwell —17 beautiful digitized paintings

in a self-running slideshow

?5 DPSlide 1 —Put yourDPainlor other IFF picture files

into a self-running slideshow

=77 Instruments—Turn your keyboard into 25 different

musical instruments1 Try them all!

*94 DigiView Demo —See several great examples and

the digitizing process in stages

£108 Juggler Demo—See the famous ray-tracing anima

tion. Show this one to your friends!
#119 mCAD—A full-featured CAD package

£120 WorkBench Picture—View these great IFF and

HAM pictures by "clicking" their icons

£132 Videomaker— Packed with several utilities for desk

top video enthusiasts

(*136 Graphics—BorderSet useful to you if you are
involved in desktop publishing or video

■*143 Animations II —10 great "mini movies" with sound

■*144 Christmas Animations-10 scenes with exceptional

graphics and sound

GAMES
=23 Monopoly—En|oy great graphics and sound while

playing three tough computer opponents

=27 Amoeba Invaders—A better Space Invaders!

= 38 Card Games-Crazy Eights and Hi-Low Card

Several arcade games make this a fun disk
=118 Space Games-Missile Command, Asteroids game.

and 3-D Triclops-greal graphics!
=121 Backgammon —Play against the compuler

=122 Solitaire—Two styles with color screens

f123 Cribbage—It's you against the computer1
=125 3-D Othello—Great graphics and play!

f127 Wheel of Fortune —A great computer version for

multiple players It even talks!

£13i PacMan B7— Great sound and graphics. Adds new

elements to PacMan. Saves Top 10
£137 Vegas Fun-Play Blackjack or the Slots

£139 Bull Run-Great Civil War strategy board game with

impressive graphics and sound

£142 Q-Bert-Like the popular arcade version

£148 Boulder Dash —Has several challenging levels

FREE catalog with order or request

MAIL ORDERS-Please use separate sheel and include
phone number. Enclose check or if charging your order,

include full account number, expiration, and signature

No. of Disks. .xprice/disk S. -$.

Shipping (Ftee US-Canada add 25C per disk- S_
Foreign add 50C per disk)

UPS 2nd Day Air |U.S only-aea S3) S.

TOTAL ENCLOSED S_

SOFTWARE EXCITEMENT!
"Service with Excellence"

P.O. Box 5069

'Centra Point OR ^7502

(503) 772-6827
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RESIDENT <comrnand name>

will do the trick. If you arc in the C di

rectory, you only have to supply the sim

ple file name of the command, as in

RESIDENT COPY

If you are in another directory, however,

you must supply the full path name of

the command, such as

RESIDENT DF0:C/COPY

When you make a command resident

with either of these approaches, the com

mand will be given the same name that

it has on the disk. (The examples in the

rest of this column assume that you are

in the C directory.)

You do not have to stick with the origi

nal names of commands. To give a mem

ory-resident command a new name,

supply the new name as the first argu

ment to RESIDENT, and then give [he

command's file name. For example

RESIDENT MYCOPY COPY

sets up a memory-resident copy com

mand that you can then use by the name

MYCOPY.

RESIDENT will let you give any name

you want to any command. You can even

use the same resident name twice in a

row, and it will just replace the first

memory-resident command with the sec

ond. For example, if you first enter

RESIDENT C COPY

and then later enter

RESIDENT C CD

the next time you use C, it will be the

CD command, not COPY.

Options

RESIDENT also offers several options.

By entering

RESIDENT <rcsidcnt name>

<command name> ADD

you make that command resident, or

add it to the resident list. You can also

enter

RESIDENT <resident name>

<command name> REPLACE

to replace an existing memory-resident

command. These last two examples, us

ing ADD and REPLACE, yield the same

results as the two preceding examples.

The ADD and REPLACE options are not

essential, and are useful mainly as re

minders of your intent.

The REMOVE option, however, is im

portant, because it lets you get rid of an

existing memory-resident command. To

remove the MYCOPY command that we

made resident earlier, enter

RESIDENT MYCOPY REMOVE

List of Residents

You can also see the list of memory-resi

dent commands by entering RESIDENT

with no arguments. We need to explain a

few things, however, about what you get

when you enter this command. If you

start the Shell on a fresh-from-the-wrap-

per Workbench 1.8 disk, and then imme

diately enter

RESIDENT

you will see the following display:

NAME

Execute

CLI

FileHandler

Restart

CLI

usecount

1

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

SYSTEM

The logical questions, of course, are

what are these memory-resident com

mands, where did they come from, what

is a usecount and what kind of a count is

SYSTEM?

Let's start with usecount and then take

the commands in order. Usecount is the

number of different processes that are

currently using an item. As you sit at

your Amiga, running only one Shell, this

count may seem pretty silly. Remember,

however, that the Amiga is a multitask

ing machine, and you could run many

copies of the Shell. All of those Shells

would share the memory-resident com

mands, just as they would share the

other resources of your Amiga. Two or

more of them could be running the

same command at the same time. If you

were using a memory-resident command

in one Shell and then tried to remove it

in another, you could hurt the first

Shell's activity. AmigaDOS uses the use-

count to keep this from happening. It

adds 1 to a memory-resident command's

usecount every time a process uses it,

and subtracts 1 when that process fin

ishes with it. You cannot remove a mem

ory-resident command unless its

usecount is 1.

If that rule seems a bit strange to you.

join the club. If a memory-resident com

mand's usecount is I, doesn't that mean



that one process is using it, and that,

therefore, you should not be able to re

move it? Sadly, no. When no process is

using a command, its usecount is 1, not 0

as you might expect. The usecount goes

to 2 for the first process that uses it, 3

for the second, and so on. That explains

why the EXECUTE command, which you

were not using when von got this display,

has a usecount of 1.

Commodore chose to display 1 rather

than 0 in this case because it more accu

rately reflects the way they implemented

the RESIDENT command. AmigaDOS

maintains an internal data item, the "res

ident structure," for each memory-resi

dent command. That data item has a

usecount field of 1 for all memory-resi

dent commands, hence the display of 1.

Still, we think that Commodore should

have gone with a 0 usecount for mem

ory-resident commands that are not in

use, because it would make more sense

to most users.

Despite what we just said, yon will no

tice that none of the other usecounts in

the display is even a number; instead,

you see just the word SYSTEM. This

term comes from another RESIDEN'T op

tion of the same name. If you add the

SYSTEM option on a RESIDENT com
mand, it lets you make resident a pro

gram that you cannot directly run. You

can directly execute only memory-resi

dent commands whose usecount is a

number. This feature lets AmigaDOS in

stall resident code other than commands,

so that you can access that code quickly.

The SYSTEM memory-resident com

mands in the above display are resident

code that you cannot directly call. CLI is

the actual code of the Shell, while Kile-

Handler and Restart are internal pro

grams that ihe Shell requires.

So, why two entries for CLI? From our

point of view in using the system, there

is no good reason for this. We suggest

you ignore those two entries, along with

FUeHandler and Restart, and pay atten

tion only to the ones that represent

memory-resident commands that you can

call. For those who need to know, here's

an explanation. The Shell needs to main

tain a fair amount of state. State is infor

mation that the Shell needs for its own

functioning. Because, like anything else

resident, it must be pure code, the Shell

cannot maintain that state in global vari

ables. It also must maintain state for

each of the memory-resident commands.

The first CLI entry represents the Shell

code segment that NEWCLI commands

will use to start other Shells. The Shell

uses the second one for its own state and

extra code segments. As to why all of

this information can't fit in one entry,

the best we could find out from Commo

dore was that some subtle incompatibili

ties with a popular compiler's debugger

made the second entry necessary.

One more piece of the mystery re

mains: the source of these entries. As we

implied above, FileHandler and Restart

appear "magically," because the Shell

needs them. Ditto for the second CLI en

try. You put the first two entries there

yourself, however, without even realizing

it. If you look in the standard

AmigaDOS startup file, S/STARTUP-SE-

QTJENGE, you will find the following

two RESIDENT commands:

RESIDENT CLI L:SHELL-SEG

SYSTEM PURE

RESIDENT C:EX£CLTE PURE

The first one loads the program

SHELL-SEG under the name CLI.

SMELLSEG is the code that implements

(he shell. Note the SYSTEM option on

this command, so that you cannot di

rectly call the CLI. (Remember, to start a

CLI in AmigaDOS. you use the NEWCLI

command.) The second line loads the

EXECUTE command.

Residential Restriction

You've probably noticed that we have

twice now danced around the word

"pure." This word is tied to one very im

portant restriction of the RESIDENT

command: you can make resident only

those commands and programs that are

pure.

A command is pure if it is both "re-

executable" and "reentrant." To be re-ex

ecutable, a command must let you run it

over and over without reloading it from

disk. This basically means that it has to

clean up its own internal, in-memory

mess when it finishes so that it does not

encounter that mess when you run it

again. Otherwise, you would not be able

to run a memory-resident command

more than once. To be reentrant, a com

mand must allow you to interrupt it and

then restart it later from exactly the

same point. Memory-resident commands

must have this ability, because several

Shells could be running them simulta

neously, with each one at a different »-

The fastest

Modula-2
Software Development System

for

$249

Demonstration disk

M2Amiga is a software developmentsystem for Modula-2

based on an extremly last single pass compiler. It is fully

integrated into Amiga Workbench and is easy to use from

CLI or Workbench. It runs on all Amiga models with a

minimum configuration of G12k RAM and one diskdrive.

M2Amiga has been developed specially for the Amiga

and therefore optimally supports the features of this

unique computer.

- Produces optimized native code. Full support of latest

edition of Mofluia-2.

- No intermediate code needed for library calls and para

meter passing.

- Supports FFR 32/64 bit IEEE reals formats, even mixed

within the same program.

- Easy access to registers, allows the insertion of inline

code.

- Full interface definition to the Amiga's operation

system.

- The best runtime system currently available on the

Amiga. Opens and closes all used libraries, captures all

GURUs and releases all used resources after program

crash or termination. Routines for System requesters

enable user interface consistent with Ihe Amiga's

Intuition.

- The emacs basgd editor places thecursor on compilation

errors and explains them in full text.

- Links in just a few seconds. Stand-alone applications

are compact and fast.

-Besides the handy manual, an introductory guide to

Modula-2 is included.

- Demo programs show the use of various features of the

Amiga.

- For professional program development special utilities

are available.

+ Source Level Debugger, the new way of debugging

your programs.

+ Object file converter allows linking of routines

wntten in other languages.

+■ Linker for devices or libraries.

+ Modula-2 Amiga Programming System Environment

We have Modula-2 Compilers for HP-UX. IBM/370. PCs

(Taylor, M2SDS, JPI), OS-9 and Stm, tomorrow even

morei ^^U
Texas residents add 8% sales tax. International Orders

addS 20 shipping.

Dealer inquries welcome

The Modula-2 peopl

INTERFACE

TECHNOLOGIES
3336 Richmond, Suite 323

Houston, TX 77098-9990 (713) 523 8422

Dealer inquries welcome

International

Austria: 0222/45^5010 Belgium: 071/366133

France: 20822662 Italy: 02/405174

Scandinavia: +45/3/512014 Switzerland: 01/3115959

United Kingdom: 01/6567333

Germany: 02983/8337:0731/26932; 089/1234066;

0821/85737; 04106/3998; 0531/347121

A. + L. Meier-Vogt

Im Spaten 23

CH 8308Bonstetlen/ZH

Switzerland

Tel.(41)(1)700 30 37
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point in the execution of the command.

Previously, when you were working with

commands on disk, if you ran the same

command in more than one CLI, each

CLI loaded its own copy of the com

mand from disk. Because all Shells share

the same memory-resident commands,

those commands must be reentrant.

The easiest way 10 find out if a com

mand is pure is to check its protection

bits. In our last column we mentioned

that AmigaDOS 1.3 includes several new

protection bits, including "p" for pure.

To see which commands Commodore

has designated pure, go to the C direc

tory and enter

LIST

You will see the usual "rwed" protection

bits next to each command. You will also

see "p" next to most of them. You can

make resident any command whose pro

tection bits include "p."

Don't worry too much about this re-

3 entertainment triumphsfrom FIRSTROW!

* The TWILIGHT ZONE

^ The HONEYMOONERS

Out of the 6th dimension comes

the long-awaited graphic thriller

\ A comic satire about network TV

3 computer games destined

to rise to the "Top of the Charts"!

CHECK YOUR LOCAL RETAILER

OR CALL DIRECT 215-337-1500

T.M-

FIRST ROW SOFTWARE PUBLISHING, INC.

900 East 8th Avenue

King of Prussia, PA 19406

(215) 337-1500

The Twilight Zone ®1988 CBS, Inc.

S1988 VIP Corp.

striction. Of the many CLI commands in

the C directory, only the following seven

do not have their pure protection bit sel:

BINDDRIVERS

IT

LOADWB

RF.MRAD

SETALERT

SETCLOCK

XICON

If you're like us, you use most of llicse

commands only when you boot, if at all.

so this is no big loss. If for some reason

you do want to make one of these resi

dent, and you try to do it in the usual

way, as in

RKS1DENT FF

you will see the messages

Pure bit not set

Cannot load FF

But all is not lost. You can force RESI

DENT to load your command with (he

I't'RE option. If you then enter

RESIDENT FF PURE

it would respond

Pure bit not set

bul il would load FF as a memory-resi-

dent command. You're not out of the

woods yet, however. Commodore sug

gests that you then conduct a test to find

out if the command you just forced RES

IDENT to accept is really pure. The test

is simple: Use the command twice in a

row. If it succeeds, the command is prob

ably pure. (This test won't guarantee thai

the command is pure, but it's as close as

you can come without seeing the com

mand's internal code.) If a command is

not pure, you'll know it after the second

time you use it, when your Amiga will

hang, reboot, or even show you the

Guru.

Next Time: On to the Shell

We mentioned the Shell briefly in this

column, but next time, we will cover it in

detail. While you can use it just as a (XI

that happens to offer the RESIDENT

command, it also contains many other

useful new features. ■

Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings are

contributing editors lo AmigaWorld. Write to

them at 10024 Sycamore RcL, Durham, NC

27703.
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uraer i oil r-ree

800-558-0003^
Wl onfen jrri Infcrmaftn

414-357-8181

"ComputrftbiUtg.
1don$ume'c JEl

Order Toll Free

800-558-0003
W orders and IrformalWn

414-357-8181 :
Amiga Hardware — QModems 3 Printers B Printers

Amiga 500 Computer ....call

Amiga 1010 Disk Drive.call

Amiga 501 Ram Exp call

Amiga 1084 Monitor call

Avatex 1200 HC.

Avatex 2400 HC.

Supra 2400

...95

.149

.155

B Modem Packages;

BDr IV US

Phoenix 20 Meg PHU28 599.00

Phoenix Power Supply for 500 ....74.95

Supra 20 Meg lor A-500 CALL

Supra 20 Meg for A-1000 CALL

Supra 30 Meg for A-1000 CALL

Indus FS-80 PS Drive (101 OComp) ..165

SPECIAL This package includes

youTchoice of modem, your

choice ol Diga or Online, software,

and a cable.
Avatex 1200 HC 149

Avatex 2400 HC 199

Supra 2400 199

PANASONIC

10801-11 159

10901-11 185

10921 319

1592 409

1595 469

3131 309

3151 479

1524 579

4450 Laser New 1679

STAR

NX1000 175
NX1000 Rainbow NEW 239

NX15 299

ND15 399

NR15 479

NB24/10 439

NB24/15 639

LASER 8 NEW 1795

MIDI KEYBOARD SPECIAL

Casio HT-700 MIDI & PCM with

ECE - MIDI Interlace 500 or 1000.-.S21

Dr T'a Model - A Midi Interface ....$63

B VIDEO
Camcorders and Video Decks by:

JVC. Panasonic. Sony. Canon. Chltion.Qua«ar,

RCfl.Ak,i1. NEC, HHachi, Sharp S. Mora

SO
UL50ET.

JVC Bislc 13S.9S

AA! Fortran 182 95

ABACUS

Assem Pro 6J.05

Becker Text..... 92.95

DaU Retrieve 49.95

TeflPro 49.95

Ptasar M.95

SCAPEMY
Typing !u»r 20 95

ACCESS

World Cbsj Leader Board 2B 95

leadertoanf Duo Pack.... 22.95

ACCOLADE

Bubble Ghent 2S 95

eraphfcsStufro 34.9S

Hardball 26.95

Meanifl 28 95

TestDrho 29.95

ACJIOJiWARE
Cipone.- 24.95

P.O.W 24.95

actjbmon
Battle Chess 32.95

Stick Lamp 17.95

Enlghlennwnr 17.95

Music 8tu*>2.0 49.95

Stnngrol 25.95

tan

Animator 81.95

Araart'iTomt. 24 95

AuJo Masler 3*95

Dlja 4S.95

DrtwPMs 148.95

Irragm 23 95

Impart 52.95

UghUClmefj Action .... 48.95

ModetoSO B7.95

PorlJOlCall 28.95

Sonli 48.9S

VMm r»et _ 84.95

VlteoSape3D._ 11495

AHCO

FHrjhtPat.fi 737._ lfl.95

SfldStiri tfl.95

JumpJrt(HirrlH| 18.95

Kartlng Brand Prtu .10.95

SlyRflhtw 18.95

Bridge 5.0 21.95

Cenlertokf Squares 18.9$

Strip Poket... 24.95

1195

BANTAM

Amiga Dn Eq*ts> 19.95

BAUDVILLE

VWeoVeois 21.95

FintmrnnitNO

Fantavfslon 39.95

BULLFROG PROD.

ADram 49.95

BYTE BY BYTE

Atfrafc3-D 99.95

- 89 95

CAPCOM

1943 25.95

Btank; Commando ..25.95

SkkiArtns 25.95

Street RflMer 25.95

CAPILANO COMPUTING

Lopic Worts 89.95

CPA
lex Cheek 27.95

CENTRAL COAST 30FT
DbkZDtsli 2895

Dos2FJm 31.95

PrecijeV 48.95
QiniterBacli «95

CJNEMAWARE

Defender Of The Cfown... 31.95

K*ia Of Chicago 31.95

fiockel Ranger 31.95

8.0.1... 31.95

Slntad 3195

TTirw SiDoges 31.95

CLASSIC COMPU

Obblo.. 19.95

CONSTELLATION

Gnome Ranger (4.95

KiralflKInu 13.95

Larrle 13.95

Mission Bev] tot 13.95

COSfrll

IWCon5 18.95

Super Hiey 18.95

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

MuH-FORTH 59.95

CRYSTAL POSE

ArorytfcArt W.9S

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
LPDFIbr 09 95

LPDPtanrw 69 95

LPDWrller 42 95

01GITEK
Ame^ps 22.95

DrumStufb 31.95

Hotymod Po*er 22 95

ThUTKferboy 24 95

Vampire's Empire 29.95

DISKOVERY

Amnl« 31.95

ArkjnokJs New Vet) 19.95

DXDwIm 31.95

Brat**.. 19 95

KeySente ..31.95

Vnis Infection Protection 28.95

dr.t>

4opDeHra S9.95
KCSV1.6 149.95

Iewlli(rpq1moo| 189.95

MRS VI. 1 34.95

RolandD-MO 74.95

Finland D-5O 87.95

RotirOD.32 87.95

EA3WARE

Home Designer's CAD .. 122.95

EJDEH30FT

Amfca Karate.. 22.95

ELECTRONIC ARTS

Aurgh 22.95

Anrab of Borne .23.95

ABernate Reality : CKy ....28.85

Awsorm Arcade Pick. . 32 95

Bards Tils .31.95

Bards Tale II 38.95

Bime DroWr Z3.95

BbckCjiidron 2595

Ctmsminter 2000 .. 28 95

CosrrfcReHd 23 95

Dt. Must Const. Sot 20 fll 95

DI>Paki!2 B3.95

Dti F'holoLab 97.95

Dh Print II 51.95

Dli Productbns 128 95

DhVkfcoVI.2 84 95

DOUBLE DRAG0H 25 95
FjMc Weawr Baseball .31.95

Empire 31.95

FJVtS Irterwptor 31.95

Fenjft FonnuU One 32.95

TOE ZONE 22.95

90NERSHN 27.95

Hunt For Red October 31.95

InsUntMusic 31.95

Irtelltype 31.95

Its Only Rock And Roll £0.95

KM Talk 32.95

Lets as Suit La ny 25 95

Mavis Beicon Typing.... 29.95

Mother Goose 20.95

Ore on One Basketball.. 14.95

PubSarres 23.95

Return To Sllanlls 31.95

RradWirs 22.95

HocMord 23.95

Rubfcom Allancf 20.95

Scribbb? 28.96

SkyFoi 14.95

SkyFoill 28.95

Smooth Talcet 32.95

SpjceQ«sl1or2 31.95

TDeder 22.95

Twltijrts Ransom 23.95

Wr/ardWara 26.95

WorHTowSnn 28 95

2S.95

4.40ftnoatIRaclrn) 2395

BattJeship 17.95

CaKomb Sanies 28.95

Death Swoni 12.95

Desimyet 22.95

RratAjsul 2S.9S

Games:WlntrEd 28.95

ImpojsfWo Mhskin t 2895

Spoils-a- Ron! 13 95

Street C31 13.95

Street! Sporii Baskelbal 28.05

SBeels Sports FooIIhII .23 95

SBeBts Sporl! Soccer 28.95

SubBjtlleSin 23.95

Technccop 23.95

Tower Toppfcr 28.95

Winter Same* 12.95

Worid Garw 12 95

ETHOS

Casino Fewr 25.95

EOJJAL PLUS

Financial Plus 174.95

F&SINA SOFTWARE

A Talk Pirn «.95

FfNALLY SOFTWARE

Phner 59.95

FIREBIRD

Carter Command 29.95

EnKuhlmment . ... 17.95

Gol*n Palh IB 95

Guild OTTWevw 28.95

JewlofDarkness 1B.95

Pawn, The 18 95

StarGlMerll 23 95

U.M.S CAIL

FREE SPIRIT

UltraDOS 39.95

FULLEnCOMPimnSYS.

Pn^clD.Bickm 2B.95

GAMES! AH

Champbmhlp Basetull.. 24.95

GBACtamp. Bjjlslball .28.95

GFL Ctwmp. FontlMll 28.95

GOLD DISK
ComlcSetier 59.95

GnlrtSpplll 2895

LawrScrtpi 2995

Pa^Senei 84.95

Professional Pj^e 22B05

6RAF0X

Logistks 92 95

HASH ENTIRPfllSES

AnfrrHlor Apprentice ... 174.95

HAYDEN SOFTWARE

Satocnlll 31.95

IMPULSE

Prtam 42.95

TurtnStNer . ... 114.95

INFINITY

Gafleoll _ 42.95

Grard Shm Term? 28.95

Stutespear 129.95

INNOVATRONICS

tnoKiloobl 46.95

Power Winnows II 52 95

INTRACORP

Murder on Ihe AUjnllo . 39.95

INTERACTIVE

CallgratorKs 38.95

dngraohCT 74.95

ISM. INC.
Surgeon. The 18.95

JDK. IMAGES

PruVldcoCQt 114.95

PVPfw 177.95

KAHAQRAPHICS

Kara Fonts 49 95

LATTICE
LafflraC 129.95

Lattice C Professional. 217.95

MASTtRTHONICS

Kick Stari 14.95

Nkip Minion 14.95

Sptot Ranger 14.95

MERIDIAN

flngSpell 46.95

ZlngK^s 28.95

METACOMC-0

Arr^a Pascal 64.95

AmijaStell 44.95

Am^aToollJI 31.85

CimbfWBe L«p 12295

Macro AssemMet .84 95

METADIGM
Metascope Debugger 81.95

MICRO ILLUSIONS

BbckJacliAcjdemy 24.95

ttynamfcCAD 294.95

Ebonslar .34.95

Faery Tale 31.95

FlrtPow 17.95

Galactic Invasion 17.95

Land of Legends 31.95

Musfc-X 17995

PhotonPitnt S4.95

Photon Video:

Cell Animator 92.95

PrclonVH:Trn5plCntr1rl79.95

Planelarlum 44 95

Rornintlc Encounters ....25.95

frilCRO MAGIC

Fonra In Flight 46«

MICHO-SYSTtMS

Am^m 59.95

OnLUe 42.9S

Scribble 46.95

Works. The 114.95

MICRDDEAL

Sold Rumor 24.95

LoalhrrnKk 24.95

Mi|or Motion 25.95

Tif(jef«)od 25.95

Time Bandit 24.95

MICROF'ROSE

StenlSefvkw _... 24.95

M1METICS

Pro MIDI Sludo 124.95

MIMD3CAPE
Balance of Power 31.95

BbckbtBters 25.05

Caotaln Blood 32 95

De|aVu: 31.95

Gamlbt 31.95

Harrier CcmtalSlmuhlni 31 95

Indoor Sports _ 31.95

Into Tie Eagles Nest 25.95

MjsfcrType 25.95

Outrun 32.95

Perfect Scot* «.95

Pkrtos 19 95

O-Ball 19.95

Ractor 28 95

Stodovr(pB ......31.95

Spjw Harrier 32.95

Supeislar Ice Hockey 31.95

Unrnvfled 31.95

MJhJDWARE
DwcinSs 20.95

Pagrfllpper Plus 87.95

NEW HORIZONS

Row 59.95

ProWrlle2.0 72.95

HEW WAVE SOFTWARE

Dyramfc Drums 46.95

Dyramte Studto 11495

NEWTEK

Dlglpilnt 3S.9S

Dlgrview 30 134.95

Video Toaster CALL

NORTHEAST SOFTWARE
Order ...28.95

OMNITREND
Breach 24.95

ORIGIN SYSTEMS

Moebtuj 38.95

Ogrt 31.95

Ullmalil 2495

OTHER GUYS, THE

Matchlt 25.95

SyitMi _..84 95

OXXI

Maxl-Plan Plus 122.95

Maxl-Pt!n500 92.95

PAR SOFTWARE

Eiprrrss Patil 84 95

PECAN SOFTWARE
Moduli 2 89 95

POLYGLOT

Oorriinoes 1B.95

PRECISION SOFTWARE

SuperBaw 87.95

SuperBase Profess bna I 199.95

PROFESSIONAL SOFT

Fleetclwck 24.95

PR0QRES3IVE PERIPH.

Ansss64 48.95

CU-Malo 24 95

DlskMistn 2B.95

Dr.TermPro 58.95

introCAD .46.95

Math-Amaton ...59.95

Mkro Lawyer 38 95

RAINBOW ARTS

9arilsmll ,., 31.95

READY SOFT

64Emiialoill 49.95

SCORPION
Attack on London 21.95

Riunditlon Waste 21.95

ILudcrous _. 21.95

Phantasm 21.95

SNAKE DESIGN
Witchcrjti 31.95

SOFTGANG

Final Trip 14.95

Vader 14.95

SOFTTOUCH
Custom Scieen 42.95

SOFTWARE ADVANTAGE

Inwslors Adyinlage 59.95

SOFTWARE TERMINAL

Tetecpmes 20.95

Tefcwjrs 24.95

SOFTWARE VISIONS

Microfiche Bier 59.95

SOfTWOOD COMPANY

Sottiwodflfell... 59.«

WrlleandFlo 59.S5

STARSOFT DEV.
Stock MirW 17.95

3.3.1

Gettysburg 3895

Hero's ol Ihe Unee 2S.95

Kampfgruppe 38.95

Phantasle 25.95

Ptontaslelll 25.95

Question II 32.95

Hoadw>r2000 25.95

Roadwr Europa 23.95

SUB LOGIC
RicrtSlmuUtoill 31.95

*!.... .31.95

SceneryDhk/7 17.95

ScentryDtsk/11 .17.85

SUNRISE INDUSTRIES

D«k Top Artist 18.95

Studio Magic 59.95

SUNSMILE

Home trrvcntorv 20.95

MalMI 20.95

Video CataWger 20.95

3YN0ESIS

Interchange 31.95

TAURUS

Agufeltbn 174.95

X-CAfJ 349 95

TDI SOFTWARE

MorJulJ 2(commercial) 19295

Moduli 2 (rio^bper) 97 95

Mo*jla2(reg) 69.95

THREE-SIXTY

Da/kCaitle 24.95

Beyond Dark Can* Cal

I0P_D0WN DEV

Footman 18.95

Vyp« 18.95

UNICORN

Aesop's fjMes ...28.95

AlAboul America 34.95

Animal Kkigrbm 28.95

D«lmjlDimgeon 2S.B

Read-A-Ranu 28 95

Tibs AnbUn Knights 28.95

Word Mister .28.95

UNISON WORLD

Art Gallery I 18.95

AriGilleryll 1395

Forts and Borders 20.95

Prrnlmaster Plus 24.95

VIPTECHNOLOGES

VIP Prolessloral 59.95

WESTCOME INDUSTRIES

HardHal 42.95

WORDPERFECT CORP.

WbrdPetted 219.95

ZUMMA GROUP

TVSrow 58.95

TVTert 58.95

Order Toll Free

800-558-0003**
Wl orders and Irrformillnn

414-357-8181

► Since 1982

O/71

No Surcharge on MasterCard or Visa
Master Card

Order Toll Free

O.800-558-0003
Wl orders and Irtornullon

414-357-8181

i1* c*d*lS**hlppJifl 'rw hHrrPmr* mlnlmuin 1S.OO Maib-C*n] flntf Vkm o

ur-1 M.00 A.'i " »f rr.r»ljn orJots add 19% ahipplng. ml Ifinji-* 114-00.

( fn Q*t your paduig* hi yov i«tkry &nd 8-'»V. All good* a'w nmw n"d hclu

BcctiplHl PHoMnnfl .i-n^iM'ty iLrbJ*ct kirhnnga tfc'[h.-j| nofif*

ft«rr (-Halt* r-mltlMpSM* I Si

Circle 148 on Reader Service card.
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Our Third Year

In Business!

We Know How

To Service

Our Customers!

BHiWALL
SOLID PRODUCTS & SOLID SUPPORT

P.O. Box 129 / 58 Noble Street

Kutztown, PA 19530

24 HOURS — TOLL FREE

1-800-638-5757

SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED

Earn Bonus $$

No Surcharge On

Charge Orders

Friendly Service

ACCESSORIES

AMIGA Keyboard Covers

AMIGA Monitor Cover

Amiga CPU Covers

Flicker Master

BOOKS

Advanced Amiga Basic

Amiga DOS Express

Amiga DOS Inside & Out

Amiga DOS Re< Manual

Amiga Machine Language

Amiga Programmer's Guide

Amiga System Prog Guide

Amiga Tips & Tricks

Amiga for Beginners

AroioaBaisc-Inside & Out

Beginner's Guide'Amiga

Elemntry Amiga Basic

Hardware Manual

Inside Amiga Graphics

Inside the Amiga with C

Intuition Manual

Kickstart Guide 2 Amiga

Machine Language-Am ga

ROM Kernal:Exec

ROM Kernal.LiO/Dev

S fi

17

9

14

15

C\i

17

15

17

15

27

17

15

20

15

13

IS

I1)

?1

?o

19

16

IE

24

GENERAL PRODUCT1V TY

Critic's Choice

KFS Accountani

Microlawyer

Money Mentor 2.0

Nimbus Accounting

Works

EDUCATIONAL

Adventures of Smbad

Aesop's Fables

All About America

Decimal Dungeon

Discovery Math

Discovery Spell

First Letters/Words

First Shapes

Fraction Action

Ghostly Grammer

Great States 2

Kid Talk

Kinderama

Link word: French

Lmkword: German

Lmkword: Italian

Lmkword:

Math Talk

Math Wizard

Matnamation (College)

Mavis Beacon Typing

Perfect Score SAT

Planetarium'

Meao A'Mama

Surgeon

Word Master

ENTERTAINMENT

AAArgtl

Adventure Workshop

Advnd Dung 4 Dragons'

Airball*

Alien Fires

Arkanoid

Artie Fox

169

195

39

69

89

125

■1?

32

39

3?

27

?.■

36
36

3?

32

?[i

36

32

?-i

24

24

24

36

32

55

36

55

49

32

34

32

25

39

29

29

25

20

17

Ba ance ol Power

Barbarian

Bard's Tale 1

Bard's Tale 2:Dstny Knght

Black Cauldron

Blackjack Academy

Breach

Caliornia Games*

Capone

Carr er Command

Centerfold Squares

Chessmaster 2000

Craps Academy

Defender ol Ihe Crown

Descartes

Destroyer

Dungeon Master'

Ebonstar

Em 1KB

F1B tntercepter

raery laie Aovemures

Ferrari Formula One

Fire & Forget

GBArRally

GO'

IT IS OUR

S 30

26

33

39

29

27

27

1%

27

29

24

3D

27

33

25

29

28

27

36

36

36

2S
ea

28

POLICY to

Star Fleet 1

Stellar Conllict

Strip Poker

Tanglewood

Terror Pads

Test Drive

Thexder

Three Stooges

Tracers

Turbo'

Ultima 3

Ultima 4'

Vampire's Empire

Video Vegas

World Tour Goll

Zany Golf

Zoom

xxX Vixens From Space

CREATIVITY

Animate 3D

Animation Effects

Animation Stand

Animator Apprentice

Animator Apprentice Jr.

S 39

27

29

29

28

27

25

33

27

19

33

39

29

25

29

33

20

29

99

39

39

199

59

HARDWARE

1 Meg DRAM $

3.5" Air Drive External

3,5" Air Drive Internal

Color Splitter

Copy Stand

ECE Midi 1000

ECE Midi 500/20DO

EXP 1000 lor A5D0(int)

Easyl 1000

Easyl 500 or 2000

Flicker Fuer/A2D00

Frame Graboer(spfy mtr)

Gender Changer

Great Valley Products

Pana 16mm Lens w/o Iris

Pana 16mm Lens with Ins

40

89

55

79

59

52

52

79

69

99

95

99

21

call

22

59

Panasonic W1410 Camera 219

Perfect Vision

Phoenix Hard Drives

69

Pro RAM 2000/upto 8 meg 249

ProGEN Genlock 379

Supergen 589

Supra 2400 Baud Modem 149

stock what we advertise ana carrv in- :■: :. ■ : ■ ■

available. OVER 300 PRODUCTS in stock now and mora arrivinn tiailvl! We carrv

all products by ABACUS, AEGIS, BROWN

ELECTRONIC ARTS, FREE SPIRIT, GOLD DISK,

NEW TEK,

DON'T SEE

Gal COiMJ

Gauntlet

Gu Id ol ThiGvcs

Hardball Baseball

Head Coach

Hunt for Red October

l:e Hockey Superstar

Jet

Jew e s of Darkness

Kngps0uesti,2or3

KnghlOrc

Land 01 Legends'

Leaderboard Dual Pak

Leaderboard Worldclass'

Le sure Suit Larry

Mean 18 Golf

Mob eus

Obiterator

POW

PhasarGun

Portal
Pnrlc M r*allruns oi \rdi\

Ouestron 2

Return to Atlantis

Roadwar 2000

Roadwar Europa

Rocket Ranger'

Romantic Encounter Dome

SDI

Sargon 3

Shadowgate

Shangai

Sky Fox 2*

Space Quest

Space Quest 2

OXXI, PROGRESSIVE. PYSGNOSIS,

IT LISTED

49

30

29

29

37

36

3D

35

25

36

29

32

26

29

29

27

35

28

call

42

27

36

29

29

33

27

33

35

30

27

29

36

36

WAGH, DR. T, DISCOVERY,

MICRO ILLUSIONS, MINDSCAPE.

UNICORN

PLEASE GIVE US A CALL.

Animator

AwardMaker Plus'

Bumpersticker Maker

Busmesscard Maker

Calligrapher

Celeonty Cookbook

Comic Setter'

Deluxe Paint 2

Deluxe Photolab

Deluxe Print 2*

Deluxe Productions

Digipaint

Digiview 3 0

Director

Draw Plus

Dynamic CAD

Express Paint 2

Graphics Studio

Homebuilder's CAD

IniroCAD

Lights, Camera, Action

Page Flipper Plus FX

Photon Cell Vid Anim'

Photon Pam[

Photon Video Transprl"

Printmast Fonts/Borders

Printmaster Plus

Pro Video Plus

Silver Turbo Plus

TV Show

TV Tent

Video Toaster*

Videoscape 3D 2.0

XCAD

X-Specs 3D'

85

33

37

37

re

27

69

66

9 'i

55

139

40

129

49

159

299

69

39

135

129

59

99

99

195

25

33

199

115

69

65

call

125

399

92

... and more. IF YOU

DATABASES

Acquisition H9

Data Retrieve 52

Data Retrieve Profess' 99

MicroFiche Filer

Omega File

Organize

Superbase Personal

59

59

49

99

Superbase Professnl* 99

SPREADSHEETS

Analyze 2.0

Haicaic

MaxiPlan 500

ManPian Plus

62

39

95

25

WORDPROCESSING

Becker Text

Excellence

Fleet COeck

Flow

Kinrjwords

LPD Writer

Prownte V2.0

Reason

Scribble

V i2iwrite

WordPerfect

99

169

n

65

69

79

75

249

59

79

209

DESKTOP PUBLISHING

dtydesk 2.0" S

Page Setter

Proiessionai Pages 1.1

Publisher Plus

PjbliEhing Partner"

Shakespeare

MUSIC / SOUND

Deluxe Music Const set

Deluxe Video 1.2

DrT Bach Song Book

Dr T Drums

DrTKCSVI.SA

DrT Keys

DrT Midi Record Studio

Dynamic Drums

Dynamic Studio

Hot Licks Music

instant Music

Model A Midi Interface

Music Studio

Music X

Sound Oasis

Perfect Sound A500

Perfect Sound A1000

Studio Magic

Synthia

UTILITIES / LANGS

64 Emulator #2/A5OO

64 Emulator A1000

A Talk Plus

AC/BASIC

AC/FORTRAN

Assempro

Aztec C Professional

Aztec Source Debugger

Aztec C Developer

FJBS/PC {upgraded versn)

Benchmark Modula 2

Butcher 2

CLlmate

D0S-2D0S

Disk-2-Disk

Diskmaster

FACCII

GOMFIV2 2

I nova Tools

Lattice C+ + *

Lattice C Prolessional

Lattice C Regular

Maurader II

Pixmate

Fower Windows 2.5

Precisely

Project D

Cuarterback

True Basic 2.0

True Basic Libraries

True Basic Runtime Pak

UllraDOS Utilities

LATE ADDITIONS

Battle Ctiess

Corruption

Space Cutter

Star Glider 2

Live! A500

Live! A1000

Phanta vision

Video Titler

Didi Weather*

Product! marted with ' wen

109

90

249

64

129

149

65

36

20

20

165

20

52

52

145

35

36

52

35

195

65

65

65

65

65

52

52

52

135

:99

64

129

49

195

99

129

25

27

39

35

39

25

25

hi

349

245

129

25

45

59

59

35

45

69

39

99

39

35

32

25

45

299

275

59

105

129

not

::'»??:■' at time ad wit prepared.

Please caN tor nrm price and availability.



Software Inc.

ULTRA DOS UTILITIES
MODULE I

Ultra DOS Utilities ■ Module I is the ultimate in file

handling and backup system for the Amiga series

ot computers. Ultra DOS brings the simplicity and

ease of use of the Intuition operating system to

AmigaDOS to:

•Periorm virtually all AmigaDOS functions at Itie click ol a mouse

button

•Copy'Delete files tro<n(to any legal AmigaDOS device

•Copy by simple or complex wild card patterns

•Copy be creation date, volume device or directory

•Quickly and easily install even the most complex software on

your hard drive

■Backup valuable files on a lluppy cr Iwd drive

• Perform whole hard drive backup with multi-format feature

• Preview & edit leit tiles . en\t\

•Preview IFF picture files OfllV S39
■ Set A clear all types ol die protection '

DISCOVERY
SOFTWARK
IN I I.KN.VI"IONA1.

Brand-new titles from Discovery Software

BEnER DEAD THEN ALIEN - $22

Space age game exclusively from England. Fun

and easy.

HYBRIS - $27

Straps you into the Commander's Seat of a

Mega Cruiser. This game sets new graphic and

arcade standards for shoot'm up style gaming.

V.I.P. - $32

Virus Infection Protection designed to PREVENT

Viral Disk Infection. Requires no technical

expertise. Operates in 5 different languages. A

MUST HAVE PRODUCT!

Your Key to Learning The AMIGA,

j"^^*i^fc

The 'Kickslart*,, Guide

to the AMIGA ,„

A urns! comprrhtiisLve guide lo operating (he AMIGA,

A Id ■! seller in Evunipr tin.ilh offered in llir IV

only $19

Dr.Ts
Or. T's advanced music software, regarded as the

highest quality in the industry, takes full

advantage of your Amiga's high quality graphics,

superb sound and true multitasking capability!

These superb tools are uniquely tailored to make

creating sounds and music as fun and simple as

possible.

MIDI RECORDING STUDIO ■ S49.00

KCS V1.6A ■ $179.00

LEVEL II • $229.00 (call for availability)

MODEL A MIDI INTEHFACE ■ $52.00

PATCH EDITOR LIBRARIANS - call

Their new MIDI Recording Studio is an extremely

powerful entry level sequencer that is really

bargain priced. AND WE SWEETEN THE DEAL BY

THROWING IN: DR. KEYS, DRUMS or BACH SONG

BOOK ■ just 517.00 with the purchase of the new

MIDI RECORDING STUDIO!!

BONUS DOLLARS

EARN BONUS $$$ WHEN YOU ORDER!!! For every

$50 of software and accessories that you order,

you earn one bonus dollar. That's an additional

2% discount!! Use your bonus dollars on future

purchases.

CATALOGS
We are in the process of completing our ALL NEW

AMIGA catalog, describing hundreds of products

lor your computer. Calf or write for your copy of

our AMIGA CATALOG today!!

X

LL

CO
2The New Generation in Amiga

q. Animation/Desktop Video Power and

Performance

When a quality job needs to be done,

professionals don't mess with toys. That's

how ANI/FX and Video Works in

Kitchener, Canada found PageFlipper Plus

F/X. For smooth high resolution

animations with multiple built-in or

custom full-screen effects, plus loads of

features to enhance your creative powers,

there is nothing to match it.

SOLID PRODUCTS & SOLID SUPPORT

P O Bo* 129 58 Nobie Sueet

Kotrtown PA 19530

24 HOURS - TOLL FREE

1-800-638-5757

Circle 132 on Reader Service card.

SPECIAL $99

HARDWARE

ELECTRONIC

ARTS®

Special Deal - Free Hat!!

Buy any two of the following E/A products and we

will throw in an official E/A Flight Hat for Free.

Bard's Tale 2 F18 Intercepter

Zany Golf Ferrari Formula One

King's Quest III Hunt for Red October

Sky Fox 2 Return to Atlantis

Thexder Star Reel 1

Empire

We carry a full-line of hardware including

expansion boards, disk drives, monitors, printers

and computers. Call for prices and shipping

charges.

X VIXENS FROM SPACE

(FREE POSTER with first 500 orders)

As Captain Brad Stallion, you have been assigned

a high priority mission by the Federated

Government which has long been harried by a

series of raids on the male population of its

colonies. It is rumored that these raids are

conducted by "The Tribe", a colony of beautiful

female clones from the mysterious planet Mundo.

Your mission is to locate the colony and destroy it!

Please be advised that this is an ADULT adventure

game!!

$29

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

For your convenience, you can place a phone order 24 HOURS/7 DAYS A WEEK on our TOLL-FREE LINE

1 -800-638-5757. Price, Availability and Compatibility Checks are also Welcome on our order lire, Monday
thru Friday, 9AM-4PM EST. AFTER HOURS, Orders Only Pleasel! When placing an order, please specify your
COMPUTER MODEL. HOME & DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER, SHIPPING ADDRESS. METHOD OF PAYMENT and
ITEMS ORDERED. To help us serve you better, please have all your information, including your CHARGE

CARD number, ready before you call us.

ACCEPTED PAVMENT METHODS: We gladly accept payment by, PREPAID BY PERSONAL CHECK (will not

hold Id clearing) or MONEY ORDER: COD (continental USA only AND 14.00 ADDITIONAL); MASTERCARD:
VISA; SCHOOL PURCHASE ORDERS, All payment must be in USA DOLLARS. THERE IS NO SURCHARGE FOR
CHARGE CARDS and your card is NOT charged until we ship.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

We do our very best to help you with your product selections, belore you order and after you receive your
product. General questions, price, and compatibility with your computer, etc. will be handled by our orOer
statf at the time you place your order. BUT if you have specific, detailed questions about 2 product, printer
compatibility questions etc., you w.ll get the mosi help Irom our TECHNICAL SUPPORT LINE at
215-683 5699. Call Monday thru Friday. 9AM-4PM EST, and our trained tech start will be happy to help
you.

SHIPPING POLICY

ALL ORDERS received before 3PM EST will normally be shipped same or neit business day. Out ol Slock

items will be shipped by the same shipping method as original order,' normally within 3 or 4 business days.

All UPS shipments are sent SIGNATURE REOUIREDfNO DRIVER RELEASE. ADD the following shipping
charges to your TOTAL software order.

UPS: GR0UNDS4.QQ (com USA ONLY); AIR/RUSH-S7.00 (Includes Puerto Rico/Hawaii):

OVERNIGHT-SI 2.00 PLUS $2.50 per item (must be received by 12 NOON)

PRIORITY MAIL: USAS4.00 (includes APOrTPO); CANADA/MEXICO-$6.00: OTHER FOREK5N-J4.00 handling
PLUS Actual Shipping (minimum S12.O0)

RETURN POLICY

We have a liberal return policy to belter service yout needs. Software piracy is a problem, but as long as our

policy >s not abused, we will continue to honor it. If within 15 days from the time you receive an item, you
are not satisfied with 1! for any reason, you may return it to us for either a refund, exchange or open credit.

REFUNDS ARE SUBJECT TO A10%RESTOCKING FEE PER ITEM RETURNED (55.00 MINIMUM PER ITEM). A
DEFECTIVE ITEM will be replaced with the same item (NO CHARGE... ol course), EXCHANGES/OPEN
CREDITS will gladly be Issued lor the FULL PURCHASE PRICE OF THE ITEM.
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ATTENTION

SUBSCRIBERS
We occasionally make

our mailing list

available to Other

companies

or organizations

with products or

services which we feel

might be of interest

to you. If you prefer

that your name

be deleted from such

a list, please fill out

the coupon below

or affix a copy of your

mailing label

and mail it to:

IDC Communications/Tetcrborough

AmigaWorld

P.O. Box 58804

Boulder, CO 80322-8804

Please delete my name from mailing lists sew

td other companies or organizations.

AmigaWorld

Name

Address

City

State

Zip

AmigaWorld, P.O. Box 58S04. Boulder. CO SO322-S8O4

AMIGA
Hardware

Software

Lowest prices on all

hardware

30% OFF LIST PRICE
ON ALL SOFTWARE

Word Perfect only

$185

RSISystems

1-800-752-RSIS
1-800-752-7747

20% RESTOCKING FEE ON ALL ITEMS

RETURNED
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tention was given to making them Amiga

programs. There would be no need to

lose the integration, and modules could

communicate via message ports. As it

stands, AssemPro is overshadowed by six

other assemblers.

Picking Up the Pieces

Three of the packages—Devpac, CAPE,

and AssemPro—come with built-in text

editors, none of which is spectacular.

They work, but the average user will

probably want something better. All but

AssemPro allow you to import any text

editor you choose.

Only Lattice Asm, CAPE, and Aztec

support the object-file magic the linker

needs to patch together multiple base-

relative modules. Base-relative addressing

reserves an address register to point to

the middle (base) of the data area, and

uses short relative references to dramati

cally reduce program size. Any of the as

semblers can fake this, but only for all-

assembly programs.

Devpac is perfect for small stand-alone

assembly work, and for beginners. CAPE

is the next step up in power.

If 68020 or 68881 code is what you

want, Aztec C's assembler is the one for

you. Remember, though, that using it

locks you into the Aztec environment.

If you plan on creating assembly mod

ules for use with another language, you

will need to match capabilities. For use

with Aztec C, the Aztec assembler is the

only practical choice. For Lattice C, the

Lattice assembler is fine to start with, but

once you outgrow its capabilities you

may want to upgrade to CAPE. Any as

sembler is suitable for use with BASIC.

You will probably need to create object

files in Amiga Format for use with any

other languages (such as Modula-2),

which puts Aztec and AssemPro out of

the running. Any of the others should

do, though, but I recommend checking

With the language vendor to be sure.

Assemblers run the gamut from begin

ner- to expert-oriented, from fully-com

patible to incompatible, and from bug-

free to buggy. There are many possible

solutions to the assembly riddle; look

carefully at your present and future

needs to determine which will complete

the picture for you.

Macro Assembler

Metacomco pic

distributed by Southern Technologies

3212 Bel time Rd., Suite 301

Dallas, TX 75234

214/247-7373

$99.95

No special requirements.

Devpac

HiSoft

distributed by

Manx Software Systems

One Industrial Way W.

Eatontown, NJ 07724

800/221-0440

$99.9.5

No special requirements.

CAPE 68K

Inovotronics Inc.

11311 Stemmons Freeway, Suite 8

Dallas, TX 75229

214/241-9515

$89.95

No special requirements.

C Compiler 4.0

Lattice

2500 S. Highland Ave., Suite 300

Lombard, IL 60148

312/916-1600

800/533-3577

$200

No special requirements.

Aztec C68K;am-p

Manx Software Systems

One Industrial Way W.

Eatontown, NJ 07724

800/221-0440

S199

No special requirements.

AssemPro

Abacus

5370 52nd St. S.E.

Grand Rapids, MI 49508

616/241-5510

$99.95

No special requirements.

3-Demon

A designing little devil.

By Louis Wallace

3-DEMON IS A powerful program that

helps you design complex three-dimen-

16 October 1988



sional objects. While 3-Demon is not ca

pable of actually rendering objects, it

supports most popular 3-D formats, and

effectively passes the depiction job to

those specialists.

Unlike the object editors supplied with

most rendering programs, this one is

smooth and fluid. 3-Demon's tools are

well presented and easy to use, and the

program employs Intuition-style menus

and icons; you can almost immediately

begin working.

Tinker And Toy

3-Demon can load some objects in one

format and save them in another. You

can easily exchange VideoScape (Aegis)

and Sculpt 3D {Byte by Byte) files, for in

stance, as 3-Demon loads and saves in

their formats. For Forms In Flight (Micro

Magic), Silver (Impulse) and others, how

ever, it supports object saving only. If

Just grab and drag to reshape this object.

you generate an object for use in the

programs that 3-Demon has just a save

option for, be sure to save the graphic in

3-Demon's own format, so you can load

and edit it later if need be.

Triangles are your main building

blocks. While the program allows you to

design objects using lines and polygons

as well, you inevitably end up creating

triangles with them. Moving a point, line,

triangle, or object is as easy as selecting

a menu option, and grabbing and drag

ging the piece with the mouse. You can

behold your object as a wire-frame

model, in simple color panels, or in

shades of gray to give you an idea of its

true three-dimensional nature. You can

also opt for a pair of flat views: one aer

ial L.nd one side perspective.

The well-written manual describes the

many options available for manipulating

objects. Using the scale, rotate, and move

functions (or any combination of them)

under the transformation menu, you can

induce all kinds of changes. You can ro

tate your creation in the X-, Y-, or Z-axes

in steps of any number of degrees. 3-De

mon will memorize your original posi

tion so you can recall it instantly if your

experiments prove unsuitable. The pro

gram gives you full control over your ob

ject's perspective, too, so you can make it

appear close or far away. You can set the

origin and scale of the view indepen

dently in all three axes.

The Spin option allows you to draw

part of an object freehand, then rotate it

around its beginning and ending points

to create a solid object. You can subdi

vide it into any number of sections;

you're limited only by RAM.

An option called Slice can raise flat

surfaces, by cutting and stacking. You

draw an outline of the shape you want

raised. Then, you define the surface's fi

nal height by specifying the number of

slices you wish to stack and the distances

between them. Slice then layers clones of

the shape in layers to achieve the height

you defined.

Beneath The Surface

One very powerful aspect is its treatment

of surfaces. You can define a surface for

any point, line, triangle, or object from a

box containing all the various possibili

ties. The options include full control of

4096 colors (although 3-Demon does not

work in HAM mode, you can import to

ray-tracing packages) through red, green,

blue, and hue, saturation, and intensity

knobs. You can also control the amount

of ambient light (light emitted by the ob

ject), diffuse reflection (ranging from

shiny to dull), specular reflection (degree

of gloss), "metallicity" (3-Demon allows

mirrored qualities), reflection (amount

of reflected light coming from surface),

transparency (how much light passes

through the surface) and refraction (the

degree light bends as it passes through a

transparent object). Once you have de

fined a surface, you can name it and

save it for later use.

3-Demon cannot display all the surface

properties it can create, but they will ap

pear when the object is rendered with a

supporting package. It can display twelve

colors, but must approximate more

than that.

Object Hierarchy allows you to com

bine several objects into one view and ►■

"Ifan Oscar were to be presented

for Technical Excellence in Amiga

Graphics, the winner would

certainly be (the envelope, please) -

The Director. ...an exciting, unique

program...likely to become a

classic..."

Steve King

Commodore Magazine

April 1988

"For intricate custom presenta-

tions...The Director is the way

to go."

Sheldon Leemon

Amigaworld

June 1988

"I must give The Director top marks

for ease of use and capability. For

the novice or serious presentation

creator, this package is unequaled.

It belongs on the shelf ofanyone

who considers himself an Amiga

graphics connoisseur."

Oran J. Sands III

Info Magazine

June 1988

"The Director runs 24 hours a day,

controlling our entire cable

channel. There would be no

channel without it"

EyeBytes

Cable Channel 32

Ellensburg, WA

I
Right Answers

Amiga is a trademark of Commodore Amiga, Inc.
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relate them. You can designate one ob

ject as a parent, with one or more child

objects. When you rotate or otherwise

transform the parent, the child objects

also change. You can create any number

of generations, and all children are ef

fected when you alter an ancestor (trans

forming a child object has no effect on

the parent). This relationship is a power

ful facet of the editor, and one you will

quickly appreciate.

Divide, quantization, combine, drag,

delete, flip, grid, copy, move, resolve,

and center are some of the many other

options. 3-Demon offers so much, and is

so good, you may wonder how you got

along without it. Once you try it, you

probably won't use your rendering pack

age's editor for anything beyond simple

adjustments. If your 3-D program is com

patible, 3-Demon may he just what

you've been wishing for.

3-Demon

Mimetics Corp.

PO Box 1560

Cupertino, CA 95015-1560

408/741-0117

$99.95

512K required.

ProGEN

Sync graphics and video.

By Wayland Strickland

PROGEN FROM Progressive Peripherals

& Software offers basic sync functions

with a no-frills approach.

Hooking up the 8x4% x 1-inch

ProGEN can be confusing. The genlock

links with your Amiga via a 25-pin fe

male connector with two pins ampu

tated, (no one currently manufactures

the appropriate 23-pin connector). Pro-

GEN's 1 '/a-inch ribbon cable does not al

low enough slack to set the genlock

down comfortably once you attach it. I

ended up hanging the unit by its cable

behind the computer, an unadvisable po

sition at best. To plug in the monitor ca

ble, ProGEN supplies a standard male

23-pin connector. You will need an inex

pensive adapter (available at an electron

ics store) to join your home video

equipment to the external video source

and combined (keyed) output BNC con

nectors. The input and output plugs are

not labeled; fortunately, they are well

documented.

Eccentric

ProGEN will genlock to any NTSC (Na

tional Television Standards Committee)

interlaced video source. When you start

the unit, the portion above the very lop

of both the computer's display (above

the menu bar) and ProGEN's composite

video output will skew to the left. While

you can correct the problem with the

simple set-up procedure described in the

manual, careful factory adjustments

would eliminate the need for this. Even

more annoying, the graphics keyed over

the external video are to the right of

ProGEN's connector comes up short.

center. According to the manual, you

can fix this by adjusting Preferences'

window center gadget. The adjustment

works in most cases, but a few programs

(including DeluxePaint II by Electronic

Arts) will not acknowledge the center set

ting, while some HAM-related software

crashes the system if you set the center

gadget too far in either direction.

ProGEN has no built-in sync generator

and must sync to an external video

source. Without an external sync, Pro

GEN's signal is unusable. You can use a

video camera with the lens cap on to

generate the required blackburst. With

the camera connected, you can transfer

graphics that do not require external

video to tape. If the external source's

video level changes suddenly, the gen

lock loses sync. ProGEN tracks the video

and chroma levels, as closely as possible,

matching the computer's levels to the ex

ternal levels. ProGEN is more sensitive

to a potential loss of sync than other

genlocks I have used.

I tested ProGEN's composite video

output in a television studio with a set of

color bars, a waveform monitor (to verify

video levels), and a vectorscopc (to check

color level and tint). With the house sync

generator supplying blackburst to

ProGEN, the waveform monitor showed

the white bar at 90 IRE (a video-level

measurement standard developed by the

Institute of Radio Engineers), black at

7.5 IRE. chroma at 80 IRE to -30 IRE,

and sync at -40. All video levels were

within standard RS-170A tolerance; how

ever, the chroma was slightly oversatur-

ated. The vectorscopc showed ProGEN's

colors as right on target.

ProGEN functioned properly when I

connected it as a standard video source

fsiill using the house sync generator) to a

Sony SEG-2550 broadcasi switcher, al

though the subcarrier (tint) was approxi

mately 60 degrees out of phase. I was

able to alleviate this common problem

by inserting a video delay, which allows

for adjustment of the subcarrier phase.

between the sync generator and ProGEN.

Adapting to Software

ProGEN communicates with its compan

ion software via a 10/j-inch cable with a

female five-pin DIN plug. Because the

Amiga does not have a port for this ca

ble, you must construct an adapter—the

Mode Control cable—to hook into the

parallel port. On one end, the cable has

a male five-pin DI\ plug with three pins

soldered, on the other end is a male or

female (depending on the Amiga model)

OB 25-pin connector with three pins

soldered.

A five-pin DIN connector is supposed

to accompany ProGEN. If, like me, you

did not receive it. you can pick one up

at the electronics store when you pur

chase your other supplies—a DB 25-pin

connector, a connector hood, and four-

conductor phone wire. Follow the manu

al's instructions to build the cable. If

you prefer, you can buy a completed ca

ble ($15.95) from Progressive.

You can bypass the Mode Control ca

ble by keying graphics that do not use

color 0 on the Amiga's screen. The com

panion software, however, offers four op

eration modes in addition to

Background, or color 0, mode. Video

Only mode shows external video alone,

without graphics keyed over it. Amiga

mode displays graphics only. Foreground

I permits colors other than color 0 io be

come transparent, while Foreground II

restores opaqueness to the colors used in
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QUALITY

"Der Neue Konig Der Editoren"
("The New King of Editors")

68000er, February 1988

CygnusEd Professional By CygnusSoft Software

Published By ASDG Incorporated

The West Germans are known for their critical analysis of

new products. 680O0er magazine thought CygnusEd was good

enough 10 rate: the headline shown above. CygnusEd

Professional, for the Commodore Amiga, is even better.

for Word Processing users, CygnusEd Profesional provides superior

editing capabilities. Use CygnusEd Professional to formulate the

content of your document, then use your Word Processor for what i!

does best, document formatting.

Hot programmers. CygnusEd Professional will enhance your productivity

by allowing up to ten files to be edited at once with lightning quick

vertical and horizontal scrolling. All users will benefit from CygnusEd

Professional's extemely strong inter-process communications and

multitasking capabilities.

"CygnusEd is great! It's the best editor I've evet used, on any

machine." ■ Kevin Pickell, Co-Author of "Test Drive" by Distinctive

Software. Inc.

Praise like that is hard to come by. bui CygnusEd Professional (in the

making for over iwo years] stands an excellent chance at having you

tccl the same way.

Compare these features with those of your present Word Processor or

editor:

Editing
•Delete and Undelete of characters, words, lines, and blocks. •Full

search and replace facility with wild lards and case sensitivity. 'Visible

white space and contiol characters if desired.""Layout" mode for

inputting tables and diagrams. "Edit multiple files on screen

concurrently. "Multiple cooperating views of the same file on screen

concurrently. "Cut and Paste between files or within the same file.

•Vertical block Cut And Paste (in addition to horizontal block Cut

And Paste). •Fully customizable tab settings. "Many Word Processing

features such as paragraph formatting, line centering, and automatic

wotd wrapping. 'Many programme! oriented functions like "find

matching bracket" and "amo-indenting."

Special Features
CRASH RECOVERY: !f another program should crash your Amiga,

only CygnusEd Professional can recover an edit in progress when your

Amiga crashed! "Supports any allowable screen resolution up to 1000

by K00. "Full macro function capability allows for remapping of the

keyboard and extending [he funcion of CygnusEd Professional. "Over

200 functions and variables are available through an AREXX

compatible interface. • AREXX and DOS commands can be launched

from within CygnusEd Professional. "Hot Key/Resident operation.

•Supports editing of binaty files. »"ROT BLOCK" for you UseNetters

out there, *Will run in its own screen or in a window on the

WotkBcnch screen. •Fully multitasking and integrated into the Amiga

enviroment.

Amiga, Ki(ki:ari ale iradcrnaiks of Commodore.Amiga. Emotporaird
CytnusEd Piofesinnal U988 C;|nusSofc Sofi«ic
Published by ASDG. lrtorponicd. Madison. W[

Performance
•Text search (case sensitive or insensitive) at over 100,000 characters per

second. 'Screen refresh at over 30,000 characters per second. "Bhtter

based horizontal and vertical scrolling at speeds from slow smooth

?irolling to faster than the eye can follow.

Ease Of Use
•Mouse based "Turbo'Scrolling" and/or Scroll Bars (on left or right

side of screen). •Whenever rhe keyboard is used, the mouse cursor

becomes invisible and reappears when the mouse is touched.

• Requesters and dialogs position themselves under your mouse (no

more mouse fatigue!). "Intuitive menu organization. "Keyboard short

cuts for mosr menu functions."Asynchronous printer spooler lets you

edit while you print. "Auiosavc function will automatically save youi

work after user defined time periods. "User selectable color palattc.

•Any function or keypress can be repeated a specified number of times

(automatically). "User definable "bookmarks" for quickly moving

between sections of a file. 'Will create icons for text files if desired.

•Optional stripping of carriage returns for files brought from non-

Amiga computers.

International Support
•Supports NTSC and PAL (in both interlace and non-imerlace).

•Suppons international kcymaps including "dead key" accents.

General
•Requires 512K and KickStan 1.2 or later. •Compatible with A500.

A1000 and A2000. "Not copy protected. "Supports Preferences style

printer capabilities such as underline, italic, bold, superscript, etc.

•Includes the excellent public domain document formatter, PROFF, by

Vigit and Tress.

CygnusEd Professional

$9.9,91

ASDG
INCORPORATED (608} 273-6585

925 Stewart Street

Madison, WI 53713

ASDG 1 corpora led

product h ihc best ir
Cite us a all.

ilii> and pefforman

ihen }our product
Software doelopm. if jou think ?o<

iv be nghr foi publication hv A5DG.

PERFORMANCE
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Foreground I. The software comes in two

versions. ProGEMl uses the function

keys Fl through ¥4 to control the modes,

while ProGEN'2 employs combinations of

the Control key and number keys. To au

tomatically enter interlaced mode, in

clude the third program, SETLACE, in

your AoOO's or A2000's startup-sequence.

The well-written manual includes a tuto

rial on the software.

This genlock is geared toward video

amateurs and semi-pros. On the plus

side, ProGEN cleanly keys graphics into

any enternal video source, does not de

grade the incoming videos picture qual

ity, and maintains picuire integrity with

or without graphics keyed in. On the mi

nus side, characters in an 80-column dis

play are surrounded by a chroma ring

(rainbow pattern) because of the low res

olution in NTSC composite video. You

can use ProGEN in a professional studio

to generate backgrounds, but the ab

sence of a key out precludes you from

using it with a switcher as part of a

downstream kcyer. You could route the

video output of the switcher though

ProGEN to a videotape recorder, but this

would prevent you from using fades or

dissolves in the graphics,

ProGEN performs quite well. If you

don't mind dangling your genlock off

[lie back of your computer and building

or buying an extra cable, ProGEN is a

decent investment.

ProGEN

Progressive Riripherats & Software

464 Kalamath St.

Denver, CO 80204

303/825-4144

$449.95

No special requirements.

SUPRAMODEM 2400

Not half baud.

By Sheldon Leemon

SPECIES IN THE computer-hardware ge

nus seem to evolve from bulky and

costly into smaller, less-expensive prod

ucts. The SupraModcm 2400 is a prime

example of [his trend. While 2400-bps

(bit per second) modems used to cost up

to $700, Supra Corporation has cracked

the S200 price barrier with the compact

<1" X4.5" x6.5") SupraModem. With its

brushedaluminum case and black face

plate, this unit looks like a Hayes mo

dem that shrunk in the wash.

The folks at Supra did scale down the

size and cost of their product, but they

didn't wring out out any of the features

you would expect from a good modem.

The back panel is crowded with connec

tors for the phone outlet, telephone, RS-

232 serial cable, and the wall-mounted

power pack. Eight LEDs on the front

panel indicate the status of High Speed,

Auto Answer, Carrier Detect, Off Hook,

Receive Data, Send Data, Terminal

Ready, and Modem Ready conditions. A

push-button power switch is conveniently

located on the front panel, and an inter

nal speaker lets you monitor the prog

ress of your calls. The hardware is

covered by a one-year warranty.

Because most terminal and bulletin-

board programs use the Hayes Smartmo-

dem command set, Hayes compatibility

is of concern to many. SupraModem

fares well on this score, supporting over

70 command sequences that start with »■

Keyboard Controlled Sequencer

MIDI Recording Studio"11

Caged Artist Editorstm

tm

' Real software, for real musicians."

iZM

KCSV1.6 MIDI Recording Studio

Dr.T's MUSIC

SOFTWARE

220 Boylston Street, Suite 206

Chestnut Hill, MA 02167, (617)-244-6954

All programs are mouse controlled, fully multitasking,

and function with any standard Amiga MIDI interface.

Sequencers support internal IFF sounds. The Copyist

transcription and scoring program coming soon! Call

or write for our free brochure and 4-color poster!

SO October 19S8
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SPORTS SIMULATION JUST GOT BETTER.
^i:;-'- ;.- V-v.
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From the creators of GRIDIRON!., the award-winning football simulation.

BcL-Hc^DA ^OFCWO^O, P.O. Box 1665, Bethesda, MD 20817 (301) 469-7061
To order: visit your local retailer or call 1-800 432-1988. Have Visa/MC Card ready.
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tlie Hayes AT attention code. With these

instructions, you can tell the modem to

dial a number, answer the telephone.

and disconnect a call, among other tasks.

SupraModem also supports most Hayes

S-reglster settings, which let you deter

mine such things as how many times to

let the phone ring before answering and

how long to wait before recognizing a

carrier tone. As with most 2400bps mo

dems, this one allows you to save a num

ber of settings in nonvolatile memory, so

they will be preserved even while the

power is off.

Watch And Wear

The SupraModem documentation is

quite comprehensive, containing techni

cal details of operation, practical instruc

tions for use, and an index. Much of the

technical detail is misplaced in the front

of (he manual (hough, and most practi

cal instruction is toward the back. Infor

mation on answering calls and dialing,

topics most beginners want to know

about right away, is not presented until

Chapter (i. Also, the technical jargon is

often unneccesary and intimidating. Still,

the manual gives you what you need. It

explains how to determine whether your

modem is working correctly, and what

the status lights mean. A detailed trou

ble-shooting guide lists common prob

lems and how to correct them, and

complete sections on the AT command

set and S-registers are included. You

Call on SupraModem for speed and economy.

even get a fold-out reference card.

The modem is designed for use with

any computer that has a standard RS-232

serial port, but Supra also sells versions

configured specifically for the Amiga

1000 (the 2400AG) and the A500 and

A2000 (2400AM) for an extra $40. These

packages provide the necessary serial ca

ble and a version of Access!, a popular

shareware terminal program.

Because sound and animation files are

so large, the fast 2400-bps transmission

speed is almost a necessity on the Amiga,

and is quickly becoming standard for

telecommunications. The SupraModem

2400 will provide the opportunity for

many Amiga owners to step up to 2400

bps for a 1200-bps price.

SupraModem

Supra Corp.

1133 Commercial Way

Albany, OR 97321

503/967-9075

SI 79.95

Serial cables required.

Source Builder

Automatic programming.

By Jim Fiore

MAYBE SOMEDAY, PROGRAMMING

will be a simple matter of giving your

Your Source For Amiga Products...Sprite Technology

AMIGA HARDWARE

Amiga 500 $549

Amiga 2000 CALL

1084 Monitor $299

501 Ram Card $159

Amiga 1010 Drive $209

Amiga 1680 Modem $115

3.5" Internal Floppy $138

3.5" External Floppy $163

2088 Bridgeboard $535

2090 SCSI Board $325

2052 2MB RAM $399

2010 3.5 Internal $160

A2000 68020/68881 .$CALL

DigiView $149

Perfect Vision $199

ProGEN Genlock $369

Starboard2 512K $CALL

20MEG Hardcard $549

40MEG Hardcard $849

AMIGA SOFTWARE

3-Demon $63

Animate 3D $94

Aztec SDB $47

Aztec 'C Developer $219

Carrier Command $29

Copy Light Stand $59

Dark Castle $32

Diga! $45

Digi-Paint $44

Excellence! $189

Fantavision $38

Flight Simulator II $32

GOMF! $25

Impossible Mission 2 $32

Intro CAD $54

Jet $32

Lights, Camera, Action..$50

LV Backup $44

Maxiplan500 $94

MaxiplanPlus $135

Obliterator $29

Photon Paint $69

Phasar $63

Pixmate $43

Professional Page $246

Pro Video Plus $195

Prowrite 2.0 $79

Sculpt3D $72

Shakespeare $140

Sonix $50

Superbase Profesional$219

Supra 2400 Modem $163

Three Stooges $32

Videoscape3D $125

Videotitler $93

Word Perfect $199

Write & File $63

XSpecs3D $94

ELECTRONIC ARTS*

Electronic Arts Specials

AAARGH! $23

Awesome Arcade Action $33

Bards Tale II $39

Deluxe Music $65

Deluxe Paint II $85

Deluxe Photo Lab $65

Deluxe Productions $124

Earl Weaver Baseball $33

Ferrari Formula One $33

F18 Interceptor $33

Hunt For Red October $33

Marble Madness $33

Police Quest $33

Return To Atlantis $33

Roadwars! $23

Rockford $23

Thexder $23

World Tour Golf $26

Technology («oo) 634-9315
9-6 MON-FRI

E.S.T.

Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines, INC.
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Amiga an outline and letting it grind out

the code. Software Integration Solutions

takes a step in this direction with Source

Builder, a program that automates

source-code development.

A master disk and a data disk com

prise the program. Neither a compiler

nor an interpreter is included; you can

use it with almost any language. Source

Builder also handles ASCII files, en

abling you to manipulate many CAD and

database projects, as well as program

comments and remarks on straight text.

Source Builder approaches develop

ment automation in two ways. The ex

tensive macro-substitution system Ids

you assign one name to a group of com

mands. Macro substitution literally ex

pands your source code; it does not

write the original lines as separate func

tions or procedures. While the C lan

guage provides a facsimilie— a

considerably less-powerful macro pre

processor-—most languages do not offer

any form of macro substitution.

The second half of Source Builder,

Paris Definition, allows you lo clone seg

ments of code while making substitu

tions for specified variables. The idea

here is to save you from relisting one or

der that is largely the same as another.

Source Builder lets you use two kinds of

building blocks to accomplish this: con

figurations, the broadest unit from which

source code is derived, and seg

ments—procedures or subroutines

within configurations. You set configura

tion and segment statements off from

the rest of your code with two different

styles of brackets (you can redefine the

symbols). A typical directive may trans

late to: "take the following chunk of

code, give me five copies of it, initializ

ing the second variable each time with

values, in consecutive order, from this

accompanying list."

The Hard Hat Area

Once you have created a file. Source

Builder must analyze it and turn it into

source code. Because Source Builder re

lies on Amiga Basic for source-code crea

tion, the program must encode files

before building them. (Amiga Basic is

not included on the master disk: you

must install it from Workbench Extras.)

The encoding process packs lines into

PRINT# statements: upon execution

code is sent to various files. While Amiga

Basic does afford you the control of a

high-level language, the two-step process

is not speedy. If you're impatient with

your current compile/link limes, you may

find Source Builder excessively slow.

You must invoke the program directly

from the CLI. When you do, a small win

dow will open. This window's sole pur

pose is to provide menus, among them a

Project menu and menus for configura

tions, segments, run times, and the en

code/build process. Some menu items

overlap in function. For example, there

is really no need for the List item, as you

can accomplish listing through View.

And while View allows you to display

source file using an editor, Edit does es

sentially the same thing.

Making a selection calls up a file re-

c]uestor. This requestor, however, lacks

space for entering a directory or drawer

name. If you want to list the configura

tions in a different directory, you must

go to the Project menu, change the logi

cal paths, and then pick up where you

left off under Configurations. The file

requestors seem to have minds of their

own. The knob on the scroll slider, for *■

The Amiga Event!

October 7-9,1988

Los Angeles Westin Bonaventure

Exhibition Hall

Over 100 Amiga developers,

publishers and retailers featuring the

newest Amiga software and hardware

at the lowest prices. The place where

more Amiga companies introduce

new products.

Seminars

Each day will feature panels filled with

Amiga information, supplied by

working Amiga experts.

Classes

Special intensive classes offering an

Amiga education. Sessions are

limited in attendance and taught

according on a project basis. Call for

schedule and availability.

NOW PRE-REGISTER BY PHONE
Call 800-32-AMIGA

IN NEW YORK STATE CALL 212-867-4663
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instance, does not correctly indicate your

position in the file, and it fails to con

tract and expand to reflect file size. This

knoh sometimes disappears when you

drag it vvitli the mouse (it still works, it's

just invisible). Also, your initial click on

the slider reorders the files displayed.

The manual is wordy yet vague in

spots. Source Builder documents a num

ber of examples included on disk. The

package takes the best of these, a C-lan-

guage menu generator, only halfway

though; it is documented, but does not

reside nn disk. One short chapter is de

voted to ADA programming applica

tions, which I find curious because I

have never seen an ADA development

system for the Amiga. I was stopped

dead in my tracks after about the fourth

or fifth step in the tutorial: it seems that

source file references are included as file-

notes, but that the example files do not

provide filenotes. I was able to proceed

only after fixing it myself.

Source Builder does not tremendously

reduce code except in extremely-repeti

tive programs. A sample of C menu code

came in at around four pages; the re

quired Source Builder code was also ap

proximately four pages.

Source Builder succeeds in automating

code development, but it's pricey. An ed

itor with cut and paste facilities requires

no more typing in many applications,

works directly on the source code, and

will not take up extra space on your de

velopment disks.

Source Builder

Software Integration Solutions

16496 Bernardo Center Dr., Suite 2t)"->

San Diego, CA 92128-2442

619/451-3094

Si 49.95

512K required.

Video Effects 3D

Set poetry in motion.

By Gary Ludwick

A BLURB ON the package introduces

Video Effects 3D as a titling-effects pack

age. Don't jump to the conclusion that

this is another title-generating program,

though; Video Effects 3D is actually a ti

tle-animation program. You cannot cre

ate graphics with it, but Video Effects

allows you to manipulate titles and art

work in a variety of fascinating ways.

Big Time

Video Effects 3D has capabilities that

were, until now, mainly the province of

expensive television-studio apparatus.

With it, you can produce customized

three-dimensional effects—including

zoom, compress, tumble, turn, spin, flip,

and tilt—all while maintaining correct

perspectives and relationships.

Video Effects 3D can not only put a

drop shadow behind your type; it allows

you to define the shadow, its depth, and

its relationship to an imaginary fixed or

free light source, too. (Under a fixed

light source, the shadow maintains a con

stant relationship with the typeface dur

ing animation. Free means the shadow

changes as the type moves, in relation to

an imaginary light source directly over

the viewers head.)For all the moves and

gyrations you can define center. If you

make B the center point of the word

Ball, and then spin it, the word appears *

TAKE SOME

Amiga 1000 users have waited for quite some time

for a hard drive system which will keep up with their

computer. Meet the FIP, the only drive which qualifies.

Custom silicon provides one to one sector interleaving,

hardware data caching, DMA bursts in excess of 25 mb/second

and advanced EDAC (Error Detection And Correction)

hardware.

Amiga is a trademark oi Commodore Business Machines. Inc.

Mills Industries
A division of ILM Industries, Inc.

11501 RojasSte. O

El Paso, Tx. 79936

(915)591-7905

The basic FIP comes complete with a 20

MB drive, power supply and a two slot chassis.

Three more ST412 drives may be added ex

ternally. The incredible performance of the

FIP is backed by a one year warranty from a

company that has manufactured performance

for over eight years.

Circle 176 on Reader Service card.
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flickerFixer end Mitrowoy

ore trademarks of Microway, [nc.

Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore.

Multisync is O registered trademark of NEC.

flickerFixer eliminates your Amiga 2000's interlace flicker
and visible scan lines. The result: superior quality color or

monochrome graphics and text — for a full range of

demanding applications, including CAD, desktop publishing,
graphics, animation, and video.

flickerFixer fits into the Amiga video slot, is fully
compatible with all user software, and does not modify the

standard Amiga video signals. The board also upgrades the
Amiga 2000 with a flicker free 4096 color palette, has an

overscan mode that features a screen size of 704 x 470 pixels and

drives most of the popular PC Multiscan and VGA monitors,

including the NEC Multisync and Mitsubishi XC1429C.

Reviews are impressive: Amiga GURU 6/88: "The display

is fantastic . . . It is the best display we have ever seen on any
computer system." AMIGAWORLD 5/88: "Our writers loved it

... Compare the difference between night and day!"

Fixer
Advanced Graphics Adapter For The AMIGA s 2000

flickerFixer is priced at $595. It is made in the USA by

Microway, Inc. For more information or to order, call

Microway Sales at (508) 746-7341 or your Amiga Dealer.

Microway
P.O. Box 79

Kingston, MA 02364 USA

(508)746-7341

32 High St.,

Kings-Upon-Thames, U.K.

01-541-5466

NOW FCC

CLASS B APPROVED

Circle 78 on Reader Service card.

Accolade

Test Drive

HardBall

Graphic Studio

Aclivision

Shanghai

Music Studio

$33

S33

$38

$28

$35

Gee Bee Air Ralley$28

Aegis

Animator

Audio Master

Draw Plus

Arazok's Tomb

Dig"
Vidcoscape 3D

VidcoTitler

Byte by Byte

Animate 3D

Sculpt 3D

Discovery

Arkanoid

Marauder II

Grabbit

S84

$38

$156

$25

$51

$127

$88

$95

$66

$35

$28

S22

Amnix $37

DrT's

KCS $178

Copyist V1.4 $147

Electronic Arts

All Products CALL

Epyx

Winter Games $27

World Games $27

500 XJ Joystick $14

Gold Disk

Professional Page $227

Laserscript $29

Hash Enterprises

Anim.Apprentice $187

Animator jr. $51

Infinity software

Shakespeiire $142

Inter. Softworks

Calligrapher 1.05 $82

Lions Fonts $38

Manx

Aztec C Pro $149

Aztec C Dev. $220

Aztec C Com. $344

Source Level Deb. $55

Michtron

Gold Runner $28

Insanity Fight $28

Siaygon $28

Time Bandits $28

Micro Magic

Forms in Flight $50

Microillusions

Discovery Series

Faery Tale Adv.

FirePower

Galactic Invasion

Photon Paint

Planetarium

MSS

Analyze 2.0

Excellence

Flipside

Online

Scribble 2.0

$23

$31

516

$16

$66

$48

$95

$190

$38

$45

$66

The Works

Mindscape

King of Chicago

Harrier Combat

Indoor Sports

MasterType

Perfect Score

Q-B-il

SDI

Shadowgate

Slnbad

Rocket Ranger

Three Stooges

Uninvited

NewTek

Digi Droid

Dig-F/X

Diga Paint

Diga View

$126

$35

$35

S35

S28

S55

S21

S35

S35

$35

$35

$35

$35

$51

Call

$41

$139

Wvl410 Camera $238

Precision Software

Superbase $95

Superbase Pro $207

Progressive

IntroCad

MicroLawyer

Ptxmat*

Pro Gen

Sound Quest

All Products

SubLogic

Flight Sim. II

Jet

Right Answers

Director

Top Down Dev.

Footman

Space Knight

Vyper

Wordperfect

Wordpcrfect

WP Library

Accessories

Mouse Pads

40 Disk Holder

DSDD Disks (10)

$51

$38-

$44

$369

CALL

$36

$36

$44

$22

$22

$22

$199

CALL

$9

$10

$15

HARD

A2000

20 MEG

40 MEG

65 MEG

A1000

20 MEG

40 MEG

65 MEG

DRIVES

$599

$829

$899

$659

$879

$949

FLOPPY DRIVES

EXTERNAL

PRO DRIVE $195

CAL. ACCESS $185

AIR DRIVE $159.95

INTERNAL

PRO DRIVE $149

AIR DRIVE S139.95

800-443-

ca

INFORMATION

409-560-2826

If it 8 not Listed GALL. We carry over 500 Products.

105 LYNN ST.

NACOGDOCHES, TX 75961

o: Software StaippiDg rite* «re Sl.SQAtem UPS Ground Serviceman 6.00)

or SiSOfiOm UPS 2nd Day Air Service[mai S12.00). Call for hue!wire shipping.

Refund A Return Policy: All return* mint have in RA#. Call Customer Service

409-560-2826 to icqucw m RA ».. Defective merchandise under warranty will be

repaired or replaced. Returned product must be in original packaging. We do not offer

refund* for defective producti or for products that do not perform ■-,''.. < .-.-'• "Ay. We

make no guarantee* for product perfonnmce. Money back guarantee! must be handled

directly with manufnaurtr.

Price* subject to change without nooixJfclivery lubject to Availability.
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to be hinged like ;i door. Relocating the

center point changes the look of the

move. For example, if you move the cen

ter point to the middle, between a and 1.

it appears to spin end for end.

Video Effects 'M) contains a multitude

of features, controls, and possibilities on

a non-copy-protected disk. It can create

shatter effects, making type appear to

break into pieces and fly off the screen.

It can also create true three-dimensional

extrusion from flat type. Unlike most ti

tling programs which simply make a di

agonal stamp of the original letter to

create the 3-D effect. Video Effects does

it the hard way, pixel by pixel. This fea

ture lets you specify up to three colors

for the shaded area for a smooth, realis

tic look that is faithful to your imaginary

light source. Unfortunately, the extrusion

function is limited in usefulness. Al

though the manual recommends using

the technique only on type that occupies

less than 25% of the screen, I had trou

ble getting it to work correctly on type at

the 20% mark. A frame-check feature

does let you know in advance, though,

whether the effect will work.

All of these effects are rendered in

high resolution, and so must be the an

you import. Video Effects 3D works on a

palette of two, four, or eight colors. The

larger and simpler the areas of color, the

smoother the animation will be.

Give It A Go

Once you load your title, the program

converts it to an internal form for ma

nipulation. You must then define the

parts you want to animate by outlining

them in a framer. If you have a three-

word title, for example, you can choose

to animate any of the words individually.

or manipulate the title as a single piece.

From there, it's off to the Keyframe

menu, where you specify the point at

which your animation begins (keyframe

1), the place it moves to and its position

at the Finish (keyframe 2), and how long

it remains there (keyframe 3). Using the

Edit Keyframe menu, you define every

aspect of the moves and effects for each

keyframe, as well as the length of each

move in real time and in frames.

As you define each element's begin

ning and ending points through key

frames, Video Effects 3D constructs a

script. This visual script works like a

tape recording with multiple tracks, each

one assigned to an animated element. If

you assigned separate moves and effects

to each of the three words in the exam

ple title, three parallel tracks would show

movement in terms of frame count and

total duration.

You can preview moves and effects to

a certain extent. Moves are shown in

wire-frame mode (in the interest of

speed), and the frame-check feature al

lows you to preview any still frame for

composition, color and effect. When the

script and moves pass initial inspection.

it's time to render the individual frames.

You define where the animation begins

and ends. Then Video Effects steps in

and unleashes its power, rendering every

intermediate frame. Because it normally

works in a 60-frame-per-second mode for

smooth effect, your Amiga will spend a

lot of time drawing (a three-second effect

equals 180 frames). My shortest piece of

animation took over 90 minutes to ren

der, and the longest, so far, nearly 25

hours! The lime requirement is not a

program fault, it's a fact of life. Once the

rendering process starts, however, it

takes over the machine; vou cannot mul- i

INTRODUCING

F

E

A

T

V
R

I

N
G

An

Evolution

in Disk

Utilities

for Amiga™

Personal

Computers!

An easy to use, friendly and intuitive user interface.

A powerful and fast disk backup [ool lha! lets you make backups of

your copy-protected Amiga software.

A disk editing tool that lets you edit raw MFM tracks. AmigaDOS

sectors and AmigaDOS files (automatically calculating new

checksums).

A disk cataloging tool that lets you maintain lists of your personal,

public domain and commercial software.

A unique backup tool for duplicating other disk formats including

MS-DOS. I'C-DOS and Atari ST.

An easy to read, informative user manual is included.

This product is not copy-protected in any way.

NOW SHIPPING!

$49.95 ,
Includes shipping and handling!

Arizona residents add 6.5I> sales tj\.

TO ORDER

Send check or money order to:

Fuller Computer Systems, Inc.

P.O. Box 9222

Mesa, Arizona 85204-0430

Or CALL (602) 835-5018

Amiga is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga. Inc. llcaler Inquiries Invite:

Circle 1S3 on Reader Service card

DeluxeHelp Is Available For L

DeluxePalnt IIL DlglPaint L Photon Paint

S34-9S* $34-95* $34.95*

PageSetter L Calligrapher L

*NEW* $34.95* $44-95*

...I see DeluxeHelp as a concept that could be adopted by all

software developers as standard operating procedure. The
interactive tutorial's day has come!..."

- INFO Magazine, #22 SeptjOct'88, p59 -

"...live demonstrations, with interactive practice, can

greatly speed up the learning curve...Our experience

with DeluxeHelp tends to confirm that theory..."

- Computer Shopper Magazine, January 1988, p318 -

Coming Soon For:

AmigaDOS PLUS MANY MORE!

RGB VIDEO CREATIONS

3944 Florida Blvd, Suite 102

Palm Beach Gardens, Florida 33410

407-622-0138 AmlgaLink BBS: 407-622-7049

• Add $3 US Shipping ($6 FOREIGN Shipping)
FL Residents Add 6% state tax

Circle 201 on Reader Service card.
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THE BEST SOLUTION
(is also the least expensive)

Call now to order!

(415)651-1905

Dealer inquiries welcome.

OverDrive
is the first "hardcard" design DMA SCSI hard drive

controller for the A2000.

Mount a 3.5" SCSI drive to the OverDrive and save your drive

bays for other uses... like the Konica 10 megabyte floppy drive.

(See below.)

■ The OverDrive uses a two-channel Motorola 68440 direct

memory access chip to guarantee exceptional speed and

compatibility with the Amiga's Motorola 68000 microprocessor.

■ The OverDrive is autoconfig and compatible with Workbench

1.3 and 1.4, Fast File System and autobooting.

■ A total of 7 devices can be added in various internal or external

configurations.

With all of the above, you get the easiest to use software on the

market. It is completely mouse driven, making the formatting

process almost automatic.

Pacific Peripherals offers Seagate 30, 50 and 62 megabyte drives

as well as the Konica 10 megabyte floppy. The Konica drive oper

ates as a 75ms hard drive using high density (480 TPI) floppy disks

giving you the speed of a hard drive and the unlimited capacity

of a floppy drive. Exceptional error correction capabilities make

your data safer than it would be on a standard 5V disk.

OverDrive only

OverDrive with:

30 MB DRIVE

50 MB DRIVE

62 MB DRIVE

KONICA

$249.00

S699.00

$849.00

5799.00*

$999.00'

SubSystem 500
is a two-slot expansion chassis for the A500

that uses cards designed for the A2000.

An optional 3.5" floppy drive may be added as an "external" drive

but is, in fact, more convenient than any drive available for the

A500 (including the A500 internal drive). The 100-pin "Zorro II"

A2000 expansion cards are less expensive, more uniform in

design and more available than pure A500 peripherals. (For

example, try to find a DMA controller designed specifically for

the A500. How about an A500 Bridgecard?) Rather than take

power from the A500 power supply, the Subsystem comes

standard with a 54-watt power supply.

Subsystem 500 $249.00
Subsystem 500/drive $399.00

*uses51V drive bay

OverDrive and Subsystem 500 are trademarks of Pacific Peripherals. Workbench,

Fast File System, and Bridgecard are trademarks of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.

Pacific __

Peripherals
RO. Box 14575 Fremont, CA 94539
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titask, and a warm boot is your only es

cape. When rendering is complete at

last, selecting the Video Play option dis

plays what the computer hath wrought.

The Good, Bad, And Beautiful

Video Effects 3D has one of the best-de

signed interfaces I have used. There are

no pulldown menus and no keyboard

commands needed {except at the CLI); it

is entirely mouse driven. All work

screens, menus, and control panels are

in high resolution with almost no trace

of flicker, and controls are of ihe toggle

variety. Click on the left side of a button

to decrease the value it controls, and on

the right side to increase it; keep the

button depressed and the value changes

continuously.

Even better is the way Video Effects

3D provides help. Every time you place

the cursor on a button or control, a

panel opens to explain that control's

function, and how to use it. The panels

are positioned so as not to interfere if

you do not need them. This is a useful,

elegant solution to a major problem.

If only the documentation were as pol

ished. Not a drawing, screen photo, or

diagram is to be seen in the manual, and

some of the explanations and directions

are vague, wrong, or out of order. There

was no registration card for upgrades

and no phone number for support.

Perhaps this program's weakest point

is its inability to let you preview the total

animation. While you can check individ

ual frames and actions, you cannot see

how the elements are synchronizing.

Once I had to wait 19 hours to find out

that my animation wasn't working right!

Either a total-animation preview feature

should be added, or the manual needs

much more detail on how to coordinate

effects and script design.

Animation of this calibre takes time.

When everything comes together, anima

tion produced by Video Effects 3D is as

smooth, fluid, and detailed as any I have

seen.

Video Effects 3D

InnoVision Technology

PO Box 743

Hayward, CA 94543

415/538-8355

S199

One megabyte and two drives required.

Dr. Term Professional

Prescribedfor the

telecommunications pro.

By Sheldon Leemon

DR. TERM PRO is a serious telecommu

nications package. Its extensive capabili

ties come at the expense of simplicity,

however. While [his program is flexible

enough to satisfy the expert, it may de

liver an overdose to the novice.

Weighing in at over 167K, Dr. Term

has most of the standard terminal pro

gram features and a good deal more. For

example, in addition to the normal com

munications settings such as speed, par

ity, and duplex mode, the program offers

a full set of filtering options for incom

ing and outgoing text. On the input side,

you can choose to strip control charac

ters, add a carriage return or line feed to

each incoming line, or discard carriage

returns. On output, it allows you to add

line numbers, to translate the end-of-line

key as a carriage return, line feed or

both, lo convert tabs to spaces, and to *■

AC/BASIC™ VI .3 - NEW

Easy to use compiler is very fast with great graphics. Plus,

AC BASIC is the only BASIC compiler for Amiga that is compatible

with the AmigaBASIC interpreter so your existing programs can be

compiled with no changes and run up to 50x faster.

Easy to use documentation is indexed and includes over 200

examples on disk: plus a full spreadsheet written in AC, BASIC and

HAM graphics examples

Extensions include: SELECT CASE, BLOCK IF, STATIC arrays.

Recursive subprograms. Create stand-alone applications (no

redistribution fee) NCP $195.

AC/FORTRAN

Mainframe quu,:.;,, full feature ANSI FORTRAN 77 compiler

includes: Debugger, Linker, Libran' Manager, Runtime Library'.

IEEE math, and C interface. Supports Complex numbers. Virtual

arrays, Overlays and Linking. Not copy protected. $295.

68()20/'68881 version also available $495.

T 1 L

Telephone orders welcome
Scientific, hngineermg Software

2781 Bond Street, Auburn Hills, MI 48057/(313) 853-0050

Amiga trademark ofComnKxJare AmiRa. Microsoft trademark ofMicrosoft Corp.

88 October 1988
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Memory and Storage Technology

External 3Vi" Drive

Supcrslimline

Very low standby requirements

Switch deseleciablc

No click

Powered from ihc Amiga or an

external 9v DC source

Twelve Month Warranty

88OK Amiga Formal

3 msec Step Time UNIDRIVE S169 TWINDRIVE S299

Internal 3'/i" drive with no-clkk logic S129

TINY TIGER - SCSI Hard Drive Systems

Interface / Case / Power supply $249

20Meg Drive S399 40Meg $599 65Mcg $€99

NEW! 180 Meg-372", 20 msec, fast, low power

One Gigabyte SCSI System

SI 395

$11 995

MINIMEGS 2Meg RAM

forA500.A1000

-$■ External

■$■ Low power

-J- Hi-tech 1 Meg DRAMs

■$■ Very small

■fr RAM tachometer

0K $199

512K Chip Pack $159

WHOMPER PLUS $69.95

Hardware Implemented Virus Deterrant

KICKBOOTER $169

Boot from hard drive, RAM disk

Parallel or Serial port

16MHz 68000 coprocessor socket

SK CMOS battery backed RAM

LIGHTENING FIVE

Very high performance SCSI interface for A2000 with 4 Meg RAM

OK $395

USA

7631 E. Greenway,

Scoudile AZ 85260

(602) 483 6359

M.A.S.T.

Dealer enquiries wdEOSB-

Circle 181 on Reader Service card.

Australia
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SOFTWARE DISCOUNTERS

V-/ I / \ IV! L |\ I V^/» « CrOn chinninn «n orrW-

S,D. of A.

For Orders Only-1-800-225-7638

PA Orders-1-800-223-7784

Customer Service 412-361-5291

• Free shipping on orders

over $100 in continental USA

• No Surcharge for VISA/MasterCard

• Your card is not charged until we ship

MINDSCAPE

This is the real

thing. You're flying

this mission solo in

to territory that's as

hostile as it gets.

Harrier Combat Simulator

List $49.95

Our Discount Price $32

ABACUS

Assem Pro 549

Becker Text S89

Data Trieve $49

Text Pro Word ProcessorS49

"Abacus Books in Slock! Call

ACADEMY

Typing Tulor $23

ACCOLADE

Graphics Studio S32

Hardball $25

Mean 18 Golf $2S

Famous Course =2 for M18S14

Test Drive $2S

ACTION WARE

Capone 525

Phaser Gun $39

ACTIVISION

Shanghai $25

AEGIS

Animator w'Images ....$94

Audio Master $39

Diga $49

Draw Plus $149

Images $25

Ports of Call S32

Sonix $49

Videoscape 3D $129

Video Tiller S89

ARCADIA

Aaargh 523

Pub Games Call

Roadwars S21

RocMord. $23

ARTWORK

Bridge 5.0 S23

Centerfold Squares 519

Linkword French $19

Linkword German $19

Linkword Italian $19

Linkword Spanish $19

Strip Poker $25

S.P. Data Disk =4 514

S.P. Data Disk "3 514

Thai Boxing S9.B8
BAUDVILLE

Video Vegas $23

BYTE BY BYTE

Animate 3-D $99

Sculpt 3-D 565
CIS'EvUWARE

Defender of (he Crown .532

King of Chicago 532

Rocket Ranger 532

S.D.I S32

Sirtad: Throne of the Falcon$32

Three Stooges $32
CONSTELLATION

City Defense 514

Emerald Mine S14

Fortress Underground ..$14

Gnome Ranger $14

Karate King $14

Lairie & (he Ardies $14

Mission Elevator $14

Persecutors $14

Space Porl $14

DES1GNWARE

Designjsjujus Call

16 color, high-resolution

graphics animation solution

for video professionals.

Broadcast quality image

generation make this the

ultimate video tool.

Includes 2 free art disks!

Deluxe Productions

List $199.95

Our Discount Price $129

DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

LPO Writer S42

OIGITEK

Ami-gas 523

Hollywood Pnker S23

Thunder Boy $25
Vampire's Empire $29

DISCOVERY

Arkanoid $19

Grabbit S19

Marauder 2 S25

Zoom! $19

ELECTRONIC ARTS

Arilic Fox $26

Bard's Tale $39

Bard's Tale 2 $39

Chessmaster 2000 S29

Deluxe Music Const. . . . S65

Deluxe Paint 2 S84

Deluxe Phoio Lab $99

Deluxe Print 2 Call

Deluxe Productions .. .$129
FA/18 Interceptor $32

Ferrari Formula One ...S32

Instant Music S3!

Intellitype 532

Amiga Light Pen $89

INTERSTEL

Empire $32

Star Fleet 1 $36
MICHTRON

Cold Runner 525

Insanity Fight 525

Karate Kid 2 S25

Leatherneck S25

Slaygon 523

Tanglewood 525

Time Bandit 525

MICROILLUSIONS

Blackjack Academy .,,,$25

Craps Academy 525

Ebonstar 525

Faery Tale Adventure . . .532

Fire Power $16

Galactic Invasions $16

Photon Paint $63

Photon Paint

Expansion Disk $19

Romantic Encounters . . .$25

Tracers $23

Turbo Call

As captain of

Russia's newest

state-of-the-art sub

your goal is to

cross the Atlantic

and rendevous with

the American Navy.

Hunt for Red October

List $49.95

Our Discount Price $32

The

Ultimate

Joystick!

500XJ

Joystick

List $19.95

Our Discount Price $14

(for right-handed players onlyt)

Marble Madness S32

Return to Atlantis $32

Weaver Baseball $32

World Tour Golf 526

EPYX

California Games Call

Death Sword $14

Destroyer S2S

Sub Battle Simulator ...$32

Temple Apshai Trilogy . .$14

Winter Games $14

Wurld Came) $14

EQUAL PLUS

Financial Plus SIB9

FTL

Dungeon Master 525

GAMESTAR

GFL Champ. Fiic.lbalf . . . S24
GOLD DISK

Professional Page Call

INFOCOM

Beyond Zorfc $32

Sherlock: Riddle of

the Crown Jewel* 525

Zork Trilogy S32

MICROPROSE

Silent Service $25

MICROSYSTEMS

Excellence W.P 5159

Scribble W.P $49

The Works $119

MINDSCAPE

Balance oi Power $32

Blockbuster S25

De )a Vu $32

Harrier Combat Sim. . . .S32

Into the Eagle's Nest . . .$25

Perfect Score SAT S49

Shadowgate 532

Super Star Ice Hockey . .532

Uninvited 532

NEWTEK

Digi-Paint $39

Digi-View 3.0 §129

NORTHEAST

Publisher Plus 559

OMNITREND

Breach S25

Breach Scenario Disk . . .$16

Paladin $25

PAR SOFTWARE

Express Paint 563

PARAGON

Alien Fires S26

PROGRESSIVE

CLI-Male $25

Disk Master $32

Dr. Term Professional . .539

Intro Cad S49

Micro Lawyer $39

Pix Mate S44

Superbase Professional .5189

RAINBIRD

Carrier Command S29

Guild of Thieves $29

linxter S23

Starglider2 $29

Universal Military SimulalorCall

SIERRA

Black Cauldron S26

King's Quest 1, 2 or 3S32 Ea.

Leisure Suit Larry $26

Space Quest S32

Thexder $23

SOFT LOGIK

Publishing Partner

Professional Call

SUBLOGIC

Flight Simulator $32

)et 532

Scenery Disks Call

THREE-SIXTY

Dark Castle $25

THUMPER MOUNTAIN

Winter Challenge S9.88

TITUS

Crazy Cars 525

UNICORN

Adv. of Sinbad $29

Aesop's Fables $29

Animal Kingdom $29

Decimal Dungeon $29

Fraction Action $29

Kinderama $29

Math Wizard $29

Read & Rhyme $29
Read-A-Rama 529

Word Master 529
UNISON WORLD

Art Gallery 1 or 2 . .519 Ea.

Art Gallery: Fantasy 519

Fonts & Borders $23

Print Master Plus $23

ZUMA

TV Show $59

TV Text S59

ACCESSORIES

CompuServe Starter Kit .$19

Disk Case (Holds 45)..$6.88

Disk Drive Cleaner .. .$6.88

Dow [ones Starter Kit . .519

Epy*300 XJ Joystick ...$14

SuiKom Joysticks Call

Supra Hard Drives Call

Wren Bat Handle $17
Wico Erj-ostick $19

\ r\r~_
uu

Hit warp speed in

a Ferrari

Testarosa, bring

your oil to a boil

in a Lamborghini

Countach. ..

Test Drive

List Price $44.95

Our Discount Price $25

P.O. BOX 111327—DEPT. AM—BLAWNOX, PA 15238
■Please Read The Following Ordering Terms & Conditions Carefully Before Placing Your Order: Orders with cashiers check or money ordei shipped immediately on in stock items! Personal & Company
checks, allow 3 weeks clearance. No C.O.D.'s! Shipping: Continental U.S.A.-Orders under $100 add $3; free shipping on orders over 5100. AK, HI, FPO, APO-add 55 on all orders. Canada & Puerto
Rico-add $10 on all orders. Sorry, no other International orders accepted! PA residents add 6% sales tat on the toial amount of order including shipping charges. CUSTOMER SERVICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri.

ORDER LINE HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 9:00 AM-7:0O PM Fri. 9:00 AM-5:30 PM Sat. 10:00 AM-4:00 PM Easlern Time
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change lowercase letters to uppercase. It

also lets you insert a delay between each

character sent, so that slow hosts do not

lose characters, or add a space to lines

thai consist only of a carriage return, for

hosts that interpret a blank line as an

endoffile. On both input and output.

you can choose to use XON-XOFF hand

shaking, and you can select from one of

three translation tables (including ASCII

to EBCDIC).

The program lets you specify a variety

of settings, including modem type

(Hayes 300, 1200, or 2400), dialing type,

time between redials. and Sregister set

tings. Although Dr. Term restricts mo

dem dialing to the almost-universal

Hayes command set, it allows manual di

aling. You can store modem, I/O filter,

and other settings in a configuration file

along with up to 40 macro key

definitions.

Dr. Term Pro's phone directory holds

up to 318 entries. Each entry can store a

name, phone number, a settings file to

load when the number is dialed, an an

swerback sequence (used with some old

mainframe systems), a message to be dis

played when the number is called, and a

log-in sequence. Unfortunately, the pro

gram requires that you identify each en

try by a six-character code limited to

numbers and uppercase letters. This re

striction can generate confusion when

you have a number of similar entries.

The program also includes a comple

ment of disk functions that you can per

form from within the program. Menus

allow you to display a directory and de

lete, rename, or display a File.

Doctor's Orders

Terminal emulations, one of the pro

gram's weak spots, are limited to the

DEC VT-52 and a subset of VT-100 func

tions (80 characters only). The two other

"emulation" modes are really nothing

more than screen-display modes. (Dr.

Term mode displays text in a window,

while TTY mode uses a borderless

screen.) The program employs the nor

mal Workbench screen in all emulation

modes. In any emulation mode, you can

use the bottom line of the screen as a

status line to display information con

cerning protocol transfer progress, con

nect status, and connect time, as well as

the time, date, and error messages. In ad

dition to the main display, a chat win

dow is available so that you can prepare

and edit text before sending it.

Dr. Term gets only average marks in the

area of protocol transfers (these transmis

sions ensure thai program files arrive in

tact). The program supports a number of

the more popular protocols, including

XMODKM. WXMODEM, YMODEM,

CompuServe B, and Kermit. Its YMODEM

implementation does not include batch

mode, however, and there is no option for

the new "Quick B" variation of Compu

Serve's protocol. Worst of all. the XMO-

DEM implementation doesn't perform

padding stripping. Because XMODF.M ex

pands files to fill multiples of 128 bytes,

the absence of padding stripping prevents

AmigaDOS from executing downloaded

programs until they have been pruned

with a separate program. Failure to in

clude this capacity is a serious oversight;

almost every other Amiga terminal pro

gram performs the function automatically.

Patient Rapport

One of Dr. Term's most powerful fea

tures is its script language, which you

can use to automate on-line sessions. It *■

We developed AmiqaDOS!
So it is hardly surprising that reviewers confirm that we are the experts

in programming tools (or the Amiga.

MACROASSEMBLER I MCC PASCAL
Professional macro assembler, this is THE

assembler package tor the Amiga. Standard

68000 mnemonics, macro expansions, over 160

explicit error messages, fully formatted listings,

large range ot directives, absolute, position

independent or relocatable CQQ QC
code and conditional assembly. v>" J."0

"My advice is. gel the Metacomco Assembler"

AmuIng Computing

A fast and efficient ISO validated Pascal compiler

generating native code, comprehensive error

handling. 32 bit IEEE format floating point and
full 32 bit integers

$129.95
■ The eetintiite Pascal compiler lor the Amiga"

Amiga Jier- Dec 1986

TOOLKIT
SHELL

An invaluable suiteol program development utili

ties. Includes Make, Disassembler, Pipes. Lib

rarian, Pack and Unpack. Browse and AUX CLI.

A package designed by the authors ol Amiga-

DOS to extend the power

of the operating system

"Likely lo become one of the most usedprogram

ming aids tor Ihe machine" Yow Commodore

An enhanced command line interpreter to ease

and speed up your development cycle. Contains

Unix like features sucb as Command Line Hist

ory. Command Line Editor. Aliases. Variables and

Pjsh and Pop directories. Also lull documenta

tion of Amiga CLI commands

is provided

"It's well worth the money lo anyone who uses

the AmigaDOS CLI" Sniga Worm -Jims 1987

S69.95

PIETRCOTO
26 Portland Square. Bristol BS2 8RZ, UK.

Telephone: 44-272 428781

Telex: 444874 METAC0 G Fan: 44-272428618

C METACOMC0191!

Amiga anil AmigaOOSarelraaemaHs ol Commodore -Amiga Inc

See your local dealer

or send order plus check

direct to Metacomco.

Please add S12 for

postage.

AVE MONEY.
ET QUALITY.

Diskette
$1.19 ea. 3.5" S.29 ea. 5.25

100

Natioi

Pric

ET

' lertif ed above American

Standards Institute (ANS

i for quality and v alue.

includes Sleeves. Labels

~i\3 Tabs.
iMonev Hack Cuarnnlee.

3 5" DS 135 TPI

S1.19 ea Qty 100

1.29 ea Qty 10

Labels included

5.25" DS DP Soft Sectored

S.29C3 Qty 100 Paper Sleeves

.33 eaQly 100 Tyvek Sleeves
All include labels & WP tabs

Prices subject to change

Free Delivery for S100 + orders.

S3.50 Others. MC, V or M0

Accepted. Ohio residents add

5.5% sales tax.

1-800-22US-2887
8 AM-10 PM Mon-Fn EST

10AM-6PM Sat EST

See us on CompuServe* Tne Electronic
Hall"-GO DM Order via Dlrecl Micro

BBS-614-771-8773

M-l-C-R-0
1776 Dividend Drive

Columbus, OH 43228-9967

1-614-771-8771

FAX 1-614-771-8772

Circle 16 on Reader Service card.
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Miiqo is ououemork ol lommodDre-Amigo.

InterComputing Inc
2100 N.Hwy 360, Suite 2101

Grand Prorne. TX 75Q50-1Q15

Phone : 1-800-531-4747
(in TX call 1-214-988-3500)

We are in business since 1984;

We support Ihe AMIGA wict 1985;

and we *iH owe you Ihe best service possible ol prices Ihe other 'Discount-places' mnl CVe - PfRICO

Please coil lor o complete listing cjr products!

HARDWARE
B-Up Uemorycard OK H5.0G

Amiqo Lilt * 500 299.00

Amiqo Lile A 2000 329.00

Amiga L''* * '000 219.00
Digi Vie* JO NISC 1J9.50

Digi Vie. 3.0 PAL 139.50

Digi Vie« Adopter 19.50

ECE-Midi 44.50

Eds/ 500 299.00

fosyi tOOO 349.00

Eosyi 2000 349.00

Ftcker Fiier 499.00

flicker Master 12.50

frame Grabber 499.00

HardFrame SCSI Card 239.00
Impriit 399,00

Uififecrfce 20UB ST-506 275.00

Uiniscribe 20UB SCSI 349.00

Uiniscrit* 12UB SCSI 519.00

Uit5ub&<iWU137U 499.00

Ponoswiic M10 Video Kit 259.00

Perfecl Sound 59.50

Polaroid Polelte coll

Pro Gen 375.00

Processor Accelerotor 149.50

Sotjrdscape Audfodiqilirer 79.50

Soundscopf Uidi Interlace 47.50

Slorboord 0 KB A10O0 739.00

SlorboardOKe A 500 239.00

Slo'board SCSI Module 95.00

Super Gen 695.00

Supra 20MB HD-sk col

Supro Modem 2400 Baud 149.00

Supfo SCSI Cord cot

X-Specs 3D 97.50

HARDWARE

of the Month

Processor Accelerator

ihHHUHz 68000 CPU odd-on gel's

your Amqo on Ihe fosi Track withcul

spending o fortune !

t 149.50

PROGRAMMING-

LANGUAGES
A/C Base CompSer 119.00

A/C Fortran (AB-Soft) 179.00

AMIGA C Compeer 99.50

AMIGA Pascal 77.50

Aztec C Developer 199.00

Artec C Professional 145,00

Artec Source Level Debug. 59.75

Benchmark Amiga Librory 6*.50

Benchmark C—Library 64.50

Benchmark IFF Library 64.50

Benchmark Hodulo-2 134.50

Lotlice-C Uolh-Lbrory 69.00

Loltice-C Professional 259.00

Loltice-C Sceen Editor 69.00

Loltice-C Sionrjord 139.00

Laltice-C Text Ed. Pock 49.50

Loltice-C dBC Library 99.50

Linl 69.00

lisp 109.50

UCC-Poscoi 69.50

Uocro Assembler I. AMIGA 75.00

liodukj-l Commercial 175,00

Uodula-S Developer 89.50

Modulo-J Slandord 59.50

PDO-Pascal 49.50

Po*er Mow 52.50

true Bosc 69.5D

The Disk Co.

CRITIC'S CHOICE
I 159.50

WordPerfect Cwp.

WordPerfect Libraries
179.50

GRAPHICS / VIDEO UTILITIES

BBS-PC 99.50

Digo 49.50

Digital Link 49.00

Online! 44.50

imator / Images

Aegis Draw Plus

Analytic Arl

Animate 3D

Animator Apprentice

Butcher 7.0

Colligmpher new Version

Comic Clips VoU-3

Defcjw Point 2.0

Dekjie Point Artdrsk I.I

Deiu>e Pholo Lob

Dekjie Productions

Dekj« Video 1.2

Digi Point 2.0

Director

Dynomic Cod

Flipside

Forms in flight

Grobbil

H9.50

39.50

99,00

195.00

21.50

89.75

27.50

77.50

22.50

99.50

149.50

89.00

col

44.50

299.00

39.50

54.50

22.50

New in Video/Graphic ond Music

PCM—Industries

JD-Ah&f
(X-Specs-3D Glosses req.

Mindwore
Page F£poer + f/X

MiaWllusions

SurfceDisk
lor Pholon Point

Soft Logic
Publishing Partner

Aegis
Liqhts. Camera Action

Sound Quest

i col lor 'The-Topc' featuring

Microlllusions
Uusk-X (../mally...?)

BUSINESS
Acquisition 199.G0

Anrjlyre 2.0 62.50

BEST Monnqement System 295.00

Excellence 189.50

Fkianciol Plus 199.00

Fb» 59.50

Gold Spel 29.50

Kind*ords 69.00

Loqislu 99.00

Uqm Plan 500 99.50

Mon Plan Plus 129.50

UicroFiche Filer 69.50

Uoney Mentor 2.0 59.50

Ozonize 69.50

Phaser 59.75

Prairife 2.0 72.50

Scribble 2.0 57.50

Solt*ood Fie n (GS) 79.50

lerfd 22.50

letfd Plus 54.50

Word Perfect Librory 79.50

WordPerfect 195.00

MUSIC
Audio Master 39.50

Dekjie Music 59.50

Dr. 1's KCS 1.6 175.00

Drum Studio 29.50

Dynomic Drums 47.50

Dynamic Studio 129.50

Loser Sound Vol. 1-3 27.50

Muse House 49.50

Musii-X col

Sonin 47.50

Sound Ouesl Casio C2 79.00

Sound Dues! D-50 99.00

Sound Quest OX-7 99.00

Sound Guest OX-71 99.00

Sound Ouesl Genet 79.00

Sound Ouesl MT-32 99.00

Sound Quest O-B0-E5O-1 99.00

Sound Dues! IX-81 C 79.00

SoundScape Pro Midi Studio22.50

Soundsape Utilities I 39.95

Studio Magic 69.50

SyntNo 69.00

Tenure 109.50

Soft wore of the Month

AntMrus IV

Sure it will detect o Virus ond gel it

ol your System. But more

important it oBows you to prevent

domoge by backing up your Boot-

Window Print II
Ihe ultimate Screen-Grabber.

Handles even your 'Bridgeboord'-

. Screen-! IFF-2-lcon Utility inlcuded!

0SM1.0
DSM Is on MC68000 disassembler lor

the Amiga. 1's sorce code output is

1D0S compatible «th the Amiga as

sembler, ossem. !

Automolkoly hondles relocatable

code. Co" lor deloied Info-sheet!

HugePnil 24.50

Inlerchonqe 29.50

Poqefkpoer 29.50

Pholon Point 69.50

Primate 49.50

Pro Board 375.00

Pro Net 375.OG

Pro Video Plus 199.50

Sculpt 3D 64.75

Sculpt 30 (PAL) 69.75
Sfcer 99.50

TV Show NISC/PAL 62.50

IV-Texl 62.50

lurbo Print 32.50

Turbo Stoer coll

video Effects 3D 129.50

Video Rler 99.50

Videoscope 30 119.50

I-CAO 359.00

Anti-Virus N

CLI Mole

DOS-2-DOS

Demonstrator

Foccl

Gizmo;

Gom( 2.2

LV-Bockup

Uorouder ■

Project D

Ojorttrback

Zing

Zing Keys

39.95

21.50

47.50

2<.5C

19.50

39.75

74,50

49.50

79.95

29-5TJ
47.75

49,50

cat

BOOKS
AMIGA Graphic /Sound Man. 17.75

Amiga Do; Manual 19.50

Hordwrt Reference Mon. 19.50

Intuition Relerence Man. 19.50

ROM-KERNEL: Lb.&Dev. 27.50

ROWKERNEL: [«c. 19.50

MISCELLANEOUS
Uwsepad 6.95

InleHrlype 34.50

5ony3,5"DS/00(iO-Pae!<) 17.50
Ihe Works 139.50

P.O.

We accept mojor Corporole.

Governemenl. School ond Unwr-

s<ly Purchase Orders!

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
City Desk 2.0

CKi Desk Art Companion

Comic Seller

Font Set 1

Laserscript

Newsletter Fonts

PCU-FonlsVol.1-3

Page 5eller

Prolesswnol Poge

Pubfshing Partner

Shakespeare

Studio Fonts

CC1!

col

69.50

24.50

29.50

29.50

27.50

89.50

239.00

149.50

149.5G

79.50

f To be releosed in September 1988 \
please CO' for final pricing !

Cinemoware
Rocker Ranger

TV-Sports Football

Access Assoc.
World Class Leader Boord

F_pyx
4i4 Off Rood Racing

CaHwnia Gomes

Impossbk Mission 1

First Row

Prwrie lime

Discovery Software
Belter Deod than Alien

Hybris

Commodore

Enhancer 1.3 ....??

V

GAMES

Firebird
Starglider 1

Carrier Colander

Accolode
Bubble Ghost

Tilus
Fire ond forget

Michtron

Iongle«ood

MicrolEusions
turbo

Land ol Legends

FTL
Dunqeon Master (lUeg Version)

UTILITIES
Hypertek

GOUP3.0

Luna

Workbech Euro's y

GAMES
Amegos 19.50

AroTok's lomb 24.50

Arkonoid 32.50

Balance ol Power 34.50

Barborion 24.50

bVcloccos 34.50

Sureocrocy 27.50

C en I erfold Squares 22.50

Championship Ba^elbal 29.50

Championship BoseboH 27.50

Championship Foot boll 29.50

Chompionship Golf 27.50

Cube Uosler 19.50

Dork Castle 24.50

Defender of the Crow 35.50

Deio Vu 37.50

Destroyer 27.50

Ebonstor 29.50

Empire 31.50

European Scenery Disk 19.50

Faery lole Adventure 29.75

ferror! 31.50

FBqhtsimutolor 39.50

Foot Mon 22.50

GaHeo 2.0 45.50

Gee Bee Air RaBy 27.50

Grand Slam (Tennis) 79.75

Grid Iron {Fooiboll) 44,50
Guild of Ihieves 29.50

Hocket 19.75
Hocker I 27.50

Holywod Poker 24.50

kldOW SpOrtS 34.50

Werceptor 34.50

Wo the Eagles Nest 19.50

Jet 32.50

Jewels ol DarVness 9.50

Karate Kid II 27.50

King ol Chicago 25.50

Kings Quest I 34.50

Kings Quest I 34.50

Kings Quest M 34.50

Knight Ore 29.50

leoderboord 27.50

Mntoker 29.50

Ctiterotor 29.50

Plulos 19.50

Portol 34.50

Ports of Cofl 29,75

O-Bol 19.50

Relurn to Atlontis 34.50

Rocket Ranger 32.50

SB 34.50

Scenery Disk 7/11 19.50

Scenery Disk Europe 19.50
Scenery Di* Jooon 19.50

Shadowgole 29.75

Snonqhoi 27.50

SJenl Service 27.50

SJicon Dreams 9.50

Siidbod 34.50

Space Cues! 32.50

Slorgtdei 29.50

Strip Poker 27.50

Strip Poker Dolo Disk 14.75

Strip Poker Dolo Disk R75

Surgeon 29.75

lemple ol Apshoi 27.50

Terror Pods 29.50

lest Drive 29.50

Ihe 3 Stooges 34.50

Ihe Po«n 79.50

Ironsytflinio 24.75

Unified 34.50

Vampires Empires 29.50

Vyper 22.50

Wintergomes 14.95

Work! Gomes 27.50

Go oheod !

Coll us with your best

Ouole!

And os aliwoys;

we've qol the most

'customer friendly Terms:

S/H $3.00
NO COD-Chorge !

NO Credit Cord Fee !

^re you in EUROPE?

Shipping to europe >5 very etpensme: there

for you moy conloct one of our eurooeon

partners! They »il gw you o foi deal, If

you should hove o problem, just conloct us

on our oversell line. We'll try lo help you.

France

Computer Concepts. Poris 470-75715

ULAO. Ports 437-81155

ji Deulschtond strahen Sit bHIe mil:

Compustwe GmbH. Frankfurt 069/567399

Sottou KG. Homburq 040/340445

Interplon GmbH. Uuenchen 089/123*066

1526W2Neplun Sois/tugono

England

m SoHwe. Holiigham 602-B201M

JUC. Kirliy 51-5460604

S«den

Lund 184400
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operates in a manner similar to Amiga-

DOS sequence file processing: First you

create a file containing commands to the

terminal program and text strings to

send through the modem. Then, anytime

you want to execute that series of com

mands, you need only tell the program

to send the script (you can even define a

single macro key combination to execute

the script file). Dr. Term's script lan

guage provides for up to five numeric or

string variables. It includes conditional

execution commands (IF.. .THEN...

ELSE, and ENDIF). It allows parameter

substitution, and can execute up to nine

levels of nested scripts. You can access

any of the program's features from a

script file. About the only feature that

the script language lacks is the ability to

automatically execute commands at a

predetermined time. Documentation of

the script language is sparse, however. A

greater selection of sample scripts would

better demonstrate the language's power.

Also impressive is the Remote mode,

in which the program becomes a mini

BBS, allowing a remote operator to ob

tain a director)' listing of the system's

disk drives, and to download or upload

files. This is useful for those who want to

exchange files between computers. Re

mote mode allows for password protec

tion so that casual callers cannot get into

your system and wreak havoc.

Dr. Term is no general practitioner. It

is not easy to use (the capability to re

cord a script file for logging in would be

appreciated, for example), and its com

plex nature and lack of XMODEM pad

ding stripping make it a poor choice for

casual BBS browsers. Those who require

remote capabilities and flexible text-fil

tering options, however, may find a visit

to the doctor worthwhile.

Dr. Term Professional

Progressive r\ripherals & Software

464 Kalamath Street

Denver, CO 80204

303/825-4144

$99.95

512K required.

GAME SHORTIES

Capone

FACING THE two-story house, you no

tice a head rising up in a window. He's

one of the gang. Before he can get a shot

off, you aim and fire. Then, a couple of

thugs toting machine guns stroll in front

of the house. You blast them away, only

to find burning sticks of dynamite in

their places. More hitmen shoot from

the windows, and while you're firing

back, you notice that the dynamite fuses

are getting dangerously short. You de

stroy one, but the other explodes before

you can get to it. . . you've just lost one

of your lives!

Described in documentation as an ac

tion adventure, Capone is actually an ex

cellent arcade game. You, a cop armed

with a handgun, are involved in a shoot-

out with the entire Capone mob. Except

for lapses to load scenery from disk,

game play is nonstop. There is no pause

button, no haven, no respite.

You can select your skill level (cadet,

rookie, or captain) and one- or two-

player mode, but more importantly, you

have a choice of weapons: the standard

mouse or Actionware's light phaser gun

($49.95). With a light pen in the barrel

and a lens to focus light from the screen,

the gun achieves the effect of shooting

characters and objects on the

screen—and what a realistic effect

it is! Played with the light phaser gun.

Capone surpasses any commercial light-

gun game I've seen. For concurrent team

play on an A500 or A2000, add a dual-

gun interface ($39.95) and an extra

phaser.

As you play, the screen smoothly pans

the street revealing various scenes. One

is outside a warehouse, and the next is

inside, where gunmen hide behind crates

of TNT (one bad shot and the place

blows up)! Don't hit the innocent by

standers that occasionally wander by or

peer out the windows; you could lose

points or even a life. Blasting the ma

chine guns that sometimes appear on the

street will gain you 500 points, and for a

short while your light gun will turn

rapid-fire (unfortunately the mouse is

not effected in this way).

Capone's graphics and sound are su

perb. Play it with a mouse if you must,

or find out what 1920s Chicago was

really like with the light phaser gun!

($39.95, Actionware, 38 W. 255 Deerpath

Rd., Batavia, IL 60510, 312/879-8998, 800/

848-2333, 512K required.)

—Louis Wallace ■
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FOR YOUR A2OOO

onHARDDRIVES

:t- We will format the drive using
the New FASTFILE System

SCSI 4HM0 Jflmt 3.Sh0rrvB w,'Clld I

SCSI 20mfl v,/Cltdconlrl3.Sh0ri»«

SCSI dSuig 5 35 ltd rim wClld con

SCSI 65r

SCSI 65r

SCSI 3Jr

1709 00

*SB9 00

tsag oo

"VERSION 3.0"

Digl-Vww «\tVllia{iimfil Mill 16mm 1319 oo

PkIKI Vllion "SPECIAL" . 1170 00

PBC-0EN 'SPECIAL" . 136B OO

SEN-KEY NTSC Onlock IMS DO

SUPER GEN KEY VHS Mofl.l Gwilach . JBI9 00

ATlme Plus S49.O0

C-Vlew Composite S39.00

C-View Monitor $39.00

Copy Stand $39.00

ECE Midi Interface IO0O Shi 00

ECE Midi Interlace 500.... S52.00

Ergo Joystick S20.00

FIlckerMaster S14.00

Gender Changer NT S24.00

Epyi 500 XJ Joystick $18.00

MD120 3.5 Disk Cabins! . ..S35.O0

MD64 3.5 Disknolder $31.00

MD60 3.5 Diskholdar S28.O0

Modem Cable A1000 SI7.00

Modem Cable A500 SI 7.00

Mouse Pads Small S8.00

Mouse Pads Large SI 0.00

Printer Cable At 000 $17.00

Printer Cable A500 517.00

Time Saver $65.00

Track Ball $39.00

flmigen S159.UO

Avale* 2400 Baud

Modem SI 95.00

Oigi-Drold S75.OO

Air Drive 3.5 S179.00

Pro Gen S379.00

Copy Stand S60.00

Easyl 1000 S359.00

Easyl500... S355.00

Easyl 20O0 $389.00

Flicker Flier $489,00

Future Sound $139.00

Go 64 S59.00

68861 Main Chip S189.00

Micron IMG A1000 S625.00

Micron 2MGA1O00 S75O.OO

Perfect Sound A1O00 S67.00

Pertecl Sound ASOO/2000... S67.00

Practical Perioh.

2400 bd S199.00

Supra Modem 2400 bd.... S169.00
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A Talk Plus S55.O0

BBS-PC $104.00

DIGA 555.00

Onllnn 545.00

Celebrity Cook Book S20.00

Custom Screens $45.00

Dlsk2 Disk $35.00

Dos 2 Dos $39.00

Doug's Math Aquarium $55.00

Face II $27.00

Gomf S30.00

Multi Preferences S22.OO

Power Windows II S65.00

Quarterback 547.00

TDI-Editor Sources S35.0O

TDIExampks $18.00

TDI-Grld Access $35.00

TDI-Kermlt $22.00

Ten Ed Plus $52.00

Arexx $34.00

W.Shell $34.00

Marauder II $29.00

Gold Spell $32.00

Laser Scripts $30.00

Micro Lawyer $42.00

Print Ussier Plus S35.00

Promis Spelling $35.00

WP Library $85.00

3ecker Ten $95.00

Excellence $169.00

Flow Idea Proc. $65.00

Kindwords $69.00

LPD Writer $79.00

LPD Writer Unprotected ....$89.00

Prowme 2.0 $82.00

Reason $259 00

reitcrati Plus 568 00

rentpro S55.OO

■Ilia Write S65.OO

BUSINESS ACCOUNTING

The Accountant $199.00

B.E.S.T. Bus. Accts $310.00

Financial Plus $199.00

Investor's Advantage $69.00

Ml Amiga Ledger $65.00

Micro Lawyer $42.00

Nimbus Red. Keeper S110.00

B.E.S.T. Geneial Ledger ... $79.00

HOME ACCOUNTING

Home Inventory S2T.00

Money Mentor S67.O0

Phaser $67.00

EATIVITY

Analytic Art $42.00

The Big Picture ....S22.0O

Business Card Maker $39.00

Calllgrapher $65.00

Flip Side S39.OO

Font Set I $25.00

Studio Fonts $32.00

News Letter Fonts $32.00

Glzmoi Enhanced $45.00

Grabbit $24.00

intellltype $35.00

Keyboard Kadet. $30.00

Master Type $30.00

Mavis Beacon Typing $33.00

Lion Fonts $57.00

Asha's Fonts... $57.00

Kara Color Fonts.. $53.00

The Director $49.00

Analyze 2.0 ..$95.00

Halcalc $39.00

Loglsiu S9g.00

Mam-Plan 500 sgg.oo

Mam-Plan Plus $1 35.00

VIP Professional $69.00

NEC CP6 Color Printer ..$625.00

Okimate 20 Cir. Prt S145.00

Okimate Plug'n Print $85.00

Panasonic 10811 $199 00

Star NX Rainbow S279 00

Star NX 1000 S199.00

Xerox 4020 Starter Kit S165.OO

Zoroi 4020 Printer $1295.00

Princeton Ultrasync

Thompson Monitor

Zenith Flat Screen

. S599.OO

.$255.00

.$725.00

EDUCATIONAL

AOv dl Smbiid S3:> 00

Aesop's Fables $35.00

All About America $38.00

Animal Kingdom $35.00

Decimal Dungeon $35.00

Discovery Math $26.00

Discovery

w/Math Spelling $26.00

First Letters* Words $35.00

First Snapei $35.00

Fraction Action S33.O0

Grade Manager $59.00

Great States S2B.00

Kid Talk $35.00

Kinderama $33.00

Linkwofd French $22.00

Linkword German $22.00

Linkword Italian $22.00

Linknord Russian $22.00

Linkword Spanish $22.00

Math Talk S35.O0

Math Talk Fraction $35.00

Math Wizard $35.00

Perfect Score $55.00

Qun Master S55.00

Read 8 Rhyme S33.0O

Read-A-Rama S33.OO

Speller Bee $35.00

Tales from Arabia $33.00

Winnie The Pooh $20.00

Wordmaster $33.00

A/C Basic St3S.O0

A/C Fortran $195.00

Assem Pio $69.00

Aitec C Developer $199.00

Aitec C Professional $133.00

Benchmark IH Library $68.00

Benchmark Module 2 $1 39.00

Benchmark Simplified $67.00

Cape 88k $63.00

Developer Tool Kit $35.00

Lattice C $ 139.00

Lattice C Professional $249.00

Library's Sources $199.00

Metacomco Lisp $139.00

Metacomco Pascal $65.00

Macro Assembler $69.00

Metescope Debugger $65.00

Source Level Debg $55.00

TDIModula 2 Comm $199.00

TDI Modula 2 Dev S99.00

TD1 Modula 2 fleg S4Z.O0

SCSI 20MC Drive A20OO ... $399.00
SCSI 3.5 32MG A2000 ....$420.00

SCSI 3.5 48MG A2000 .. $565.00
SCSI 3.5 4BMG Drive

2BMS $599.00

SCSI40MG 5.25 Drive ....$470.00

SCSI 65MG :-..«■,", ....$525.00

Phoenix Hard Drive $725.00

33MG HOrlve

A500/1000 $795.00

GVPSCSI Controller

1MG0K S27S.OO

GVPSCSI Controller

2MG0K $299.00

CLTD SCSI Controller $175.00

MAILORDERS:
Ordering Information:

Product subjeel lo availability, Puce sublet to change

Shipping inlo: CO.D. only S3.50uer shipping We ship UPS Ground Air

ind overnight shipping available For (aster delivery send Cashier

JtiecK, Money Qrtler, or use MasterCard or Visa Personal checks

illow 20 days lo clear. Company purchase orders accepted. Call for

in.ir . mi honzai ion. Mass residents add 5% sales la* Amiga is a

rademark o! Commodore-Amiga, Inc

Draw Plus $157.00
Dynamic CAD S325.O0

Home Bulldeis CAD St 37.00

Intor CAD $55.00

Logic Work! $69.00

DATABASE MANAGEMENT

Acquisition 1.2F S210.00

Data Retrieve $55.00

DBMan $139.00

Microfiche Filer $69.00

Organde $65.00

Rolobase Plus $62.00

Sortwodd File II GS $85.00

Super bin* $99.00

Suparbase Professional... S199.0O

Sony 3.5 DS/DO Diskettes... $21.00

KAO3.5 DS/DO

Color Diskettes $22.00

TDK 3.5 OS/ DO Disks $21.00

FUH3.5DS/DD Disks S21.00

SKTOP PUBLISHING

Cily Desk $105.00

City Desk Art Companion. .520.00

Page Setter S99.O0

Professional Page S249.00

Publisher Plus S69.00

Shakespeare S145.O0

A5O0/A1 00O/A2

PERIPHERA

2000

LS

A1010 External Diskdrive... $220.00

A1O1O5.25 External Drive. $215.00

A16S0 1 200 Baud Modem...$125.00

A2052 2MB BAM

Expansion $595.00

fir ii!Lie Card w/5.25 Drive ... $569.00

A501 512K Mem ASOO

CPU $169.00
A209O Hard Disk

Controller S325.O0

Ammate-3D S103.00

Animation Effects S35.OO

Animation Stand $35.00

Animator w/lmages. S85.O0

Animator Apprentices SI89.00

Art Gallery I $22.00

Art Gallery II $22.00

Art-Paki $22.00

An Parts I S22.O0

Art Parts II $22.00

Butcher S29.OO

Color Splitters S74.OO

Calllgrapher Help S30.00

Deluxe Paint Help S24.OO

Deluxe Paint II.... $95.00

Deluxe Photo Lab S69.00

Deluxe Production SI 39.00

Deluxe Video II.... sgs.OO

Digl-Paint $45.00

Digi-Paim Help S24.O0

Digi-View S140.00

E/FXSlalion Mgr S195.OO

Express Palnl $67.00

Fantavislon $41.00

Forms In Flight $54.00

Graphics Studio S39.O0

3-Demon $74.00

Impact $57.00

Lights. Camera, Action $53.00

Page Flipper S37.O0

Page Flipper Plus $105.00

Perfect Vision $195.00

Photon Paint $67.00

Photon E>p. Disk $22.00

Photon Paint Help $24.00

Pi>-Mato $45.00

P'lsm $45.00

Provldeo Plus $199.00

Pro Video Plua Sal I $89.00

Pro Video Plus Set II $89.00

Sculpt 3-D $65.00

Seasons S Holidays $22.00

Silver Turbo $169.00

TV Show $67.00

TV Text $67.00

Video Scape 3D $129.00

Video Tiller $95.00

Aaargh S26.00

Alien Fires S30 OO

Alternate Reality $30.00

Amegas $25.00

Araiok's Tomb $30.00

Archon $24.00

Archon II $35 00

Artie Fox $28.00

Arkanoid $23.00

Auto Duel $35.00

Awesome Arcade S34.00

Balance of Power S35.O0

Barbarian S2g.O0

Bard's Tale $35.00

Bard's Tale II $42.00

Black Cauldron $30.00

Black Jack Academy $29.00

Boot Camp ....529.00

Breach 529.00

Bridge 5.0. 522.00

California Games $29.00

Capone 529.00

Casino Fever S29.0O

Champ. Baseball 529.00

Champ. Basketball $29.00

Champ. Football $29.00

Chessmaster 2000 $35.00

Cily Delenso ....$15.00

Computer Baseball $10.00

Constellation $15.00

Contra 529.00

Cosmic Relief S27.0O

Crazy Cars .529.00

CubeMaster S22.OO

Dark Castle 529.00

Death Sword 518.00

Deepspace $24.00

Defcon 5 $29.00

Dsja Vu $34.00

Destroyer $29.00

Detonator $29.00

Defender ol the Crown $34.00

Diablo ...518.00

Dr. Xes S33.00

Earl Weaver Baseball S35.OO

Ebonstar 528.00

Emerald Mines 515.00

Empire $35.00

Fairy Tale Adv $33.00

Famous Courses $15.00

Ferrari Formula One $35.00

Fire Power $18.00

Fire N Forget $30.00

Flight Path 737 $17.00

Flight Simulator 535.00

Footman $30.00

Frost Byte S20.00

Galactic Invasion $17.00

Galaxy Flight S20.00

Galileo II S45.00

Garrison ..S33.00

Garrison II $33,00

Gee Bee An Rally $29.00

Gettysburg $42.00

Golden Path 530.00

Golden Oldie 515.00

Golden Pyramid 520.00
Goldiunner $25.00

Grand Prix $18.00

Giand Slam Tennis $33.00

Gild Start S1B.00

Guild of Thloies $29.00

Hacker II $29.00

Haidball S30.00

Hairier Combat Sim $33.00

Headcoach $33.00

Hex 529.O0
Super Star Hockey 535.00

Hollywood Poker $24.00

Hu ed October $30.00

Impossible Mission $35.00

Indoor Sports $33.00

Insanity Fight S29.00

Intercepter $35.00

Inlo The Eagle's Nest $29.00

Jet S36.00

Jewels of Darkness 522.00

Jlnxter 529.00

Kampfgiuppe 539.OO

KaiateKidll S29.00

Karate King S15.00

King of Chicago $33.00

King's Quest 1 $35.00

King's Quest II $35.00

Kings Quest III $35.00

Knight Ore 533.00

Land or Legends S35.OO

Larrle 515.00

Leader Board S27.OO

Leather Neck S29.00

Leisure Suit Larry. S29.0O

Magician Dungeon $19.00

Marble Madness $35.00

Mean IB $29.00

Mmdwalker $35.00

Moebws S42.0O
Monkey Business 518.00

Obliterator S29.00

Paladin $29.00

The Pawn $18.00

Phantasie $29.00

Phantasielll S29.OO

Pink Panlher S2g.O0

Plutos $22.00

Ports or Call S33.OO

O-Ball $20.00

Question $37.00

Quintette S2g.00

Heturn to Atlantis S35.OO

Roadwar 2000 S29.00

Roadwar Europa $29.00

Read War $29.00

flocket Ranger $35.00

Rockloid $26.00

Romantic Encounter ...$29.00

Saigon 111 $33.00

Scenery 7 SI 8.00

Scenery 11 518.00

Scenery Japan $22.00

Scenery Euiope S1B.00

S.D.I S33.00

Shadow Gate 533.00

Shangnai 529.00

Silent Service 529.00

Silicon Dreams 520.00

Sinbafl S33.O0

Sub Battle $35.00

Skyfox $17.00

Skyfoxll $29.00

Smooth Talkei $35.00

Space Battle $21.00

Space Flighl $21.00

Space Port $19.00
Space Quest 535.00

Space Quest II 535.00

Startleet I $39.00

Star Gilder S30.00

Star Ghder II $34.00

Stellar Conflict 529.00

Strip Poker $29.00

Super Huey $29.00

The Surgeon 533.00
Tanolewood $29.00

Telegames 525.00

Telewars $22.00

Temple of Apshai $17.00

Terropods $29,00

Test Drive $33.00

The Pawn S18.00

Theitei S26.OO

Three Stooges 533.00

Thunder Boy $24.00

Time Bandit 529.00

Tournament Disk 515.00
Tiaceis 525.00

Turbo $20.00
Ultima III S29.00
Uninvited ,.$33.00
Vader $20.00

Vampire Empire $30.00

Video Vegas $25.00

Vyper $20.00

Winter Games $29.00
Winter Challenge $28.00

Witchcraft $25.00

WordPlex 524.00

World Tour Golf 529.00

Zoom $24.00

Audio Master $39.00

BackSongbook $104.00

D-50 $104.00

Deluxe Music $69.00

Dr Drums $104.00

Dr Keys $104.00

Dr T's Keyboard SI 70.00

D. Heaver $104.00

Dynamic Studio $1 35.00

Dynamic Drums 553.00

Hot Cool Jan 521.00

Hot Licks 534.00

Instant Music S32.O0

Matri>6 5104.00

MT-32 $104.00

Music Mouse $52.00

Music Student $41.00

Promidl Studio 5134.00

Rock S Roll $22.00

4-Op Deluxe $104.00

Sonix 553.00

Sound Sampler 580.00

Studio Magic 567.00

Synthia...._.. 562.00

799-93!

SHOWROOM:

22 Front Street, Worcester, MA 01614

RETURN POLICY:

All returns mosi have RA# Merchandise found defective will be

repaired or replaced We do not offer refunds for defecltve products or

for products lhat do nol perform salisfactonly Wemake no guarantees

for product performance



WHAT'S NEW?
The new-products contingent campaigns

for your support.

Compiled by Barbara Gefvert

CMORE

ACCENT YOUR STYLE! Now

you can program in dialect

with Lattice C+ +, a superset

of the C language. Lattice

C++ translates C++ lan

guage into C source code,

which you can compile, using

the Lattice AmigaDOS C Com

piler, and (hen link (a driver

in the package combines the

three operations into a single

step). C++ gives you C's flex

ibility and efficiency, yet al

lows greater data abstraction

and object-oriented program

ming. Because C++ supports

"inheritance," it allows simple

objects to be expanded into

more complex ones, which in

turn can be extended into in

creasingly-functional objects.

Lattice uses the inheritance

feature to map the Amiga's

data structure, too, and thus it

banishes data type casting

while retaining data type

checking advantages. C++ in

cludes features to help you

avoid Other common errors in

C programming, and enables

you to declare variables as

Statements anywhere in the

program. Get the plus for

$500 from Lattice Inc., 2500 S.

Highland Ave., Lombard. IL

60148, 312/916-1600.

Master of Video

THE NERIKI IMAGE Master

Pro genlock offers broadcast

resolution with encoded capa

bility of 600 lines, and the

ability to record in any video

format. The unit offers a lumi

nance key. power supply, and

a full key-to-backgroLind func

tion. It supports all resolu

tions. The Image Master is

S2200. Neriki Computer

Graphics' (Spectrum Centre,

200 Pacific Highway, Crows

Nest, Sydney, Australia 2065.

02/957-4778) distibutor is

Compu_Art, PO Box 712. Vic

toria Station, Montreal, Que

bec H32 2V8, 514/483-20*0.

Neriki's Image Master serves video professionals.

UPDATE! UPDATE!

SOME SOFTWARE developers

have been spiffing up previous

releases. Express Paint 2.2 of

fers toggle-on mouse pointer,

menu bars, and tool icons.

The lasso cut/copy feature for

creating irregularly-shaped

brushes is another new fea

ture. But the fanciest option is

unlimited Undo; with it you

can step all the way back to

where you started! The pack

age is $99.95. Express Paint 2.0

owners can trade up for SI5:

1.0 users for $25.

Metacomco Pascal 2.0 sets

you free from ISO-standard

constraints with a number of

extensions. Among them are

separate compilation, random

access, and dynamic strings.

The package also provides sin

gle and double floating-point

routines, full 32-bit pointers.

and bit-wise integer opera

tions. The new manual in

cludes a chapter to help you

convert Turbo Pascal pro

grams to Metacomco. Version

2.0 is S129.95 from the US dis

tributor. Southern Technolo

gies, 3212 Bchline Rd., Suite

301, Dallas, TX 75234, 214/

247-7373. Direct from Mela-

cornco, the package is £89.95;

the manufacturer handles all

upgrades (£38.50). too. Contact

Metacomco at 26 Portland Sq..

Bristol BS2 8RZ. UK, 0272/

428781.

OTG Software has packed

symbolic assembly (using

Wack-readable symbol infor

mation), true text detection.

expert system disassembly for

improved code detection, and

a 55-page manual into DSM

l.Od. their MC68000 disassem

bler package. DSM produces

assembly source code output

for any executable program

that does not use overlays; ver

sion l.Od code is fully compat

ible with the assent assembler.

The program sells for $67.50,

but registered owners can get

l.Od for $20. Contact OTG at

200 W. 7th St., Suite 618. Fort

Worth, TX 76102. 512/816-

3474.

The Guru-gobbling program

GOMF is now two packages.

GOMF 3.0 (S34.95) is now

compatible with 68000 and

68010 microprocessors. Also,

the C00000 memory problems

in the A'2000 have been fixed.

The GOMF Button (S69.95), a

hardware/software combina

tion, lets you save your data

after a program crash. This

version also thaws the

"freeze"; locked-up machines

unlock with the push of a but

ton, and your data is rescued.

The GOMF Button circuit

board installs under the Paula

chip in any Amiga, and a

small wire ending in a push

button protrudes from it. If

you own GOMF. you can get

the software upgrade- for $10

and the Button for S30. Get

your GOMFs from Hypertek/

Silicon Springs, 205-2571

Shaughnessy St.. Port Coquit-

lam, BC. Canada V3C 3G8,

604/924-4577. ►
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Harness the power of your Amiga-

Learn to use AmigaDOS and the CLI—

Become an Amiga power user—

With .

THE AMIGA COMPANION
by Rob Peck

THE AMIGA COMPANION, a new book from AmigaWorld magazine, is your comprehensive

guide to AmigaDOS and the CLI. In clear, concise, easy-to-understand language, The Amiga

Companion shows you how to use the full range of powerful AmigaDOS and CLI commands

to get maximum performance from your Amiga 500, 1000, or 2000. Authored by Rob F^ck,

formerly of Commodore-Amiga, The Amiga Companion is written with a thorough under

standing and mastery of this vanguard computing system.

The Amiga Companion helps you master basic, advanced,

and innovative command skills with subjects like. . .

*■ Overview of the Workbench Disk

P- Introduction to the CLI

*- Modifying Your Operating Environment

>■ Surviving with a One Disk-Drive System

► Understanding the Execute Command

► Startup Sequences

*■ Informational Commands

*» Modifying Files Using AmigaDOS

► Mastering System Utilities

Plus dozens of additional subjects lo tap the full

potential of your Amiga computer.

Best of all, you don't have to be a technical expert to put The Amiga Companion to work

for you. The moment you open this help-filled book, you'll get more out of your Amiga

than ever before! And as your skills develop, you'll find plenty of advanced ideas and

information to make The Amiga Companion the most valuable peripheral you own.

Order Now! Use the coupon below to get your copy of The Amiga Companion, or
call 1-603-924-4061 with your Visa, American Express or MasterCard during regular business

hours. Your copy of The Amiga Companion will be rushed to you. Order Today!

Author Rob Peck is one of the most

respected and knowledgeable leaders

in the Amiga community. While with

Commodore-Amiga, Rob wrote the

ROM Kernel Manual, the bible of

Amiga Developers. Rob Is also the

author of Programmers Guide to the

Amiga and numerous magazine

articles, including "Reaching the

Notes: Easy Access to Amiga Audio"

in the July/August I9B7 Issue of

AmigaWorld.

Special Offer to Readers of AmigaWorld!

Just $19.95! The Amiga Companion is not

available in bookstores. This valuable book is

available exclusively to AmigaWorld readers. Order

your copy today! Call 1-603-924-4061, 9AM-5PM,

Mon.-Frl., Eastern time, or mail this coupon.

Mall this coupon to:

The Amiga Companion, IDG Communications/Peterborough, 80 Elm St.,

Peterborough, NH 03458. Or call 1-603-92-1-4061 for credit card order.

'Foreign Orders: All payments US funds drawn on US bank. Canada and Mexico S19.95

- S2.00 SHIPPING & HANDLING. Foreign S19.95 - S2.00 SHIPPING & HANDLING.

Domestic orders allow 2-4 weeks delivery.

AMIGA is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.

□ YES! Send me copies of THE AMIGA COMPANION

for just 519.95 each (plus $1.00 shipping and handling per copy).'

Name

Street Address

City, State, Zip

Z Check or money order enclosed (payable to AmigaWorld)

C Charge my ( ) Visa ( ) American Express ( ) MC

account number ex date

signature AW10



RGB CABLES
CUSTOM RGB

AMIGATO4BNC

SONY KV1311 23F-34F

SONY MULTISYNC 23F-9M

NEC MULTISYNC 23F-9M

MAGNAVOX ANALOG 23F-6MDIN

MITSUBISHI MULTISYNC 23F-25M

ATARI ANALOG ADAPTER 23F-13F

Shipped

Blue USA
2900 ro 39

00

Call For Quotes

On Weird

or Unusual Cables
Typical Non-Standard Cable _

■REDMOND
CABLE

For The Dealer Nearest You!

EAST COAST WEST COAST

615-478-5760 206-882-2009
VISA

CirclB 113 on Reader Service card.

June, 1987 (Byte Magazine):

'Although the (CSA) Turbo-Amiga upgrade

is somewhat high priced for a microcom

puter, its performance is in the range of a

much more expensive mini-computer".

February, 1988 (Amiga World)

"In combination with 32 bit memory, the

CSA 68020 board will let your Amiga burn

rubber".

September, 1988:

CSA PRESENTS THE DragStrip

AMIGA 2000 RAM ACCELERATOR

Faster than you can imagine,

at a price you won't believe.

The leader in hi-tech performance,

and the least expensive way to accel.

Computer System Associates Inc.

756* TRADE STREET SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA 92121

TELEPHONE (619) 566 3911 TELE* 333693

Amiga is the trademark of Commodore Business Machines. Inc.

Thunder Power

AT THE WHEEL of the Thun

der Master, you are the world's

last hope. In Fire & Forget you

must pilot this "ultimate light

ing machine" through six con

flicts ranging from guerillas to

global war. If your high-tech

weapons fail you, a second

player can activate the Thun

der Cloud to protect the

Thunder Master. Shoot first

and ask the price ($39.95)

later. To enlist, contact Titus

Corp., 20432 Corisco St.,

Chatsworth, CA 91311, 818/

709-3693.

Lightning strikes from aboard the Thunder Master.

Chairman of the Boards

A PROTOTYPE ZORRO-2

board for your Amiga 2000,

the Protoboard-II has built-in

auto-config layout. The board

is capable of holding up to

119 16-pin DIP ICdevices.lt

offers unrestricted component

placement, and supports

PLCC-type sockets. The board

has plated through holes on a

. 1 -inch grid; the first set of 37

holes in the I/O area accepts

various DB connectors, and

the second set (over 100) ac

commodates header pins for

ribbon-cable interfaces. Proto

board-II comes packaged with

a utility disk, adjustable

bracket, and mounting hard

ware. Voltage and ground

planes are also provided. Con

tact Akron Systems Develop

ment, PO Box 6408, Beau

mont, TX 77705, 409/833-2686.

PostScript Pro

LASER YOUR LETTERS at a

low cost with ProScript. A

companion program to Pro-

Write (both are from New Ho

rizons Software), ProScript

translates the word processor's

files into PostScript for you to

send to a PostScript-compati

ble laser printer or to save to

disk. You can reduce or en

large the printout, choose the

paper size, print odd or even

pages only, and control the

number of gray shades the

program uses to convert

ProWrite's color graphics. It

will print mail-merged docu

ments, too. ProWrite and

PostScript fonts are both at

your disposal. The program

retails for S49.95. Direct your

questions to New Horizons

Software, PO Box 43167, Aus

tin, TX 78745, 512/328-6650. *■
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Circle 189 on Reader Service card.



AMIGA
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Circle 116 on Reader Service card

1 -800-423-7347

AMIGA 1000 PARTS CALL

SOFTWARE

ACCESS

LEADER BOARD

ACCOLADE

MEAN 18

MEAN 16 COURSE DISK

A.CT1VISION

BORROWED TIME

HACKER II

MINDSHADOW

PORTAL

SHANGHAI

TASS TIME IN TONETOWN

MUSIC STUDIO

AEGIS

ANIMATOR/IMAGES

DRAW

DRAW PLUS

IMAGES

IMPACT

SONIX

ELECTRONIC ARTS

ARCHON

ARCTIC FOX

BARDS TALE

CHESSMASTER 2000

DELUXE MUSIC

DELUXE PAINT II

DELUXE PRINT II

DELUXE VIDEO

FINANCIAL COOKBOOK

INSTANT MUSIC

MARBLE MADNESS

ONE ON ONE

OGRE

SEVEN CITIES OF GOLD

SKYFOX

ULTIMA III

EPYX

ROGUE

TEMPLE OF APSHAI

WINTER GAMES

WORLD GAMES

GAMESTAR

CHAMPIONSHIP BASEBALL

CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF

GFL FOOTBALL

TWO ON TWO BASKETBALL

FIREBIRD

PAWN

STARGUDER

GOLD DISK

PACESETTER

MHHH

S30.95

329.95

$13.00

S29.00

$39.95

$31.00

$29.00

S35.95

S35.95

$49.95

S79.00

S75.00

$165.00

S29.00

$57.95

$59.00

S31.00

S29.00

S34.95

S29.00

369.00

$92.00

361.95

S81.00

S35.00

S34.50

J31.00

32a,50

S2B.50

$29.00

$29.00

$31.00

$23.50

$16.97

S28.50

$29.00

S25.00

$39.95

$34.95

$34.95

S39.95

$31.00

$119.95

mam

BALLY HOO

BUREAUCRACY

ENCHANTER

HOLLYWOOD HIJINX

MOONMIST

PLANETFALL

STARCROSS

SUSPENDED

THE WITNESS

TRINITY

WISHBRINGER

ZORKI

ZORK TRILOGY

MICROPROSF

SILENT SERVICE

MICROSYSTFMS

ANALYZE

ANALYZE V. 2.0

BBS-PC

ON-LINE

ORGANIZE

MINDSCAPE

BALANCE OF POWER

BRATACCUS

DEJA VU

KEYBOARD CADET

RACTOR

SDI

THE HALLEY PROJECT

THE PERFECT SCORE

UNINVITED

NEW TEK,

DIGI VIEW

SIERRA

KINGS QUEST 1

KINGS QUEST II

KINGS QUEST III

SPACE QUEST

WINNIE THE POOH

SOFTWOOD COMPANY

MIAMIGARLE

MIAMIGA LEDGER

SPECTRUM HOI OHYTF

GATO

$29.00

$26.96

$26.96

$26.96

329-96

$26.96

$29.00

$25.00

$24.95

$26.96

$26.95

$25.00

S44.27

$25.00

$99.00

$119.95

S95.00

$45.00

$65.00

$39.95

331.00

$31.00

329.00

$35.95

$31.95

$29.00

$55.00

$33.75

$149.00

$34.95

$34.95

$34.95

$34.95

$19.95

$79.95

$79.95

$39.95

THE OTHER VAl 1 FV SOFTWAHF

DELTA PATROL

MONKEY BUSINESS

VIP TECHNOI OGIFS

VIP PROFESSIONAL

$19.95

319.95

|
3134.00
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HARDWARE

COMMODORE PC 10-2

640K, 2 DRIVES, MONO MONITOR

COMMODORE PC 10-2

640K, 2DR1VES, COLOR MONITOR

FEATURES:

8088 MICROPROCESSOR

MS-DOS 3.2

ATI GRAPHICS SOLUTIONS ADAPTER

2 360KB DSDD 5.25" DISK DRIVES

PC/XT COMPATIBLE BIOS

5 FULL-SIZED EXPANSION SLOTS

RS-232 SERIAL PORT

GW-BASIC3.2

AMIGA 1680 MODEM

AMIGA 1084 COLOR MONITOR

AMIGA 1010 3.5" EXTERNAL DRIVE

AMIGA 1020 5.25" EXTERNAL DRIVE

AMIGA GENLOCK

STARBOARD II 2MB

XEBEC 20MB HARD DRIVE

MAXELL DISKETTES

MF2-DD

MD2-DD

MD2-HD

PRINTERS

OKIMATE 20 WITH INTERFACE

EPSON EX800 W/COLOR

EPSON FX86E

EPSON FX286E

EPSON LQ2500

PRINTER CABLE

COMPUTER PAPER 8.5X11

EPYX JOYSTICK

$750.00

$825.00

$120.00

S299.00

S205.00

SI 99.00

$225.00

S1079.00

S799.00

S20.00

S12.00

S21.00

$199.00

S489.00

CALL

CALL

CALL

S20.00

S12.95

S19.95

OTHER HARDWARE IS AVAILABLE. PLEASE CALL FOR ITEMS

NOT LISTED IN THIS ADVERTISMENT.

AMIGA IS A TRADEMARK OF COMMODORE-AMIGA INC.

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

1-800-423-7347 STARFLITE 1-800-423-7347
MC/VISA WELCOME TELEMARKETING P.O. BOX 685

NITRO,W.VA. 25143



A Dark and Stormy Knight

THE DESTINY WAND main

tained peace and prosperity in

the Realm for 700 years. Then

mercenaries stole it, broke it

into seven fragments, and hid

them. Now you must assemble

a crew of adventurers to find

the pieces and restore the

wand. The Bard's Tale II: The

Destiny Knight offers six new-

cities and 25 dungeon levels to

explore. Enemies can be as

close as ten feet or as far away

as 90, so weapons knowledge

is essential. A wandering sage

posesses knowledge you'll

need, and advanced magic sys

tems are at your disposal. A

clue book, SI 2.95, can save

you should you get stuck. De

signed by Interplay Produc

tions, the fantasy adventure

($39.95) is distributed by Elec

tronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr.,

San Mateo, CA 94404, 415/571

7171.

Reason to Fight

NO LONGER IS chess merely

a sedate game of logic. Battle

Chess brings your game pieces

to life! Each three-dimensional

piece lias its own method of

attacking; when your armor-

clad knight takes the oppo

nent's pawn, you can watch as

he strides forth, and slays the

footsoldier. Sit down with a

friend to play, or hook up via

modem. You can also chal

lenge the computer, or let the

computer oppose itself. Baltic

your way through ten levels

for S49.95. The game, by Inter

play, is distributed by Medi-

agenic, 3885 Ilohannon Dr.,

Menlo Park. CA 94025, 415/

329-0800.

An age-old board game turns to life-or-death combat in Battle Chess.

Horror and Humor

FIRST ROW SOFTWARE

brings two TV classics to the

Amiga with The Twilight Zone

and Jackie Gleason's The Hon-

eymooners. When you enter

The Twilight Zone, a graphic

text adventure, you enter an ee

rie and bi/zare story. Watch out

fora twist at the end. A role-

98 October 1988

playing game. The Honey-

mooners lets you try to out

shout the irrepressible Ralph

Kramden. Both games sell for

S39.95. Consult the listings at

First Row Software. 900 East

8th Ave., Suite 300, King of

Prussia, PA 19406,

1500. ■

z commodore

Mention This Coupon and Get

$C 0- ■■.

Competitions Price

on any Software Title ($25 Win Purch]

ONE COUPON PER ORDER

We baliave we hava the

best hardware prices in the

country! Check our

competition .. Than DON'T

BUY Until You Call Ub

• GVP-IMPACTA2000 SCSI/RAM CARD • SCSI HARD CARDS & DRIVES
• ASDG RAM BOARDS/BOXES • SPIRIT BOARDS • 256K D-RAMS

PACIFIC PERIPHERALS OVERDRIVE/SUB SYSTEMS • FLICKER FIXER «

Compatible

3.5wrrFs
H.H-T • PHOENIX • MASTER3A

1 60|
1ASTFR3A |

20 MEG,™$550
PHOENIX* SUPRA • C-LTD.

32 • 48 • 60 MG AVAIL I
3.5

INTERNAL
130

PRO-GEN $Call
PRO DRIVE *190

Frame Grabber *Call

UNPOPULATED

INSIDER....

Micron 2 Mg.

•180
*Call

• 512KI500K ...*150
• EXP1000™...«22O

• Processor Accel..'Call

MODEMS

SUPRA
Hayes Compatible

$149

2400
External

95*

Avatex
1200 Baud S6995"
1200 Int S799S
1200 H.C S8995'
2400 Baud.... S1 79^'

■W/Cable Purchase

Panasonic
Industrial Company

Lasei $1650
10S0i-l I $160*
10911-11 $190*
10921 $300*

15921-11 $380*
15241-11 $520*

*W/2 RibOon Purcnase

I. - -

NX1000 Rainbow. .. . $220

Laser Call

NX1000 180*

NX15 300*

NB2410 380*

NR15 420*

Powertype L.Q 200*

ACCESSORIES

AB Switch S30
CVIEW $40
Digiview Stand $55
Disk Case (3'/2) $8
Oisk Head CInr $8

EASYL'S iromS299

Epyx Joystick $17

Most Cables $15
Mouse Pad $6
Perfect Sound $65
Perfect Vision S180

Time Saver $60

DIGIVIEW

3.0
130 \

• Word Perfect....5198
• Marauder II

DIGIVIEW CAMERA

PANASONIC %O€\(
1410 ^w

OKIMATE $

L. U W/Plug &

Circle AA on Reader Service card



WE SELL THE BEST - FOR LESS!
/ Denotes new products

SOFTWARE
ABACUS
/Amiga Machine Lang

/Amiga Tricks & Tips

Assempro
Becker Text , .
Books
Data Retrieve

Tex! Pro 548
ABSOFT

AC'Basic S117
AC'Frjrlran S180

ACCESS SOFTWARE

/Leader Board Dual Pak
Toirnament Disk ....

ACCOLADE

/Apoilo 18
/Bubble Ghost

/4th and Inches
Famous Courses Vol. 2

/Fight Might

/Graphic Studio
Hard Ball

Mean 18
/ Power al Sea

Tesi Drive S27
/The Train S24
ACTIQNWARE

/ Capsne S24

$33
516
$60
S&ii

Call
J48

S21
SI 2

$24

S21
S24

S12
Call

$36
S27
S27
S24

/Phaser Gun

/P.OW

/Creature
ACTIVISION

Game-* Basketball ...
Game-* Baseball

Game-* Goll
Game-* Football ..
GB Air Rally

Infocom Titles!! ... 40

Music Studio
Portal

Shanghai
ADOISON-WESLEY

Hardware Manual

Intuition Manual
Rom Kernal Manual .

Rgri Manual Exec ...
AEGIS

Animator/Images
Art Disk

Arazok's Tomb
Audiomaster

Diga
Draw

Draw Plus

Images

Impact
Lights Camera Action .

/ Modeler 3D

Port of Call
Sonix

Videoscape 3D 2 0 ...
Video Tiller

AMIGA

Assembler
Amga C

/ 1 3 Enhancer
Graphic Craft

Lisp
MindWalker

Textcralt Plus

ANCO

Harrier Mission
Formula 1 Racing ...

HR35
Kartmg Grand Prix ...

Las Vagas

Karate Kid
APPLIED VISIONS
/Sargon III . .......

ARTWORK

Bridge 5.0

/Centerfold Squares ...
Linkword Languages

Strip Poter

/ Strip Pkr Data#4
/Strip Pkr Data#5
■ftnnHaUu

FACC II
/ Cube Master

ASO

Bnsh Works (1 or 21 .
EFX

BANTAM

/ArrigaDOS Express . , .

DOS Manuals
BAUOVILLE

Award Maker

Gall
Call

Call

527
527

$27
S27
$24

% Off
$30
S30
$24

$20

$20
$24

$16

S84
$24

530

S36
S48

$75
S149
$24
S54

S48
Call
$24

S48
S120

$90

$60
S90
Call
$10

$120
S30
$54

$15
$15
$15
$15
$15
$15

$30

$21
$18
518
$24

512
512

$21
521

$18
$180

$20
522

530

Video Vegas $24
B.E.S.T. NEW

Business Mgmt LOW
General Ledger PRICES

AUANT GARDE
/Benchwork Modula 2 S120

BROWN WAGH
Express Paint 2.0 .... $60
Publisher Plus S60

Softwood File llsg .... S60
TV Show S60
TV Text S60

Word Plex S24
Write & File $60
Zuma Fonts (Each] .. $21

BHE BY BYTE

Animate 3-D $95
InfoMmder ... S60

Sculpl 3-D S65
/Scuipi Animate Jr Call

/ Scuipl Animate Pro ... Call

CAPILAN0
Logic Works $60

CENTRAL COAST

DISK to DISK $30
DOS 2 DOS S33

Quarierbaek $42
CIHEMAWARE

King of Chicago $30
/ Lords of the Rising Sun Call

S.D.I $30
Sinbad S30
3 Stooges S30

/Rocket Rsnger $30
COMMAND SIMULATIONS

Blitzkrieg $30

DIGITAL CREATIONS

Gi2mos 2.0 S42
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS
LPD Writer S42

DJGITEK

Amegas S21

/Drum Studio $30
Hollywood Poker $21

/Thunder Boy 521
Vampires Empire $27

DISCOVERY

Arkanoid $20
Graboil S13
Marauder II $24

/V.I.P $30
Zoom $18

DISK CO.

Critics Choice $150

Kind Words $60
DR. T MUSIC SOFTWARE

/KCS $150
EAGLE TREE

Butcher 2.0 $22
EIDERSDFT

Amiga Karate $21

/ Casino Fever S27
ELECTRONIC ARTS
AAA RGH $23

Adv Constr. Kit $14

Alternate Reality (city) S26
Artie Fox S26

Awesome Arcade Pk. . $32
Bard's Tale S32

/ Battle Droidz $23
Black Cauldron $26

ChessMaster 2000 . . . $29

Deluxe Music $62
Deluxe Paint II $80

Deluxe Video 1.2 $80

Deluxe Photo Lab . $92
Deluxe Productions .. $122
Deluxe Video 1.2 .... $80
Empire 532

Ferrari Formula 1 $32
Financial Cookbk ... . $14
Hunt For Red Oct S32

Instant Music S32

/ Intellitype $32
Kings Quest $32

/ Life and Death 529
Mad Libs $12
Marble Madness .. . $32
Mavis Beacon 529

/Monopoly Call
/Motber Goose Call

Thexder $32

One on One.

/Pub Games
Return To Atlantis

Road Wars
RocWord .

Skyfox . .

Skyfox II .
Starfleel I

514
$33
S32
$23
$23
$14

$26
$35

Ultima III ... S24

Space Ouest S32
Lounge Lizards .. .. $32
Earl Weaver $32

EMERALD INTELLIGENCE

/ Magellan S117

EPYX

California Games . ... $24
/ Oeath Sword S12

Destroyer 524

/Dive Bomber . .. S24

/Impassible Mission 2 . . $30

/Street Cat S15

/Street Sport Basketball. $24

Sub Battle S27
Summer Games . S24

Winter Games . S24

World Games . S24
/ 4x4 Road Racing $24

FIREBIRD

/Black Lamp $15
/ Carrier Command .... $27

/Enlightment $15

Guild of Thieves $27

Starglider II $27

/ Univ Military Sim . Call

FINALLY SOFTWARE

/ Dr Yes Call
Jinxter 524

Pawn

Knight of Ore S24
/Talner $42

FINALLY TECHNOLOGIES

/Animotion $60

Talker $42

Phasar $60

Senor Tutor 530

FIRST BYTE

First Letters & Words . 532
Ftrst Shapes 532

Kid Talk S32
Math Talk 532

Math Talk Fractions .. S32
Smoothtalker $32

Speller Bee S32
FIRST ROW

/ Prime Time Call

/Twilight Zone Call
/ Honeymooners Call
FULLER COMPUTER

/ Project D S30
GOLD DISK

/ Color Separator . ... Call

/Comic Setter .... 560

Font Set 1 525

/Gold Spell 2 $27
Laser Scrip! $27

Page Setter S9O

Pg. Setter Prof 1.1 .. $240

GRAPHIC EXPRESSIONS

Girls 512
HAITEX

/ Adrum $48

/Haicalc $36
HASH

Animator Apprentice S18O
Animator Apprentice Jr.. Call

/Animator Effects $30

/Animator Stand Cafl
/Animator Jr $48

Animator Flipper $24

Share Libraries Call
HYPERTEC

GOMF2.2 $24
/GOMF Button . . Call

IMPLUSE

/ Turbo Silver Call

Prism $42
INFINITY

Galileo II 542
Granrj Slam Tennis ... $30

Hot Licks $24
Shakespear $135

INFOCOM

Beyond Zork .... S30
Sherlock Holmes .. 524

INFOCOM

Beyond Zork 530

Sherlock Holmes 524
INNOVISION

/Video Effects 3D Call
INOVATRONICS

Power Windows 2.5 ... $54
INTELLIGENT MEMORY

Galaxy Fight $21

Garrison S35

Garrison II .. . . S35

Mousetrap S14

Turbo Print . Call
INTERACTIVE SOFTWORKS

Calligrapher . S60

Caliigrphr W.'Fnt Mvr S78

Lion Fonts S36
Newsletter Fonts . . $18

Studio fonts ... $21

ISM

Surgeon S30

JAGWARE

Alien Fires $24

JDK IMAGES

Pro Video CGI $120
Pro Video Plus S180
Font Library 1 S65

Font Library 2 $65
JHM

Talking Color Book ... $18

KARA

Kara Fonts $48

KFS
Accountant Si 80

KING SOFT

/City Defense S15
/Emerald Mines $15
/flip Flop $15

LATTICE

/Companion Call
C- Regular 5147

C - Professional .... $260

LION'S AMIGA ART STUDIO

Font Sets 18 2 $25

Newsletter fonts , .. , $25

MANX

Aztec C-Devel $195

Aztec C- Prof 5130

/Library Sources .... S180

/ Raw Copy 536

Source Level Debuger . $49

MARKSMAN

/Phasar 3.0 S60
MASTERTRONIC

/Fued 515

/Ninja Mission $15
/Space Ranger S15

MERIDIAN SOFTWARE
Demonstrator .. 524

Zing S48

Zing Keys $30

/Zing Spell ... 530

METACOMCO

Assembler S60

Lisp 1.3 $120
Pascal S60
Shell S42
Toolkit $30

METADIGM

MetaScope Call
/ MeiaScope Debugger . $59

MICRO DEAL

Ait Ball S24
Cashman $18

Gold Runner $24

Karate Kid II ... $24

/ Slaygon $24

Time Bandits $24
MICRO ILLUSIONS

/All Animator Call

Black Jack Academy .. S24

/Craps Academey $24
Dynamic Word .... $120

Disc.-Math/Spell (eacti) $24

Dynamic CAD .... $300

MICRO MAGIC
Forms in Flight II .. $72

MICROPROSE

Silent Service $24

MICROSEARCH

City Desk Call

BBS-PC 560
Excellence1 . Mew Low Price
Flipside 530

On-line 542
Organize .. .560
Scribble 560

The Works S12O

MIMETICS

/Capture $120

3 Demon ...... $65

/Framebufter.... $420

Midi Interface $43
Sound Sampler 580

Pro Midi Studio $125

MINDSCAPE

Balance of Power.
Black Buster ... .

Bratacjs
Deja Vu

/ Gauntlet
Hailey Project ....
Harrier Combat

/Indoor Sports

Into Eagle's Nest
MISL Soccer

PlLJtOS

0 Sail
Racter
SAT Preparation

ShadoAgale

Sinbad
/Superstar Ice Hockey

Uninvited

MINDWARE

Descartes
Holmes
Page Flipper

/Pg. Flipper Plus F/X .
NEW HORIZONS
/ Deluxe Help/Calligr..

Flow
/Pro Write 2 0

NEWTEK

A5O0 Adapter

/Digi-Droid
Digi-Paint 2.0

/ Oigiview 3.0 .
/Digiview 3.0 upgrade
NEW WAVE

Dynamic Drums . . .

/ Dynamic Studio
/ Sound Oasis
OMMTREND
/Breach
/ Paledin

/Sceneno Disk . . .
OPCODE SYSTEMS

/Music Mouse
ORIGIN SYSTEMS

Ogre
Moebius
Ultima III
Ultima IV ..

OXXI
/ A-iack Plus

/ Encore
Maxiplan 500 ....

Maxiplan Plus
/ Nimbus

PDJ SOFTWARE
/AiRT .
POLYGLOT SOFTWARE

Crossword Creator

Dominoes
PROGRESSIVE

CLI-Mate

/ Dr. Term Prof ....
/ Intro Cad

Logistix

/ Matha rrtati on .
MicroLawyer

/PrixMate .
Superbase

/ Superbase Prof
/ Ultra Cad

Vizawrite

PSYGNOSIS
Barbarian

/ Obliterator

Terror Pods
READY SOFT
The 64 Emulator-2 .

S30

. . S30

S30
S30

S30
. S27

$30

. . S30

. . $30

. . Call

.. S'B

.. SIS
S27

. . S4B

. . S3O

S30
. $30

S3O

SIB
Call

. . S30

.. Call

S27

S6D

.. $75

. . S2O

562
. . 536

S130
S10

. S48

. . Call
Call

524
. S24

.. S15

.. S48

S18

S36
524
S36

S48
Call
S90

SI 20

.. $90

Call

$20
$15

S24

. S50
S48

S3O
S50
S3S
S42
SBO

$210
Call

. 580

S24

S24

$24

$60
RIGHT ANSWERS GROUP

Director

Money Mentor
SOFT GANG

Final Trip

Space Figtil

Vader

SOFTLOGIC
Galileo 2.0

/Publ Partner Prof
SOFT TOUCH

Custom Screens .
Paymaster Plus ....

SOFTWARE ADVANTAGE
Investors Advantage

SOFTWARE VISIONS
MicroFiche Filer .

SSI
/Adv Dun & Drag .
/Gettysburg

/Queslron 2 .... ..

$42

. 560

S15

$15
S15

.. $42

$120

$42

.. $90

.. $60

.. S6O

.. Call
. . S38

S32

Phantasie
Roadwar Europa ....

Road War 2000

Wrath of fJicodemus .
SUBLOGIC

Flight Simulator
Jet
Scenery Disks (All) ..
Eurooean Scenery . .

SUNRIZE INDUSTRIES
/Adventure WkShop ..
/Elctr Color Splitter .. .

Perfect Vision

Studio Magic
TAURUS

Acqusition

/X-CAD Designer .

TDI
All Products AvaitsOte

Modula II - Comm, ..

Modula II - Devel. ...
Modula II - Reg

THE OTHER GUYS
Match-It .,

Omega File

Promise Spel! Checker
Reason

Synthia
THREE SIXTY INC.

Dark Castle ...

TITUS

/ Krazy Cars
TOP DOWN

Footman
/Space Night

Vyper

TRUE BASIC

/" " w/runtime & 3D
9 Libraries (eacn) ...

Runtime
UNICORN

Aesop's Fables

All About America ...
Decimal Dungeon . .

Fraction Action
/Ghostly Grammer . .

Kinderama
/ Land of the Unicorn .

1

Read & Rhyme

Read-A-Rama
The Worn1 Master

INISON WORLD

AH Gallery 1,2

f Fantasy
t Fonts & Borders ....
Pnntmaster Plus ....

IP TECHNOLOGY

Professional
VILLIAM HAWES

'Arexx
/W-Shell

VORD PERFECT INC.
'Library

Word Perfect

1 H i] kj fi^B

GENERIC

5Vi os/dd ... 250

S26

S26

S26
S26

$32
S32

$17
$17

$36
Call

S180
S60

5180

S360

5180

590
S60

Call

Call
$36

Call

SSO

527

S40

SI 8

$16

S60

S9D
S30

$90

S3O

S36
S30

530

SSO
SSO

S36
$30
$30

S30

$18
Call

Call
$30

590

S30
$30

578

5198

1

!
■

200 Lot

Vh OS/DD .. 1.30 30 Lot

FUJI - MAXELL

SONY - VERBATIM

3V2 DS/DD

1.80 30 Lo

MULTI COLOR

DISKETTES

31/2 DS/DD

1.50 30 Lo

Orders Only:

800-433-7756

Sena Mail Orders To M.C.S. 12664 Farmingtan Rd .Livonia, Ml 48150
School P.O.s Accepted - Call For Terms

'" Michigan:

Customer Service:

313-427-0267

MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES

FAX:

313-427-7766

Hours. Mon.Fri 10 a m . 10 p m

Saturday 10 am 6 p.m.

No Surcharge lor MC/VISA/DISCOVER Sorry no walk in traffic

All returns must have RA#. Merchandise found defective will be repaired

or replaced. We do not offer refunds for defective products or for

products that do not perform satisfactorily We make no guarantees

for product performance. Any money back guarantee must be handled

directly with the manufacturer. Call for shipping & handling info. Prices

subiect to Change without notice. Shipping & Handling are not refund

able.

12864 FARMINGTON ROAD. LIVONIA, Ml 48150

We cannot guarantee compatibility

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED



HELP KEY
At the witching hour, Lou exorcises your

computer demons, narrowly making his deadline.

Graphic

Reflections

Q: / need to use my Amiga to cre

ate graphics, then convert them to

IBMformat. Is there any commer

cial or public-domain package

available to do it for me?

R. Savryk

Arrow Grande, CA

A: Reflection ($89) by Interna

tional Microcomputer Soft

ware Inc. allows you to

convert pictures among the

Amiga, IBM PC. and Macin

tosh. The Amiga source files

must be at most Hi colors—

any extra colors are ignored.

The software runs on the IBM

only, so you must transfer the

Amiga files to the PC via a

modem or a null cable. If your

Amiga is equipped with a

Bridgeboard or A1010 514-

inch drive, you can transfer

the files via software. Reflec

tion lets you choose the PC

graphics formal you wish to

convert to. Possible formats

are Dr. HALO, PC Paintbrush,

TIFF, InSet. the Hewlett-Pack

ard LaserJet's .HPC format, or

PostScript. For more informa

tion, contact International Mi

crocomputer Software Inc.,

1299 Fourth St.. San Rafael,

CA 94901, 415/454-7101.

Chip Shots

Q: // / am satisfied with my

Amiga 500 as it is, ivhy should I

bother upgrading it with the new

graphics chips thai support addi

tional chip RAM? Will future soft-

By Louis R. Wallace

ware require the new chips, or will

it work with both old and new? If

I do get these chips, will I need to

expand my A500 beyond 512K to

use them? Will older Amiga soft

ware still work with these chips?

E. Bolog

Sterling, VA

A: As of this writing, those

chips have not been released

to the public, and only a few

developers have them. I don't

have any hands-on experience

with the chips, but I will make

some educated guesses.

If you are happy with the

currenl chips, you don't need

the new ones. Because many

Amiga users will never up

grade to the new chip set.

most software developers will

support both chip sets. As with

any format change, the new

chips will not be compatible

with some existing software.

Of course, some programs will

be developed that require

more than 5I2K of chip RAM

and, as a result, require the

new chips. Because you cannot

use one megabyte of chip

RAM on a machine with only

,r>l2K, you will need more than

TiI2K to use the chips. On the

plus side, with the new chips,

and increased chip RAM, you

can multitask more graphics-

and sound-intensive programs.

In Print

On Printing

Q: Before I invest a lot ofmoney

in desktop-ptdtlishing software and

hardware I want learn about the

subject. Can you suggest some good

books on desktop publishing?

F. Goldsmith

Canton, OH

A: Looking in my library, I

came up with two books I can

recommend. While not Amiga

specific, they are packed with

useful information on design

ing and creating professional

looking documents. Try to find

The Illustrated Handbook ofDesk

top Publishing and Typesetting by

Michael L Kleper (S29.95, pub

lished by TAB Professional

And Reference Books, 717/794-

2191) and Design for Desktop Pub

lishing by John Miles ($16.95,

published by Chronicle Books.

415/777-7240).

Get Started

Q: / want to automatically execute

an Amiga Basic program called

BOOTUPHANDLER on startup,

but when I inserted the command

SYS.BOOTUP.HANDLER

into my startup-sequence, I got an

AmigaDOS error message that said

"Unable to Load File SYS:

BOOTUP.HAXDLER : fde is not

an object module." By experiment

ing, I determined the problem

was that Amiga Basic programs

are projects, not tools. Can I

run Amiga Basic programs

directly from the CLI, and if

so. how?

J.Luk

San Francisco, CA

A: You are quite correct. You

cannot directly execute Amiga

Basic programs from CLI

batch files, such as your

startup-sequence, but you can

automatically load and run

Amiga Basic programs. To

your startup-sequence add the

statement:

AMIGABASIC

BOOTUP.HANDLER

This will execute Amiga Ba

sic, which tben loads and runs

your program. If you want the

Amiga Basic program to run

as a task, insert the AmigaDOS

command RUN at the begin

ning of the line. A more costly

solution is to buy Absoft's

Amiga Basic Compiler, which

will generate stand-alone pro

grams. Contact Absoft at 2781

Bond St.. Auburn Hills, MI

18057, 313/H53-0050.

Out Back in

The BBS

Q: / want to set up a BBS on my

Amiga 2000 and fume it operate

in the background. Is this possible?

If so, where I can get the software

to do this?

J. Flugan

Yuma, AZ

A: BBS-PC! ($99.95) is a very

sophisticated bulletin board

system. The software will mul

titask, and you can run it in

the background while you use

the computer for other work.

For all the details on BBS-PC!,

contact Micro-Systems Soft

ware. 12798 Forest Hill Blvd.,

West Palm Beach, FL 33414,

■107/79O-O77O. ■
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Comspec Allows Gigabytes for Amiga Computers

Comspec is pleased to announce the release

ol it's new Bernoulli System for the

Commodore-Amiga Personal Computers.

The Comspec Bernoulli Box allows users

unlimited storage, portability, unbeatable

security and ease of backup all in one. Up

until now only MS DOS users have had

access to this advanced and much sought

after technology.

A Revolutionary Technology

Of course, the Comspec Bernoulli System

wasn't born in a day. It followed the dazzling

success of the original Bernoulli System which

is currently in use with over 200,000 users.

At the heart of every Comspec Bernoulli

System is the remarkable Bernoulli

Technology. Head crashes or disk

contamination are virtually impossible. Data is

accessed and transferred at a rate matching

or surpassing that of hard disks. The end

result is a high-performance mass storage

system with built-in backup that is rugged and

decreases in cost as you increase capacity.

What Is a Comspec Bernoulli System ?

A Comspec Bernoulli System is a storage

device that works similarly to a fixed hard

drive, with the convenience of a floppy drive,

and at the same time offering several key

advantages over both. The Comspec

Bernoulli box uses 20 megabyte removable

cartridges., This allows the user to have

virtually unlimited storage capability. As your

data needs grow, you can add inexpensive

cartridges instead of expensive hardware.

That equals hard disk convenience without

hard disk limitations or long term costs. Since

the cartridges are removable, each person

can have their own cartridges, and you will not

need to invest in an expensive network. As

trie cartridges are very compact (5.43 inl x

5.35 in.W x 0.35 in.H). they can be given to

the person down the hall, across town, or

around the world, without the normal concern

about transporting media.

Advantages Over Competitive

Bernoulli Systems

Comspec's Bernoulli System has an important

feature called disk change management.

Whenever the user inserts or removes a

Bernoulli cartridge the Amiga operation

system Is automatically informed, and its icon

will appear or disappear, the same way a

floppy icon will. This is a very important

benefit to the user. The Amiga Operating

System knows which disk is in which floppy.

Requesters and icons automatically appear or

disappear as required. Comspec has

designed it's Bernoulli System to operate

identically to that of the Amiga's floppy drives.

In some competitive products, you must run a

program to initialize the system each and

every time you remove a cartridge. This is not

only a time consuming and tedious exercise,

but if you forget, the Amiga operating system

will get confused and will end up corrupting

your data and could even crash the entire

system. With the Comspec system this can
never happen.

Another major feature of the Comspec

Bernoulli System is the ability of 'auto

booting" under Kickstart and Workbench V1.2

or the new V1.3 version on an Amiga 1000

computer, and V1.3 on the Amiga 500 and

2000..

Simply insert a previously configured Bernoulli

cartridge and the Amiga can auto boot. No

other Bernoulli system currently available for

the Amiga can make that claim. Similarly, the

Comspec Bernoulli System also supports the

(FFS) FAST FILE SYSTEM. Comspec

Bernoulli System owners can now take

advantage of increased performance and

unlimited storage capability even if they

already own a hard drive for the Amiga.

Although there are competitive products

available, none offers as complete a system

as Comspec. In fact, some competitors even

expect you to purchase a SCSI interface from

a separate supplier, and then try to figure out

how they are going to work together.

Comspec not only supplies memory

expansion, hard drives and interfaces, but

supplies the Bernoulli System as a complete

ready-to-run package.

With the Comspec Bernoulli System, you get

all the advantages of the highly acclaimed

Comspec Hard Drive System, such as media

defect management, low processor overhead,

partitioning ability, easy expandability, and

proven reliability.

Is the Comspec Bernoulli System for You?

Who can benefit from using the Bernoulli

System? Anyone who has vital data to be

safeguarded or shared. If you need to store

large amounts of data, deal with multiple data

bases or lengthy files, share that data with

others, or if you need to keep it completely

secure, then the Bernoulli System is for you.

Defense contractors use Bernoulli Cartridges

for storing and securing top-secret

information. It is not uncommon for artists,

animators, and programmers to generate

program code that is 2 or 3 megabytes in size.

Until now they have always had problems

transferring their data to others, now they can

store their data on Bernoulli cartridges, and

have the convenience of sending their data to

anyone else who has a Comspec Bernoulli

System. Architects, Advertising agencies and

Lawyers can store client files on individual

cartridges to provide electronic client history

files. All this with the same convenience as a

floppy!

Comspec Bernoulli System Configurations

The Comspec Bernoulli System comes in

many different configurations, but all

configurations must include a Comspec SCSI

host adapter for your particular Amiga.

For the Amiga 500 & 1000 you can purchase

a Comspec Bernoulli System in two types of

housing. The SD chassis housing allows

room for up to two 5.25" in. devices. This

would allow installation of up to two Bernoulli

Systems or one Bernoulli System and another

device such as a Comspec hard drive.

The second type of housing is the low profile

"SSD" Amiga 500 chassis housing which has

room for one 5.25" device and one 3.5"

device. The "SSD" chassis also doubles as a

monitor stand when connected to the Amiga

500. A typical configuration would be a

Comspec 3.5" hard drive and a Comspec

Bernoulli System.

Although the Amiga 2000 has the same

options as above, it can also have a single

Bernoulli System installed inside the Amiga

2000 where the 5.25 floppy drive for the

bridgecard would normally reside.

Technical Information

Physical Size

Amiga 2000 Internal

Bernoulli Sysiem

Length 8.0 in.

Width 5.75 in.

Height 1.625 in.

Weight 3.9 Ib.

Performance

Seek Time Including Settling

Single Track 6 ms.

Average 40 ms.

Maximum 78 ms.

MODELS AVAILABLE

B20" - Internal Bernoulli System for

Amiga 2000 and, for owners of

Comspec SD 20/40/60 hard

drives

SD-B20' ■ External Bernoulli System for

Amiga 1000/2000 (SD chassis

allows room for an additional

5.25" device)

SSD-B20* - External Bernoulli System for

Amiga 500 (SSD chassis allows

room for an additional 3.5"

device)

* Please note the Comspec SA 500, SA 1000,

and SA 2000 SCSI interfaces are required for

the above and are sold seperately.

COMSPEC B20 DRIVE STARTING

AT $1625.00 U.S.

COMSPEC SCSI INTERFACES

FROM $249.00 U.S.

(Tha above is an internal system for the Amiga 2000)

Additional configurations are available, please

contact your dealer, or Comspec directly at

the address listed below.

Bernoulli is a registered trademark of

IOMEGA Corporation.

Amiga is a registered trademark of

Commodore Business Machines.

'Specifications subject to change without notice.

Comspec Communications Inc.

74 Wingotd Avenue

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

M6B 1P5

Tei. (416)785-3553

Fax. (416)785-3668

Circle 180 on Reader Service card.
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DMNI
INTERNATIONAL

The AMIGA Specialists

AMIGA Software

AMIGA Peripherals

AMIGA Computers

3S2S Woodland Pa* Ave. N,, Seattle,

WE SHIP AROUND THE WORLD

Known internationally (or exceptional service.

Knowledgeable, multi-lingual staff.

U.S. overseas personnel!

We specialize in APO & FPO shipping!

Ask tor our Overseas Military Special Pricing!

Fast delivery, charged when shipped

AX. Discover, VISA. MC. M/O. Certified check

#1 Authorized AMIGA Dealer in the Pacific NWI

WA 98103 206-547-OMNI 206-547-6664 Fa» 206-547-6012

Typesetting

24 Hour Turnaround

24 Hour Modem Service

• Paper or Film

• Extensive Font Library

Words & Pictures

2811 McKinney ^320 LB111 - Dallas. TX 75204

214-871-0498

Gall Chuck McWilliam for information.

FREE AMIGA KNOWLEDGE!
With an introductory order or

"The Kickstart Guide to Ihe Amiga"

by Ariadne Software Ltd.

With introductory notes by Gail Wellington
Mention this ad when you order 6 or more "Kickslart Guides" and receive 1 guide free! This

$24.95, one-time-only offer is good lor Amiga dealers only as an introduction to the "Kickstart

Guide" and Micro Pace Distributors! Phone your sales representative today for information on this

special offer and about our full line of Amiga software and peripherals.
Cail and take advantage of this introductory offer today at:

MICRO PACE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
1212 Hagan, Champaign, IL 61820

Order loll free 800-362-9653; in Illinois 217-356-1885; FAX 217-356-0097

Serving the CornmoOoie community with ovoi 1600 t.ttes since 1982

= Guru rs Guide1
Meditation #7 — Interrupts Written by Carl Sassenrath. principal designer of

the Amiga Multitasking Executive (Exec) and author
Meant for senous orasptrmg Amiga programmers . . , nn,.i, in ■ c

' s' a S a of the Amiga ROM Kernel Manual: Exec
only: specific details of the Amiga Exec interrupt

system. More than 60 pages covering the design

philosophy, general pnnciples, rules for use, issues

to consider, common problems, plus many working

examples. Includes details of general interrupts,

software interrupts, (unctions, priorities, decoding,

dispatching, disabling, and sharing. Two week,

money-back guarantee if not satislied.

To Order send SI 4.95 check or money order to

Guru's Guide #1

P.O. Box 1510

Ukiah, CA 95482

California residents: add 6% sales tax.

iin Hos

RAWCOPYV1.3

Now Shipping

S59.95

Free shipping and handling

Michigan residents add 4% tax

Quantity pricing available

RawCopy V1.3
' Ultra-powerful backup tool for your AMIGA71

' Copies software that no others will

' Deprolects many of your favorite programs

' Supports up to four 3.5" disk drives

" Mouse-driven user interface

To Order:

Micro Systems International

1143 Monroe St.

Carleton, Michigan 48117

Call (313) 654-3402

ATTENTION BASIC PROGRAMMERS!

At last iherc's an easy way to add 2-D graphics lo your AmigaBasic programs.

Design images with the mouse, and Basic Art Coder automatic ally writes the code

to draw ihem. The code is in RAM:BasicClip -- jusi Paste it inro your program.

Run your program, and the images are faithfully re-created. Basic Art Coder fully

automate* these AmigaBasic graphics commands: AREAFILL. LINE, CIRCLE;.

COLOR. PAINT, PALETTE, and more.

Basic An Cotter S24.OO postpaid

Picture Garden demo S8.00 postpaid

CA residents: Add your area"s sales tax.

Mojo Software

2261 Market St. #464

San Francisco. CA 94114

The Nation's Most Complete Amiga Graphics Service

35mm Color Slides

Color Vu-Graphs

Photo. Color Prints

Hi-Res. Digitizing

Ca1l/S«nd For Brochure

Color Separations

Halftones

IFF to Video Tape

Video Transfers

Combining IFF & Action

Building "Slide Shows"

Custom Animation

Image Enhancement

Creative
All P.oceiimg Done In House 55 Grace St.. Maiden. MA 02148 Tel: (617) 322-4571

The Master 3A Disk Drive For Your Amiga
■ 100% Amiga Compatible
■ Smaller tk Slimmer

than the 1010

■ 28" Cable

■ Daisy Chatnable

■ 1 Year Warranty

SURFSIDE

nigh-Tech Gloss Black

Pace Plate

Quieter Operation

Call Toll-Free

800-548-9669
In Calif: (408)462-9494

Dealer Inquiries Welc

P.O. BOX 1836

CapitoIa.CA 95010

Only "159
(Call fur Shipping]

AMIGA SOFTWARE

Over 90 disks of only the best of the Public Domain and Share

ware. Tested and sorted into the following categories:

Animation, Applications, Games, Graphics, Information, Music,

Programming, Sound, Telecommunications, and Utilities.

For a free list, send a business size SASE lo:

Micro Computer Associates, Amiga Software,

P.O. Box 5533, Katy, TX 77491-5533.

All Disks Tested Virus-Free

- 4- ■
k

\
K--
T li

"T"

GO Sensei will teach you to play GO,
the ultimate strategy game. Originating in

China over 4000 years ago, GO Is not just a

game but a martial art of the mind.

NOW AVAILABLE ! ! !

To order, send $30 to SENTE SOFTWARE

PO Box 33174, Los Gatos, CA 95031, (408) 448-9635

APL.68000

$99
A HIGHLY OPTIMIZED ASSEMBLER BASED APL INTERPRETER FOR FAST

AND POWERFUL PROGRAMS. FEATURES A COMPLETE INTERFACE TO

THE AMIGA ENVIRONMENT WITH PULL DOWN MENUS. REQUESTER AND

ALERT BOXES. SPEECH. SOUND AND GRAPHIC FACILITIES.

SPENCER
ORGANIZATION, (NC

siwood. N.J. 07675

P O. Box 248

I20D666601 I

Order Direct for S99- 7 shipping. SI 0 Canada

VISA/MC/AMEX ' A% NJ in - 6°^ sales ta».

Jagow Data Systems—-Buyers Club
JDS-Buyers Club Is a membership buying service (or Amiga owners who are tired of paying

high prices! JDS-Buyers Club offers software, hardware & accessories at a very low percent

age over TRUE wholesale. Join our growing membership! Your S25.00 yearly membership tee

entitles you to buy at prices like these:

A2000 40 meg hard disk $575.00 WordPerfect S186.64

SUPRA 2400 baud modem $141.75 F-18 Interceptor S 33.64

TO JOIN. SEND S25.00 OR FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE TO:

JDS-Buyers Club, PO BOX 2959, CHESAPEAKE, VA 23320

S04-547-4226 VOICE (9:00 AM-6:00 PM EST M-F)

NEXUS BBS 804-547-1065 ONLINE CATALOG S. MORE!
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TRY BEFOREYOU BUY!
Best selling games, utilities,

and classics plus new releases!

Yes We Accept:

100's of titles

Low prices

Same day

shipping

Free brochure

RENT-A-DISC

Frederick Bldg. #220

Huntington, WV 25701

{304) 529-3232

AM GA DUST COVERS

'Satisfaction Guaranteed "Custom Made "Heavy 32oz Vinyl

'Colors TAN & BROWN "Quantity Discounts Available

$ S.OO

B.00

4.00

13.00

16.00

COMBINATIONS: (A) (B) S28.00: (A) (D) (H) S31.00: (A) (B) (E) (H) $34.00 (A) (B) (C) (F) (H) S39.00

Order By Stating Make, Model 4 Color (TAN or BROWN) with Check or M.O. Plus S2.00

per Item {S5.00 Max) SHP. & HDL; CA. Res. add 6% Tax. COD's $3.00.

CROWN CUSTOM COVERS, 24621 Paige Circle, DEPT. A-2

Laguna Hills, CA. 92653 (714) 472-6362

(A) 500/1000/2000 MONITORS

(B) 1000/2000 CPU w/DRIVE

(C) 1000 KEYBOARD

(D) 500 KEYBOARD w/DRIVE

(E) 2000 KEYBOARD

S19.00

13.00

7.00

14.00

8.00

(F)
(Gj

(Hj

(I)
(J)

EXT 3.5 DRIVE

EXT. 5.25 DRIVE

MOUSE COVER

10" PRINTER

15" PRINTER

S MicroEd
Educational Software K thru ADULT

ALL CURRICULAR AHEAS'INCLUDES RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS

SEND FOR A LIST OF OUR SOFTWARE

MicroEd, Incorporated

P.O. Box 24750

Edina, MN 55424

612-929-2242

TAKE ANY 5 AMIGA DISKS 8ftY $399.5
EXPANDHD LISTINGS! NEWLY UPDATED! SUPER VALUE!

Graphics and Games Disks

□ 008 Assorted (James

Super gomes disk! Hours of fun!

D 009 Graphics & Animations

□ 001 Best (iraphics & Games

Just ihe Amiga"" classics!

□ 003 □ 004 ABusic Games
Full Graphics Monopoly™. Brickout, . , .

Backgammon, mom! Cools as 2 disks. □ "I-1 Interactive (,raphics

D 007 Mandelbrot and Fractals CAD" Ra>"racer- 3D olljecl edltor'
Fascinating Science-Art graphics! HI 031 Amiga PD Artwork

Special Interest Disks APDC Utility Disks

005 Amiga Basic Programs
Great examples of AB programming!

011 Sounds

Edit and play sound samples.

014 Desktop Video

Requires I megabyte of RAM.

023 Word Processing

024 Home Finances

Home expense manager, spreadsheet:

□ 015 Icons and Icon Utilities
Icon edit pins many gntBI samples!

□ 018 General User Utilities
A must for the serious user.

□ 019 Unix'™ type Commands

□ 021 Telecommuncations

Geat modem utilities plus BBS list!

D 025 Programming Languages

Lisp, Logo, Hurih & Modula-2.

I

Special Offer!

I 5 disks for only $39.95

I 10 disks for only $74.90

I AH 18 disks lisleci: S126~ I *
lFree disk case! C$4.95 value)!

| Free, immediate shipping!

rseas orders (cxccpl APO) add $10.00. |

■ StreetSend coupon with check or money order to

Amiga Public Domain Connection

Box 9015 Berkeley. CA 94709

APDC ORDER COUPON
l-NTF.R DISK M'MiiliRS DKSIHRD

inter Name

State Zip.

~i^^DU5inebb .
r-feic Payro"
['■<>■« 7^ Accts Receivable
^ B / Check ladger

Inventory

Accts Payable

General Ledger

^r^W^ call or mite today for a FREE CATALOG!
—^ (619) 436-3512

^g^jj^COMPUTERWARE Encinitas, CA 92024

Bulk—C.ltoh
Prices per disk

Based on

100 disks

Associates, Inc. The DISK SPECIALISTS

Featuring C.ltoh, Sony, Etc: DISTRIBUTORS

3.5", 100% Certified, Lifetime Warranty!

SSDD—Blue

.97

OSDD—Rainbow

1.35

Sony, other brands S products available. Call/Write lor Disk Pricing Schedule & Amiga Prod

uct Listings. Prices subject to change w/out notice. S'H—S5.50; COD's add 53-00. Call for

details. Educational, corporate 6 dealer inquiries invited.

MCP Associates, Inc., PO Box 6260, Dept AW, L.I.C., NY 11106-0260
Tel: (718) 956-9000 Exceptional Service £ Quality FaX: (718) 956-9028

Join

Sample

prices

Call 1-

Amiga

lowest

the rage with

\ \ City Desk: S89

// BBS-PC: S61

-800-535-5757 (In

software,

prices !!

RAMpage !

Galileo: S44

S.D.I. : 831

Arizona: 247-1490)

RAMpage, Inc. • 3341 W. Peoria

Suite 204 • Phoenix, M 85029

35mm COLOR SLIDES
from your IFF or HAM files

• Brilliant Color • No Curvature Distortion

as low as $1/slide

Call or Write for order form, price list & sample

TIAMMOND 1128° Washington Place

Q^hotooraphic Culver City, Ca. 90230
services (213) 390-3010

Common LISP

Create Artificial Intelligence programs for your Amiga using our

Common LISP interpreter. Includes examples demonstrating

different aspects of symbolic computing.

Requires AmgiaDOS 1.2 and 512K of RAM.

McCauley Software Systems

PO Sox 271031

Houston, Texas 77277-1031

Send check or money order lor

$69.95 + 54 shipping. Texas

residents add 8% sales tax.

ANNOUNCING: 1987 GRIDIRON! TEAMS
1987 COLLEGE FOOTBALL DATA DISK and

THE COMPUTER FOOTBALL LEAGUE (CFL)

1987 COLLEGE DISK—Every BIG B learn plus 12 selected Top 20 learns

including Miami, USC, Michigan Sale. Syracuse. Wishbone and Power-I

ottenses included 20 learns in all1

THE COMPUTER FOOTBALL LEAGUE—Recruit and coach your own pro

team1 Star! with S8 million and draft Irom over 400 players CFL will beupdatefl

annually Order year 1 loday!

S14.95 each, both lor 124.95 (KS residents adfl 5% sales tax). Send check or

money order to—or write lor more information at.

BETA SOFTWARE • P O Bo« 20537 • Wichita. KS 67208»GRIDIRON! is a

trademark of Bethesda Soilworks.
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AmigaWorld is ;i publication of IDG Communica-

tions, the world's largest publisher of computer-

related information. IDG Communications pub

lishes over 9(1 computer publications in 33 coun

tries. Fourteen million people read one or more

IDG Communications publications each month.

IDG Communications publications contribute to

the IDG News Service offering the latest on do

mestic and international computer news. IDG Com

munications publications include: ARGENTINA'S

Computerworld Argentina; ASIA'S Communications

World, Computenvorld Hong Kong, Computenvorld Ma

laysia, Computerworld Singapore, Computenvorld South

east Asia, PC Review; AUSTRALIA'S Computrrworld

Australia, Communications World. Australian PC World.

Australian Macworld: AUSTRIA'S Computerwelt Oester-

retch; BRAZIL'S DataNews, PC Mundo, Micro Mundo;

CANADA'S Computer Data; CHILE'S Informatka,

Computacion Personal; DENMARK'S Computenvorld

Danmark, PC World Danmark; FINLAND'S Mikro, Tie-

loxiiikko; FRANCE'S La Monde Informaliquf, Distrib-

utique. InfoPC, Telecoms International; GREECE'S Micro

and Computer Age; HUNGARY'S Computerworld SZT,

PC Mikrovilage; INDIA'S Dataquest; ISRAEL'S People

& Computers Weekly, People & Computers Bi-Weekly:

ITALY'S Computerworld Italia; JAPAN'S Computer-

world Japan; MEXICO'S Computenvorld Mexico; THE

NETHERLANDS' Computerworld Netherlands, PC

World Benelux; NEW ZEALAND'S Computerworld New

Zealand; NORWAY'S Computerworld Norge, PC World

Norge; PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA'S China

Computerworld, China Computerworld Monthly; SAUDI

ARABIA'S Arabian Computer News; SOUTH KO

REA'S Computerworld Korea, PC World Korea; SPAIN'S

CIMWORLD, Computerworld Esparto, Commodore

World, PC World Espana, Comunicaciones World, Infor-

maika Industrial; SWEDEN'S Computer Sweden, Mik-

radatorn, Svenska PC World; SWITZERLAND'S

Computerworld Srhweiz; UNITED KINGDOM'S Com

puter News, DEC Today, ICL Today, LOTUS. PC Business

World; UNITED STATES' AmigaWorld, CD-ROM Re

view, CIO, Computer Currents, Computerwortd, Com

puters in Science, Digital News, Federal Computer Week,

80 Micro, FOCUS Publications, bidder, InjoWorld. Mac

intosh Today, MacWorld. Computer + Software News,

(Micro Marketieorldllsbhar-Friedman), Network World.

PC World, Portable Computer Review, Publish!, PC Re-

source.RUN,Windows;VENEZVELA'SComptitmvorld

Venezuela; WEST GERMANY'S Comfmterwoche, Infor

mation Management. PC Writ. Run. PC Woche, RUN.

Manuscripts: Contributions in the form of manu

scripts with drawings and/or photographs are wel

come and will be considered for possible

publication. AmigaWorld assumes no responsibility

for loss or damage to any material. Please enclose

a self-addressed, stamped envelope with each sub

mission. Payment for the use of any unsolicited

material will be made upon publication. All con

tributions and editorial correspondence (typed and

double-spaced, please) should be directed to

AmigaWorld Editorial, 80 Elm St., Peterborough. Nil

03458; telephone: 603-9249471. Advertising In

quiries should be directed to Advertising Offices,

IDG Communications/Peterborough, Inc., 80 Elm

St., Peterborough. NH 03458: telephone: 800-441-

4403. Subscription problems or address changes:

Call 1-800-525-0643 (in CO. 1-303-447-9330) or write

to AmigaWorld, Subscription Dept.. PO Box 58804,

Boulder. CO 80322-88(14. Problems with advertis

ers: Send a description of the problem and your

current address to; AmigaWorld. 80 Elm St.. Peter

borough, NH 034S8, ATTN.: Lisa LaKleur, Cus

tomer Service Representative.

List of Advertisers
Reader

Service

Number

115 A + L AG. 71

124 Abacus Software, 31

175 AbSoft. 88

72 Ami-Expo, 83

' AmigaWorld,

Pull-Down Menu, 102, 103

Subscription Ad. 59

The Amiga Companion, 95

197 AMnews, 57

65 ASDG, Inc., 79

57 Bethesda Soflworks, 81

132 Briwall, 74, 75

763 Brown-Wagh Publishing, 23

220 Buena Vista Software, 41

73 California Access, 35

Cinemaware Corp., 7

190 Compu Art, 14

148 Computability, 73

41 Computer Mail Order, 60, 61

69 Computer Mart, 85

189 Computer Systems Associates, 96

180 Compsec Communications, Inc., 101

199 Creative Computers, 66, 67

98 Demonware. 37

97 DigiTek, Inc., Clll

192 Direct Micro, 90

89 Discovery Software International, CM

35 Dr. T's Music Software, 80

210 Elan Design, 38

225 Electronic Musician, 65

191 Epyx, 15

130 First Row Software, 72

183 Fuller Computer Systems, 86

/// GE Information Services, 47

Reader

Service

Number

26 Go Amigo, 24, 25

150 Gold Disk, 5

62 Great Valley Products, Inc., 4

145 Great Valley Products, Inc., 4

125 InterComputing, Inc., 91

23 Lattice. Inc., 43

122 Lightspeed Distribution, 69

31 Manx Software Systems, 19

181 MAST. 88

16 Metacomco, 90

44 Micro Computer Services, 98, 99

138 Microlilusions, CIV

78 Microway, 85

176 Mills Industries, 84

* Mindscape, Inc., 45

38 New Horizons Software, 9

102 Newtek, 1

33 Oxxi, Inc., 55

107 Pacific Peripherals, 87

179 Rainbird, 21

24 ReadySoft, Inc., 2

113 Redmond Cable, 96

201 RGB Video Creations, 86

154 RSISystems, 76

211 SoftLogik Corp., 13

128 Software Discounters of America, 89

194 Software Excitement, 70

206 Sprite Technology, 82

116 Star-Flite Telemarketing, 97

56 Taito Software of America, 33

151 The Hunter Group, 58

204 The Right Answers Group, 77

134 The Software Shop, 92, 93

* This advertiser prefers to be

contacted directly

This index is provided as an

additional service. The publisher

does not assume liability for errors

or omissions.

FYI
As a service to ils renders. AmigaWorld will periodically publish the names of companies who are having difficul

ties meeting their customer obligations or who have gone out of business. Readers are advised to contact

AmigaWorld before dealing with these companies: Computer Best, FutureSoft Applications. If" you have any

questions or concerns about advertisers in AmigaWorld, please contact: Lisa LaFleur, Customer Service Repre

sentative. AmigaWorld Magazine, 80 Elm Street, Peterborough, NH 03458. Through our customer service repre

sentative, AmigttWorld assists readers with problems they may have with advertisers. However, AmigaWorld does

not assume any liability for advertiser's claims.
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Lole-In-One Miniature Golf combines digitized sound, quality
graphics and superior payability with realistic ball play to give you

the best miniature golf game made!

Utilizing the mouse (point and click) interface. DigiTek Software

has created a game that will challenge adults yet is so simple to

play that children can play as easily as adults from the very first

game. This game supports up to 4 players making it one of the few

games that the entire family really can enjoy together.

Hole-In-One Miniature Golf is "2 Holes of pure fun in 4 separate

courses that give you classic miniature golf as well as hilarious

fantasy holes. The digitized sounds of the crowd, the ball, and

special effects all add to the fun and realism.

Another revolutionary game from the company that brought

you Vampire's Empire, Amegas and Hollywood Poker —

DigiTek Software!

^ DigiTek
^F Software
104 West Seneca, Suite 4

Tampa. Florida 33612

(Programmers wanted—

write us!)

Circle 97 on Header Service card.
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PAINT

CAPAB ES
PHOTON PAINT IS A POWERFUL LO- AND

HI-RESOLUTION HOLD AND MODIFY (HAM)

PAINT PROGRAM, WITH OVERSCAN (NTSC

/PAL) AND SPECIAL EFFECTS FOR THE AMIGA
COMPUTER!

Now many ot the features and techniques

previously only available in separate Amiga

paint programs have been combined and

expanded in PHOTON PAINT! These include

features that were limited to either a 32 color

paint program, or a HAM paint program. Yet it

doesn't stop there! PHOTON PAINT expands

your paint capabilities as never before with

these features:

• 64 color palette with 4,096 color alterations

• State of the art Surface Mapping *

Exceptionally sophisticated brush operations

• Real-time operation of drawing tools ■ Paint

in exactly the color you choose in HAM mode

• Allow HAM to modify colors • Two types of fill

functions • All popular brush operations • Full

blend mode • Total menu movabiiity with

brush and color palette menu size reduction

option • Light source specification, normal,

intense or dithered ■ Unique magnification

window with variable pixel sizing • Transparent

or opaque background colors • Palette color

spreads with both (RGB) AND (HSV) functions

• Compatible with most third party art and

animation systems, including Photon Video.

EXPAND YOUR CREATIVITY TO

A NEW DIMENSION, PICK UP

PHOTON PAINT TODAY!

17408 Chatsworth St., Granada Hills, CA 91344

Inside CA 818/360-3715 • Outside CA 800/522-2041 • FAX 818/360-1464 12-112




